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Intraseasonal Kelvin waves in the Tropical Paci�cRasmus E. BenestadSt. Anne's CollegeD.Phil.Michalmas Term 1997AbstractIntraseasonal Kelvin waves represent an important part of the dynamics of equatorialoceans, but their importance for tropical climate variability is not yet fully understood.The objective of this study is to improve our understanding of some of the physicalprocesses that relate intraseasonal Kelvin waves to the tropical atmosphere-ocean coupledsystem. The role of baroclinic intraseasonal Kelvin waves in the equatorial Paci�c isstudied with an ocean general circulation model that was forced with realistic surfaceuxes.Much attention has been given to model-observation comparisons. The evaluation ofthe model has indicated that intraseasonal Kelvin waves are realistically described by themodel. The intraseasonal Kelvin waves have a small, but non-negligible, e�ect on theSSTs in the east Paci�c.The Kelvin waves are excited in the western Paci�c, but weak intraseasonal windsover the central and eastern Paci�c may amplify the waves further. The di�erences inthe dominant frequencies in the ocean and the atmosphere can be explained in terms ofresonant excitation of Kelvin waves with propagation speed of similar to the wind patchspeed.A number of numerical experiments have been carried out to investigate the e�ect ofintraseasonal Kelvin waves on tropical instability waves (TIWs). The results of this studysuggest that Kelvin waves a�ect the instability conditions on which TIWs depend. TheKelvin waves may also reect as Rossby waves which may subsequently trigger TIWs.Local forcing over the eastern Paci�c can excite TIWs, and in contrast to previous studies,the results suggest that TIWs have a westward group velocity.Numerical experiments have shown that the west-east transmission and propaga-tion speed of intraseasonal Kelvin waves are modi�ed by El Ni~no Southern Oscillation(ENSO). During La Ni~na conditions intraseasonal Kelvin waves attenuate more rapidly.The increased attenuation is principally due to increased viscous and thermal damping.A part of this enhanced damping is due to increased TIW activity during La Ni~na. Thesteeper sloping thermocline during the La Ni~na conditions may also lead to partial reec-tion of Kelvin waves. No evidence is found for wave breaking or energy transfer betweenthe baroclinic modes, and wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c cannot explainthe attenuation of Kelvin waves during the La Ni~na episodes.Intraseasonal Kelvin waves represent one mechanism through which high frequencyforcing may inuence ENSO events. This study has shown that ENSO also a�ects theintraseasonal Kelvin waves, and it is possible that a coupling between intraseasonal andinterannual time scales takes place. 2



To Becky.Havet

Hva galtHar Havet gjort?Det har jo bareSpeilet vinden.

Gene Dalby1
1Translation: \The Sea: What wrong has the sea done? It has only mirrored the wind."
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The importance of intraseasonal Kelvin waves inthe tropical Paci�cReliable ENSO forecasts with seasonal lead time are notoriously di�cult to make. VariousENSO prediction schemes claim some forecast skill, but none has so far been successfulat predicting all the ENSO events on record with a lead of more than 3 months. Theproblem is partly unsolved because ENSO is not yet fully understood. It is not clearwhether the low forecast skills are caused by the stochastic nature of the atmosphericforcing, due to non-linear chaotic behaviour in coupled ocean-atmosphere interaction,model de�ciencies, or inaccurate initial conditions. The aim of this study is to gaina better understanding of the nature of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves (IKWs), whichrepresent some aspects of ENSO. It is hoped that a fuller understanding of ENSO mayenable us to make better ENSO models and improve the long range forecasts.Variability with di�erent time scales may play di�erent roles in the tropical oceans.The most prominent time scales in the tropical oceans are the diurnal, intraseasonal,semi- annual, annual and interannual. Since the model used in this study was forcedwith daily mean values and the time resolution of the observational data sets was lowerthan 1 day, good representations of diurnal processes were not available and the diurnalvariability was therefore not studied here. Although ENSO appears to be phase locked tothe seasonal cycle to some degree which may imply that annual time scales are importantfor ENSO, the relationship between ENSO and the annual cycle, is beyond the scope of8



this study since the objective is to focus on intraseasonal time scales.The intraseasonal (30-90 days) Kelvin waves may play a role in the delayed oscillatormechanism or stochastic ENSO models. It has been proposed that these waves may be apart of the El Ni~no triggering mechanism or that they represent noise forcing that maydisrupt the evolution of ENSO. However, it is not known whether processes which takeplace on intraseasonal time scales are important for interannual variability. The centralquestion which has been one motivation for this study is therefore: \What is the role ofintraseasonal equatorial oceanic Kelvin waves in ENSO?".It is widely recognised that atmosphere-ocean coupling, which is a central part ofENSO, is sensitive to surface winds and SSTs. If intraseasonal Kelvin waves inuencethe SSTs, then they may also play a role in atmosphere- ocean coupling. Hence, equatorialKelvin waves may a�ect ENSO through their inuence on the SSTs. It is possible toaddress the relationship between the Kelvin waves and ENSO by posing the question:\What are the impacts of intraseasonal Kelvin waves on the SSTs?"If the IKWs are important for the trajectory of ENSO in phase space then it isimportant to know which factors can inuence intraseasonal Kelvin waves. These factorsmay be processes which have shorter time scales than the IKWs, such as the TropicalInstability waves (TIWs). An interaction between the TIWs and the Kelvin waves mayfor instance drain the Kelvin wave energy. One question which will be addressed inthis study is therefore: \Do intraseasonal Kelvin waves interact with Tropical Instabilitywaves?"Other important aspects of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves are transmission and prop-agation speed from west to east. Both the speed and the damping of the waves may varyfrom time to time. The amplitudes of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves seem to be strongerduring the northern winter than the northern summer (Kessler et al., 1995). The in-traseasonal Kelvin wave activity also seems to be more intense during the warm ENSOphase than during the cold ENSO phase (Kessler et al., 1995). The variations in thewave amplitude may be a result of the seasonal variability in the forcing, but may alsobe due to variations in the background state. Linear Kelvin wave theory suggests that thepropagation and dissipation may depend on the vertical density structure. A question ofinterest is therefore: \Do interannual variations in oceanic background state a�ect thewave propagation and dissipation of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves"9



The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 gives a review of linear Kelvinwave models and previous papers on Kelvin waves in the Paci�c. This chapter is dividedin to 3 subsections, with the �rst part deriving a simple linear Kelvin wave model anddiscussing the implications of this model. This linear Kelvin wave model will also providea framework for understanding the role that these waves play in the tropical Paci�c inthe later chapters. The second part discusses previous model studies on the Kelvin wavesand the �nal subsection gives an account of real Kelvin waves from observations in thePaci�c.Chapter 2 presents the ocean model used in this study of intraseasonal Kelvin waves,and describes results from model-observation comparisons. In particular, the mean stateand the annual cycle of the model are compared with the available observations. Thereason why this chapter examines the annual cycle and the mean state is that a goodrepresentation of these is believed to be necessary for a realistic simulation of the IKWsand ENSO. The spirit of this study is to have a clear idea of how realistic the simulationsare, therefore a substantial amount of e�ort was spent on model evaluation.Chapter 3 is devoted to intraseasonal variability in the ocean. The intraseasonaltime scales are dominated by the intraseasonal Kelvin waves (IKWs), and the focus istherefore on these waves. The Kelvin waves simulated in the model are compared indetail with the observations from three independent data sets. The e�ect of wind forcingover the central and eastern Paci�c will also be considered and the relationship betweenthe Kelvin waves and the SSTs will be described.The interaction between IKWs and processes with shorter time scales will be studiedin chapter 4. Since the Tropical Instability waves (TIWs) are the dominant signal at timescales shorter that 50 days, the discussion will concentrate on the interaction betweenTIWs and IKWs. Chapter 4 will give a discussion on the di�erent types of instabilitiesthat may account for the TIWs but also give a general description of the nature of theseinstability waves.In chapter 5 the question of how the interannual variations in the oceanic state a�ectthe west- east transmission of the IKWs will be addressed. A number of di�erent expla-nations for why the IKWs are di�erent during the El Ni~no and La Ni~na conditions arediscussed. The impacts of the IKWs on the interannual time scales are discussed brieyat the end of chapter 5. 10



A discussion of the entire thesis is given in chapter 6, which is followed by a numberof appendices on di�erent Kelvin wave models, description of the ocean model, tables ofsymbols and abbreviations, and a discussion on the di�erent statistical methods used inthe analysis of the data.1.2 Background: intraseasonal Kelvin waves1.2.1 Simple linear Kelvin wave modelKelvin waves can be regarded as shallow-water boundary waves which are associatedwith no ow across the boundary. The restoring forces of Kelvin waves are determinedby the acceleration due to gravity, and the Earth's rotation is an important factor indetermining the Kelvin wave character. Kelvin waves can travel along the equator andalong the coasts, but cannot exist elsewhere in the interior of the ocean basin. A simplelinear model of free equatorial Kelvin waves can be derived from the linear shallow waterequations with no forcing terms. Since the meridional ow in this case is zero, theequation for the zonal component of the ow can be reduced to1:ut = �g�x: (1.1)Here, ut is a notation for the partial derivative of u with respect to t, eg. @u@t � @tu �ut. The equatorial �-plane approximation can be assumed near the equator. Since themeridional ow is assumed to be zero at all times for equatorial Kelvin waves, its timederivative must also be zero. Thus, there is a geostrophic balance between the meridionalpressure gradient and the zonal ow: �yu = �g�y: (1.2)The linearised continuity equation reduces to a two dimensional problem in the ab-sence of a meridional ow: �t = �Hux: (1.3)1Some references on the Kelvin wave models are: Moore & Philander (1977), Gill (1982a), McCreary(1985), Pedlosky (1987), and Philander (1989). 11



�t in equation 1.3 can be substituted with a second derivative of u by applying the@t-operator on equation 1.1 and a @x-operator on equation 1.3. The result gives the waveequations in terms of the zonal ow:utt � gHuxx = 0:A similar wave equation describes the dynamics of the sea level anomalies:�tt � gH�xx = 0: (1.4)The coe�cient pgH has the dimensions of speed, and can be replaced by the Kelvinwave phase speed: c = pgH. The wave equations may be written as (@t + c@x)(@t �c@x)u = 0 or (@t � c@x)(@t + c@x)u = 0, and the general solutions of the wave equationslook like: � = F 0(x + ct; y) +G0(x� ct; y): (1.5)In equation 1.5, c is assumed to be positive since the F 0-function accounts for negative,i.e. westward, propagation. The phase speed c and the group velocity cg are de�ned as:c = !=k; cg = @!@k (1.6)and the waves are non-dispersive if the phase speed equals the group velocity. Theow associated with the waves is described by:u = �r gH [F 0(x+ ct; y)�G0(x� ct; y)] : (1.7)One can solve for the meridional structure of F 0 and G0 in equations 1.7 and 1.5by using the relation between �y and u in equation 1.2. This can be done by equatingthe eastward propagating and the westward propagating solutions separately. Thus thewestward moving solutions are:�y ��r gHF 0(x+ ct; y)� = �g [@yF 0(x+ ct; y)] ;and the eastward propagating terms are:12



�y �r gHG0(x� ct; y)� = �g [@yG0(x� ct; y)] :The resulting equations are two di�erential equations in y, which can easily be inte-grated: @yF 0(x+ ct; y)F 0(x + ct; y) = �ypgH ; (1.8)@yG0(x� ct; y)G0(x� ct; y) = � �ypgH : (1.9)The solution for F 0 and G0 can be written as:F 0 = exp �y22pgH!F (x+ ct) (1.10)G0 = exp ��y22pgH!G(x� ct) (1.11)These solutions give a function F 0 that increases with jyj (� is positive) and a functionG0 that decreases with jyj. The amplitude of the Kelvin waves decreases away from theboundary (Gill, 1982a, p.436-437), and the only way to ensure this is when F = 0.Imposing this condition on equations 1.5 and 1.7 implies that the Kelvin waves can onlytravel in the positive x direction, i.e. eastward:� = �0 exp ��y22pgH!G(x� ct)u = u0 exp ��y22pgH!G(x� ct) (1.12)The wave solutions decay in the y-direction with a length scale a0 = q2c=�, which isthe equatorial deformation radius (Gill, 1982a, p.437).Forced Kelvin wavesGill (1982a, p.399) derived an analytical solution to the forced Kelvin waves. He showed13



that the wave amplitude, A(x; t), could be related to the forcing along the wave charac-teristics (x� cnt) (the derivation is given in Appendix A), and the expression for A(x; t)can be written as: A(x; t) = A(x0; t0) + Z xx0 �x  x0; t0 + (x0 � x0)cn ! dx0: (1.13)The implications of this expression for the wave amplitude are that the forcing maymodify the Kelvin wave amplitude during the entire journey across the Paci�c.Damped Kelvin wavesThe Kelvin wave character may change due to dissipation, if the rate of viscous dissipation(r) is di�erent to the rate of thermal damping (b, i.e. r 6= b). Analytical viscous barotropicand baroclinic models are derived in appendix A. The solutions to the purely dynamicallydamped Kelvin wave dispersion relation are shown in �gure 1-1 for a barotropic oceanwith Rayleigh dissipation, r. The dispersion equation for this simple viscous case is:! = r2 i� p4c2k2 � r22 ; (1.14)which implies that the group velocities are no longer constant, but:cg = @!@k = 2c2kp4c2k2 � r2 : (1.15)This implies that certain damped Kelvin waves may be associated with some degree ofdispersion because cg is no longer linear with k. The simple damped Kelvin wave modelalso indicates that the presence of dissipation may decrease the phase speed (Allen, 1984)of long Kelvin waves. Certain damping may also increase the propagation speed of thelong Kelvin waves.Wave energyGill (1982a, p.379) argued that for a �xed latitude and a non-rotating ow, such as theow associated with the Kelvin waves, the wave energy is equally partitioned betweenkinetic and potential energy: 14



Figure 1-1: The relationship between ! and k (plotted as non-dimensional) according to thedispersion relation. The real part of k is shown in solid and the imaginary part multiplied by-1 is plotted as dotted lines. The �gure shows 6 dispersion solutions corresponding to di�erentvalues for r and b is assumed to be zero (no thermal damping). The real part of the solutionsis approximately linear for large values of k, but the linearity breaks down for smaller values ofk.
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12 Z 1�1 �Hu2dy = 12 Z 11 �g�2dy; (1.16)where x is the vertical mean value of quantity x per unit length. The meridionalintegral of the Gaussian function that describes the meridional wave structure can easilybe integrated through a transformation to polar coordinates (Stephenson, 1973, p.222):R1�1 e� �2c y2dy = q2c�� . For a one layer model, the vertical displacements can be replacedby the sea level anomalies (SLAs). Equation 1.16 can be simpli�ed and the total energyassociated with the Kelvin waves in a one layer model expressed as:EKW = Z 10 �g�2dy = g��20s2c�� : (1.17)This expression may not be valid for a real ocean with a continuous strati�cation ora model with several layers. If the higher order modes have a small e�ect on the SLAscompared to the �rst mode2 (Giese & Harrison, 1990), then the sea level anomalies canbe used as an indication of the strength of the gravest baroclinic Kelvin waves. Thewave energy may be shared with higher order modes, and the SLAs can not be used asa measure of the total wave energy if the higher order modes are important.However, equation 1.17 will be regarded as a �rst approximation of total wave energy,and in this context, the SLAs can be used as a rough measure of the wave intensity. Theenergy of the waves in the one layer model is proportional to pc which implies thatretarding waves in this model must amplify in order to conserve energy.Vertical modesReal oceans tend to have a density structure that varies with depth. Therefore, barotropicwave models may not be appropriate for describing the wave dynamics. Instead, baro-clinic wave models are needed, and these models are often derived from a normal modeanalysis (see Appendix A).If the density and N2 vary slowly with depth3, then equation 1.18 is a good ap-2The gravest mode is the lowest detectable baroclinic mode, which in the model is the �rst baroclinicmode. In the TAO data which only covers the upper 300m, however, the gravest mode may be thesecond baroclinic mode as this mode has greater amplitude in w near the thermocline while the verticaldisplacement in the �rst mode may be relatively small3This may not always be true near the thermocline.16



proximation of the vertical structure and the associated phase speeds of the di�erentmodes (Gill, 1982a, p.161).  d2dz2 + N2c2n ! ~ = 0 (1.18)The characteristic phase speed is cn, where n=0, 1, 2, ... . It can be shown that cn isa function of the vertical structure. The eigenvectors ~ represent the vertical structureof the normal modes for quantities such as: u0, w0, and p0. The dynamics for each modeis similar to that of the barotropic models, but with baroclinic phase speeds instead ofthe barotropic equivalent.Vertical propagationThe Kelvin waves may also propagate vertically into the deep ocean, and the verticalpropagation can be described in terms of wave beams. McCreary (1985) showed that thevertical wave beams follow the trajectory:dzdx = � !N jmjm ; (1.19)where m is the vertical component of the wave number. This means that a changein the wave frequency or changes in the vertical density structure may a�ect the verticalpropagation of linear Kelvin waves. In other words, variations in the vertical temperaturepro�les may result in Kelvin waves 'disappearing' into the deep ocean.One result from numerical experiments conducted by McCreary (1985) suggested thatupward phase propagation was associated with downward energy transport. McCreary(1985) proposed that nearly all the wave energy associated with vertically propagatingwaves passes through a realistic pycnocline. Therefore, the eastward attenuation of theKelvin wave amplitude in the upper ocean may be due to the vertical propagation aswell as other processes such as damping and partial reection.Summary of linear Kelvin wave theoryIn summary, the conceptual Kelvin wave models provide a frame work for understandingthe oceanic wave dynamics. The theoretical derivations of the Kelvin wave dynamicssuggest that the Kelvin wave phase speed may change with the vertical structure. Simple17



viscous models also suggest that damping can a�ect the Kelvin wave phase and groupvelocities. The Kelvin wave amplitude is also a�ected by the forcing along the wavetrajectory. The sea level height anomalies associated with the Kelvin waves may, as a�rst approximation, be used as a measure of the total Kelvin wave energy.1.3 Model studiesForcingWind forcing represents the most dominant factor driving the ocean currents (Gill,1982a), and oceanic waves are generated by the variations in the surface winds. Thewind forcing, ~� , is usually assumed to only be active in the mixed layer (Cane, 1984),and below the mixed layer the stress due to the winds is often taken to be zero. Theamplitudes of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves depend on the time scale of the forcing,the zonal extent of the wind patch, as well as the phase speed of the Kelvin wave. Giese& Harrison (1990) showed that the maximum Kelvin wave amplitude is achieved by awave that is half way across the wind patch at the time when the wind strength is atmaximum for an idealised stationary step function wind stress patch with a Gaussianfunction in time.The time scale of the wind forcing may also a�ect the way the ocean responds. Giese& Harrison (1990) argued that the oceanic response to slow forcing may be an equilibriumadjustment while forcing with high frequency produces oceanic fronts. They carried outa number of numerical integrations with an ocean GCM using di�erent forcing strength.The model response to weak winds was very similar to predictions of the linear theory.They showed that strong winds introduce non-linearities and change the mixed layerdepth. Strong wind forcing may therefore alter the vertical density structure. Theyalso found that the di�erent modes are a�ected di�erently when their ocean model isforced with di�erent wind strengths. The phase speeds of some of the normal modes insome cases increased with forcing strength. The increase in cn was attributed to self-advection. If the vertical structure changes over a short period of time, then the normalmode assumptions may break down because  n is no longer a function of z only.18



E�ects of a sloping thermoclineindication of how the phase speeds change with slow changes in thermocline. west Paci�cthan in the east Paci�c.Cane (1984) proposed that a sloping thermocline may produce a west-east ampli�-cation in the Kelvin wave SLA amplitudes. He used a linear numerical model to studythe relationship between the wind forcing in the west Paci�c and the lagged response inthe sea level height in the east Paci�c, �0E. The model was forced with surrogate windstress anomalies, which were produced from composites of 6 ENSO events. The El Ni~noevents were in general characterised by two peaks in the sea level height anomalies in theeastern Paci�c. Cane attributed the �rst peak to the changes in the forcing near the dateline. The second peak was explained by the collapse of the trade winds. The changes in ~�near the date line were too small to account for the strength of the �rst peak in �0E. Cane(1984) explained the discrepancy between the model and observations by the absence ofa sloping thermocline in the model. He proposed that sea level amplitudes increase dueto the slowing-down of the waves, which also causes a steepening of the waves.Giese & Harrison (1990) found from a model study4 that the sea level height anoma-lies caused by the Kelvin waves in the east Paci�c, �0E, was 62% in amplitude relativeto the corresponding sea level height anomalies in the west Paci�c for the �rst mode.They estimated the changes in the wave amplitude along the equator by equating thewave energy ux in the east Paci�c with the corresponding ux in the west, and henceassuming that the wave energy was conserved for each normal mode (i.e. no intramodalscattering) and there was no partial reection of Rossby waves along the sloping ther-mocline. The anomalous sea level ratio, �0E=�0W for the second mode was 1.20, but sincethe �rst vertical mode contributed to the SLAs by a factor of 2 larger than the secondmode, the net e�ect was to reduce the sea level height anomaly towards the east.Busalacchi & Cane (1988) argued that the sea level height associated with Kelvinwaves generally decreased as the waves propagate eastward. They considered equatorialshallow water waves propagating through zonal discontinuities, and projected the verticaland horizontal wave modes of the incident waves onto the transmitted waves. Their�nding disagreed with Cane's (Cane, 1984) proposition that the sea level anomalies grow4The GFDL ocean model with vertical 27 levels.19



as the Kelvin waves progress eastward.Kindle & Phoebus (1995) examined the e�ects of the equatorial circulation and thesloping thermocline on the �rst Kelvin mode response. They used the NRL multi-layermodel, and conducted several experiments with and without a sloping thermocline. In aconstant thermocline depth experiments, the thermocline was forced with the anomaliesonly (NOGAPS 12 hourly winds at T79 resolution). In the sloping thermocline experi-ment, the model was spun up by applying the 1990 12-hourly wind stresses repeatedlyuntil statistical equilibrium was achieved. The model was subsequently forced with theMarch 1991 WWB. The sloping thermocline increased the amplitude of the �rst Kelvinmode in the east Paci�c. The amplitude of both the zonal velocity and the sea levelanomalies increased by 180% at 110�W relative to corresponding results from integra-tions with no sloping thermocline. This observation agreed with Cane's suggestion, butdisagreed with the results of Giese & Harrison (1990) and Busalacchi & Cane (1988).Giese and Harrison found that the amplitude of the zonal current of �rst mode de-creased by 13% from the west Paci�c to the east Paci�c. The amplitude of the secondmode, on the other hand, seemed to grow as it progressed to the east. However, since the�rst mode is more dominant than the second mode, the net e�ect was a decrease in theamplitude to the east. Busalacchi & Cane (1988) argued, on the other hand, that theamplitudes of u increase to the east while the perturbation pressure amplitudes decrease.Giese and Harrison explained the decrease in the surface ow amplitude by thechanges in the vertical structure and a vertical re-distribution of energy. The maxi-mum sub-surface values of the zonal ow, however, were approximately constant between140�W and 110�W for the �rst mode. Between 110�W and 90�W, the �rst mode ampli-tude attenuated signi�cantly. The maximum amplitude of the second mode sub-surfacezonal ow, on the other hand, was roughly unchanged as the Kelvin wave traveled from140�W to 90�W.Gill (1982b) suggested that the �rst baroclinic mode may be dominant in the centralPaci�c while the second mode was dominant in the eastern Paci�c. He used expendablebathythermograph (XBT) measurements and found that modal dispersion may take placeas the waves progress from the central to the east Paci�c. However, Busalacchi & Cane(1988) argued that the modal dispersion associated with a sloping thermocline could notaccount for the increase in the SLAs in the east Paci�c as suggested by Gill (1982b)20



because the estimated model dispersion would be too small.In a numerical model study, Long & Chang (1990) considered an ideal Kelvin wave forwhich the thermocline depth was given as a hyperbolic tangent along the equator, and theKelvin wave was described by a two dimensional spatial Gaussian function at t = 0. Theyconsidered Kelvin wave fronts that travel along a sloping thermocline, and by assumingthe conservation of energy they argued that the Kelvin waves must amplify. Since thewave fronts did not conserve mass, they concluded that part of the Kelvin wave mustbe reected. The results from their model integrations suggested that the Kelvin waveunderwent partial reection which involved slow long Rossby waves (c = 0:7m=s) andfaster inertia-gravity waves (c = 2:3m=s), as it propagated along the sloping thermocline.Busalacchi & Cane (1988) considered the transmission and reection of Kelvin andRossby waves on zonal discontinuities along the equator. They derived expressions forthe transmission and reection coe�cients by assuming an idealised ocean in which thewaves were linear and there was no background ow. The transmission of energy througha single discontinuity in the vertical strati�cation was found to be 87% when the phasespeed changed from 300 cm/s to 100 cm/s. In other words, Busalacchi & Cane (1988)found that the energy ux through a discontinuity was relatively insensitive to the changeof phase speed across the discontinuity.By including a large number of zonal discontinuities in strati�cation, Busalacchi &Cane (1988) considered the e�ect of a sloping thermocline. They were not relying on theWKB approximation, as their analysis was valid for rapid changes in the thermocline aswell as slow changes. It was assumed in their analysis that the vertical strati�cation couldbe approximated by an exponential density pro�le, and that there was no intramodalenergy scattering across the discontinuities. The transmission of energy from the westPaci�c to the east Paci�c was found to be similar to that of a perfect transmission whenthe thermocline changes slowly compared with the wavelength. For rapid changes in thethermocline, however, the energy transmission was similar to that of a single discontinuityaccounting for the changes in the phase speeds between west and east.It is fair to say that there seems to be no general agreement on how the west-eastsloping thermocline a�ects the Kelvin waves in terms of SLA and ow amplitudes. Thereare some suggestions that the Kelvin wave may reect partially, but also that most ofthe Kelvin wave energy is transmitted to the eastern boundary.21



Wave interaction with background owKelvin waves may be Doppler shifted when there is a mean background ow (see Ap-pendix A), and the ambient ow can alter the propagation speed of the Kelvin waveswith respect to a �xed reference frame (Gill, 1982a; McPhaden & Taft, 1988; Johnson& McPhaden, 1993). The waves may also become barotropically unstable if Re(�)=k =U(y), with � being the frequency (McCreary, 1985). McCreary (1985) suggested thatthe waves also may get absorbed by the mean ow, and the absorbed wave energy andmomentum may contribute to the currents.McCreary & Lukas (1986) showed that resonant forcing can explain the presence ofdeep equatorial jets. Resonant forcing may take place when a wind patch moves relativeto the ocean and the propagation speed of the wind patch is similar to the group velocityof the waves. They proposed that an oceanic background ow have a similar e�ect toa moving wind patch. With the absence of resonant Kelvin waves, the di�erent modestend to interfere constructively near the sea surface and destructively in the deep ocean.Resonant waves, on the other hand, tend to dominate in the deep ocean and may giverise to deep vertical structures.E�ects of Meridional variations in the vertical structuresLong & Chang (1990) argued that meridional thermocline variations may be responsiblefor wave dispersion. In an experiment with no meridional thermocline variations and nodissipation, Kelvin wave breaking occurred after 10-15 days. However, the Kelvin wavesdid not break in a similar experiment where they had introduced meridional variationsin the thermocline. In the latter experiment, formation of Kelvin wave solitons wasobserved. Long and Chang did not discuss whether the dispersion was due to the meanmeridional advection of zonal ow or due to the meridional extent of the waves.The Kelvin waves have a meridional structure and a meridional discontinuity in thestrati�cation may perhaps cause reection or intramodal scattering of the Kelvin waves.Meridional discontinuities may be present in the form of oceanic fronts associated withthe TIWs. The e�ect of meridional discontinuities on Kelvin waves has not been studiedvery extensively. 22



Vertical mixingMixing processes may dissipate the waves since they tend to redistribute the momentumand the energy. McCreary (1985) proposed that waves which experience vertical mixing,Rayleigh drag, or Newtonian cooling, may have complex wave numbers. These wavesdecay in the direction of their group velocity.Strong wind forcing may introduce substantial non-linear e�ects due to vertical mix-ing (Giese & Harrison, 1990), and may cause large errors in the linear approximations.The excitation of the oceanic wave may furthermore be a�ected by the mixed layer depth,because the mixed layer depth a�ects the projection of the wind stress onto the di�erentnormal modes (Cane, 1984; Gill, 1982a).In general, vertical mixing prohibits the decomposition of the wave solutions intonormal modes (McCreary, 1985). However, in some special cases, normal mode de-composition is still possible when vertical mixing is present. McCreary suggested thatcertain forms of vertical mixing do not inuence the low-order normal vertical modesmuch. However, the higher order modes may be strongly a�ected by vertical mixing.The vertical mixing on the equator may also have an important e�ect on the currentstructure because it may redistribute the momentum associated with the mean ow (Gill,1982a, p.487). For instance, deep mixing may reduce the strength of the core of theEquatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and increase the EUC's vertical cross section. It ispossible that vertical mixing also can a�ect Kelvin wave dynamics indirectly through thechanges in the EUC structure.Non-linear Kelvin wavesThe most important non-linear e�ects are often associated with the advection of the zonalow. Giese & Harrison (1990) studied the e�ects of self-advection on the Kelvin waves.They found that the uux-term increased the phase speed of the waves (for analyticalderivation, see appendix A). Furthermore, self-advection may cause steepening of thewaves and may be responsible for wave breaking.McCreary & Lukas (1986) suggested that the self-advection may be important nearthe sea surface, and hence ju@xj > jU0@xj. The wave induced thermocline depth variationsmay also give rise to further non-linear behaviour. Philander (1989, p.122) suggested that23



a deepening in the thermocline may lead to increased phase speed on the order of cu.The non-linearities associated with the wave induced thermocline deepening are similarto those of self-advection (Ripa, 1982).Long & Chang (1990) investigated the e�ect of a sloping thermocline on non-linearKelvin waves. They derived an analytical non-linear Kelvin wave model, describinga small wave perturbation ow in an ocean with no background ow. Their analysisassumed a single ocean surface layer and the reduced gravity equations, together withthe equatorial �-plane approximation. The wave energy was assumed to be conservedto a �rst order approximation in �, and the mass transport associated with Kelvin wavefronts was assumed to be independent of longitude. The analytical result suggested thatthe shoaling of the thermocline was likely to lead to earlier breaking of the Kelvin wavesthan a at thermocline. The Kelvin wave mass-transport amplitude, [Hu]mean, was foundto be proportional to H(X)�7=8, where X was the eastward coordinate along the equatorfrom the forcing region.energy. induced mass transport by the fact that the energy term is one order ofmagnitude smaller than the amplitude.Kelvin wave-SST couplingThe Kelvin waves are coupled to the ocean thermodynamics because the density is afunction of temperature and salinity, � = �(T; S). It is often assumed that the changesin the salinity have a smaller inuence on the density than the temperature near theequator. The temperature �eld is a�ected by the wave dynamics through advection orthe vertical displacement of the isotherms. The surface temperatures can be describedby: @tT + u@xT + v@yT + w@zT = Q0=(cp�)�Mr2T: (1.20)The last term on the right hand side, Mr2T , accounts for mixing processes and eddydi�usion. The total heat ux, Q0, may include latent heat, Lq, sensible heat, �@zzT ,long wave radiation, ��T 4, and short wave radiation (insolation). In most models Q0 isa function of T as well as wind strength and air temperature.Kessler et al. (1995) developed a hypothesis in which the SSTs were dominated by the24



Kelvin wave induced zonal advection. They suggested that the Kelvin wave advectionresults in an eastward progression of the warm pool (29�C isotherm). The atmospherewas assumed to adjust instantaneously to the warm pool extension by displacing theconvective activity eastward, and thereby extending the zonal wind forcing further east.Because the ocean response was slow, this coupling was thought to be rectifying. Kessleret al's model was able to explain a stepwise eastward progression of the westerly windbursts (WWBs) before the onset of El Ni~no events. Their model produced an increas-ing wave amplitude for the successive events until the zonal extent of the wind patchapproached the distance which the Kelvin waves would travel during one half forcingperiod. When the wind patch extended over more than this distance, the atmosphericforcing would start to dissipate the wave.Giese & Harrison (1990) found that the Kelvin waves had a smaller e�ect on the SSTsthan on the sub- surface temperatures. They attributed this result to a smaller zonalgradient in the SSTs than in the sub-surface temperature. Giese & Harrison (1990) alsoproposed that the SST variability on the intraseasonal time scales was mainly due to thezonal advection of SSTs, while the changes of the sub-surface temperatures were mainlydue to the depression of the isotherms.Summary of model studiesIn summary, model studies have suggested that the Kelvin wave character may changeas they travel along the equator. There is no general consensus as to whether the Kelvinwave amplitude should amplify or attenuate towards the east as a result of the slopingthermocline. The wave energy associated with the model waves, however, is believed tobe e�ciently transmitted from the west Paci�c to the east Paci�c. A fraction of waveenergy may be reected along a sloping thermocline as Rossby waves and inertial-gravitywaves. Some of the wave energy may also be absorbed by the mean ow. Furthermore,dispersion of the normal modes may take place and the Kelvin waves may break beforereaching the eastern boundary.The numerical models have indicated that strong wind forcing may introduce non-linear e�ects, and that the wave amplitude depends on the nature of the wind forcing.For instance, projection of the forcing onto the di�erent modes changes with forcingstrength. Furthermore, the di�erent modes may be a�ected di�erently by damping and25



non-linear processes.Most of the model studies have assumed idealised situations. Some studies, however,have used a realistic oceanic background state and forcing based on climatological winds.Only recently, however, some model studies have been done with observed surface windsand heat uxes. Forcing the models with observed surface uxes allows a direct anddetailed comparison between the model and the observations. One outstanding issue istherefore how the real Kelvin waves are a�ected by the zonal variations in the densitystructure in the Paci�c. A direct comparison between the model and observed Kelvinwaves can for instance give an indication of whether the models are su�ciently realistic,so that conclusions from the model studies can be extended to the real world.1.4 Observations1.4.1 The Kelvin waves characteristics in the tropical Paci�cThe presence of the Kelvin waves is often manifested as undulations in the 20�C depth(The 20�C depth will be referred to as D20), the zonal ow, and the anomalous sea levelheight. Cane (1984) studied the oceanic Kelvin waves by examining the sea level heightdata from a number of stations in the Paci�c. He analysed the anomalous sea level heightand wind observations, and found that a sea level rise in the eastern Paci�c (associatedwith El Ni~no) may be due to interannual Kelvin waves that had been excited in thewestern Paci�c.McPhaden & Taft (1988) analysed sub-surface data of the temperatures and ow inthe equatorial Paci�c. The data was spatially sparse and only 2-3 years long, whichimplies a limitation to how much information can be deduced from the analysis. Theyfound uctuations in u(z) and T (z) at time scales between 60 and 90 days. The 60-90day uctuations were thought to be a result of passing intraseasonal Kelvin waves. The60-90 day time scales were not present in v(z), which was also consistent with the Kelvinwave theory. The meridional ow varied with a time scale of 20-30 days, which suggestedthat it was a�ected by the TIWs.Kessler et al. (1995) found signi�cant intraseasonal variability in the D20 obtainedfrom the TAO subsurface temperature data along the equator. Their study suggested26



that the D20 variability was dominated by intraseasonal Kelvin waves with a time scaleof 65-70 days and a wave length of approximately 12,000 km. The strongest intraseasonalKelvin wave amplitudes in the D20 data were of the order of 20 m at 140�W, and themaximum displacement rate was approximately 8 m/day. Kessler et al. (1995) suggestedthat the intraseasonal Kelvin waves were remotely forced, and that the forcing, ~� wasclosely associated with the MJO to the west of the date line. The zonal surface winds overthe eastern Paci�c had very weak intraseasonal variability, and the correlation betweenthese winds and the D20 variability was close to zero. En�eld (1987) did, however, detecta weak but signi�cant coherent intraseasonal SLA-� signal at 110�W suggesting that thewinds over the eastern Paci�c may inuence the Kelvin waves there.The propagation speed of linear Kelvin waves is similar to their phase speed becauseof the dispersion relation c = !=k. From a lagged correlation analysis, McPhaden & Taft(1988) estimated the propagation speed associated with the 60-90 day waves to be 2.1m/s. Variations in observed wave speeds may indicate that more than one vertical modeis present. Johnson & McPhaden (1993) estimated the phase speeds from the coherencephase analysis. Their analysis suggested a phase speed in the range of 1.71 to 2.63 m/sfor the temperatures, and 1.98 to 4.17 m/s for the zonal velocity. McPhaden et al. (1986)estimated from a least squares �t the Kelvin wave propagation speed to be 3.02 m/s inthe central and east Paci�c. The speed was inferred from the arrival time between theadjacent stations, and varied erratically between 2.33 m/s and 3.50 m/s east of 167�W.The uncertainty resulted from the di�culty in identifying the Kelvin pulses and hencethe estimation of their arrival times at some of the stations in the central and easternPaci�c. The shape of the Kelvin wave pulse in the sea level could change substantially asit travels across the ocean basin. These estimates of propagation speed were higher thanthe value expected from a free �rst Kelvin mode. The estimation of the phase speedsfrom the vertical density gradients gave 2.91 m/s in the west Paci�c and 2.10 m/s in theeast Paci�c.The study of Kessler et al. (1995) suggested that the intraseasonal Kelvin wave speedwas remarkably constant over the whole zonal extent of the Paci�c. They estimatedthe Kelvin wave propagation speed to be in the range 2.2 - 2.8 m/s. A reduced gravityinterpretation, where the propagation speed is given by: c2 = ��� gH, could be consistentwith the observed constant propagation speed across the Paci�c. Kessler et al suggested27



that the changes in the thermocline depth, H, were compensated for by changes in thedensity gradients. However, the phase speeds which are estimated from normal modeanalysis tend to suggest a decrease from the west Paci�c to the east Paci�c as a result ofthe sloping thermocline (Giese & Harrison, 1990; McPhaden et al., 1986; McPhaden &Taft, 1988). Further investigations may be necessary in order to examine whether Kessleret al's explanation for the constant phase speeds is correct. McPhaden & Taft (1988)proposed that the phase speeds of the �rst mode was 2.5 m/s at 150�W and 2.1 m/s at110�W.Kessler et al. (1995) observed a growth in the intraseasonal wave D20 amplitude inthe zonal direction from the west Paci�c to 140�W, where the amplitudes reached theirmaximum. The wave amplitude seemed to attenuate to the east of 140�W. Kessler et al.(1995) did not o�er any explanation for the zonal variation of the Kelvin wave amplitudeor energy. En�eld (1987) suggested that wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�cmay modify the Kelvin wave amplitudes. The question as to what actually happens to theintraseasonal Kelvin wave energy in the east Paci�c remains obscure. For instance, modelstudies have suggested the possibility that the waves may reect, dissipate, propagatevertically into the deep ocean, or undergo an interaction between the normal modes, asthe density pro�le changes along the equator.the mean self-advection and the mean westward ow at the surface.Intraseasonal forcing and the Madden-Julian OscillationThe dominant intraseasonal forcing of the Paci�c ocean tends to be associated withthe Madden- Julian Oscillation (MJO) and westerly wind bursts (WWB), both stronglypresent over the western tropical Paci�c. The passage of the MJO is typically accom-panied by westerly wind bursts, trade wind surges, tropical cyclones and cloud superclusters (Kindle & Phoebus, 1995).The MJO usually appears over the central Indian ocean as an organised region ofdeep convection. The �rst features of the WWBs can often be described as a westwardmoving easterly wave in the surface winds over the tropical west Paci�c (Riehl, 1954;Kindle & Phoebus, 1995). As the convective activity intensi�es, it moves eastward witha speed of 3-6 m/s. When the MJO events propagate past the edge of the west Paci�cwarm pool, the convection and surface winds become very weak.28



During El Ni~no phases, the locations of the wind bursts tend to be shifted closer tothe equator and eastward (Kindle & Phoebus, 1995). There is only a vague suggestion ofthe individual intraseasonal wind events propagating eastward into the central Paci�c.However, successive events often extend further east than the preceding event (Kessleret al., 1995). Kessler & McPhaden (1995) proposed that the reason why the MJO maypenetrate further east during the warm ENSO phase is that the associated westerliesdevelop longer fetch as the warm pool extends further east.Kessler & McPhaden (1995) suggested that the generation of equatorial downwellingoceanic Kelvin waves have a strong correlation with the westerly wind bursts. Becausethe MJO migrates eastward at a speed of 3-6 m/s in the west Paci�c, there is a likelihoodthat the gravest Kelvin waves are near resonance (McCreary & Lukas, 1986).Intraseasonal signals in the atmosphere have time scales of 30-60 days, while thecorresponding oceanic time scales tend to be of the order of 60 days. Hendon & Glick(1997) and McCreary & Lukas (1986) noted that stress associated with higher frequencycomponents of the MJO may project less strongly onto the Kelvin modes than the lowerfrequencies.Local ocean response to westerly wind bursts in the western Paci�cMcPhaden et al. (1986) analysed the TAO array data and found indications that thee�ect of the westerly wind bursts (WWBs) on the western Paci�c (165�E) was to reducethe SSTs and induce mixing in the upper 100m within a time scale of a few days. Thewind bursts over the warm pool could depress the isotherms by 25m in the upper 500m(165�E). They observed that the mixed layer in the west was almost isothermal after theWWB events and observed a clear response to the wind burst in the surface currents.Despite the almost immediate e�ect the westerly wind bursts had on the mixed layerand the surface ow, there were little changes in the Equatorial Under-current (EUC) at165�E and 200m depth. They suggested that the westerly wind bursts seemed to haveshort lived e�ects on the ocean state, and that the wind bursts did not seem to cause alasting SST change.The SST variations tend to be associated with a wider frequency range than D20 andthe zonal wind stress over the west Paci�c (Hendon & Glick, 1997). Hendon and Glickanalysed outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), ECMWF analysis surface wind stress and29



latent heat, and TAO D20 and found that intraseasonal SST anomalies in the westernPaci�c could be accounted for by the anomalies in the local surface heat uxes. Theanomalous heat uxes were primarily associated with variations in insolation, due tochanges in the atmospheric convection, and latent heat ux (through wind speed).Ocean response to westerly wind bursts in the eastern Paci�cKessler & McPhaden (1995) estimated the local correlation between zonal winds and20�C depth at 140�W to be zero. Furthermore, McPhaden & Taft (1988) noted thatvariability with intraseasonal time scales is prominent in subsurface temperature andzonal current in the eastern Paci�c, but not in meridional currents and eastern Paci�cwinds. These observations may imply that the oceanic intraseasonal signals in the easternPaci�c must be remotely forced.McPhaden et al. (1986) suggested that the propagating Kelvin waves may be asso-ciated with a near- surface zonal ow. The initiation of a warm event associated withKelvin waves can take place through the eastward advection of warm water or the reduc-tion in upwelling. However, McPhaden et al demonstrated that the observed warming ofSSTs between 20-22 of June 1986 could not be explained by zonal advection and weak-ened upwelling alone, and suggested that perhaps meridional advection across frontalsystems also can account for some of the sudden warming.Kessler et al. (1995) suggested that the SSTs in the central and eastern Paci�c werea�ected by zonal advection due to intraseasonal Kelvin waves. However, they could notexplain all the changes in the SST in terms of Kelvin wave advection. There seemedto be changes in the SST that occurred before the arrival of the Kelvin waves in someinstances.Johnson & McPhaden (1993) found a strong coherence between the zonal ow andthe temperature in the intraseasonal frequency band at 140�W. The zonal ow lead thetemperature by 30-45 degrees. They argued that this supports the theory that waves canbe responsible for warming of the ocean surface by advection of warm water.Johnson & McPhaden (1993) applied frequency domain EOF (FEOF) analysis to thestudy of the sub-surface time series for the period 02-Nov-1983 to 13-Oct-1987. TheFEOFs were computed from the combined zonal ow and temperature �elds. The �rstFEOF was regarded as a proxy of the �rst Kelvin mode. They found that the temper-30



ature variability with time scale in the range of 59 to 125 days5 at 10m depth laggedtemperature anomalies at 250m depth by 100� in phase at 110�W. The phase of the zonalvelocity, however, was nearly constant in the vertical, and was roughly in phase with thetemperature below the thermocline (i.e. the zonal ow lead the SSTs). This �ndinglead Johnson & McPhaden (1993) to the conclusion that Kelvin wave advection of zonalmean temperature gradient can account for much of the SST variability observed on theintraseasonal time scale.Hendon & Glick (1997) noted that the intraseasonal SST variability in the central andeast Paci�c could not be entirely due to anomalous zonal advection. They suggested thatdownwelling induced by Kelvin waves may also play an important role. Their analysissuggested that the SSTAs lagged the D20A by about 8 days at 150�W. As the signalprogressed eastward to 115�W, the phase shift between the D20A and the anomalousSST had diminished.The Reection of Rossby waves at the lateral boundariesNo reected intraseasonal Rossby waves have been observed by the TAO array (Kessler &McPhaden, 1995). One interesting question is therefore whether the intraseasonal Kelvinwaves are so strongly damped in the eastern Paci�c that any reection is too weak fordetection. According to the linear wave models, one would expect to see some reectionfrom the Kelvin waves at the eastern boundary. Part of the incoming Kelvin waves areexpected to become coastally trapped Kelvin waves. Intraseasonal coastal Kelvin waveshave been observed by Spillane et al. (1987).Linear Rossby wave frequencies are restrained by the dispersion relation, which impliesthat the maximum frequency they can have is ! = 12q �c(2l+1) (Gill, 1982a, p445). Theshortest time scale that the Rossby waves can have is therefore 2���1q (2l+1)�c . Usingthe values for � = 2:3 � 10�11m�1s�1 and c = 2:8m=s, the shortest time scales areapproximately 31 days for the meridional modes l = 1, and 74 days for l = 2. In otherwords, Kelvin waves associated with time scales of 60-70 days may theoretically reect asRossby waves. There have been suggestions that the Rossby waves may propagate downinto the deep ocean (Kessler & McPhaden, 1995). Kessler (1990) analysed XBT data5This frequency band contained 13 frequencies.31



and noted that the reected Rossby waves could only be observed within a few thousandkilometres of the coast of America.arrival of the waves at the eastern or western boundary.Interaction between Intraseasonal and Interannual Time scalesKessler & McPhaden (1995) found various propagating features in the 20�C depth �eldat di�erent time scales. Low pass �ltered observation of 20�C isotherm depth showed aslow propagation with a speed of 0.1 m/s (a large scale phenomenon). However, the sameobservations with higher time resolutions suggested that these large scale features werecomposed of many small scale phenomena. The small scale features included equatorialKelvin waves from the western boundary with phase speeds = 2.4 m/s.Kessler et al. (1995) analysed a 10-year long time series of SST and 20�C isothermdepth, and found that the intraseasonal energy in the ocean coincided with the MJO.The amplitude of the intraseasonal waves were, however, modulated by a low-frequencyinterannual signal. During El Ni~no onset years, the convection extended further east, andthis was thought to give more fetch to the westerlies, which in turn gave rise to unusuallyintense downwelling intraseasonal Kelvin waves. Thus, intraseasonal variability seemedto be modulated by ENSO. Kelvin waves were present during all phases of ENSO, butthey were stronger during the warm phase.Kessler et al. (1995) suggested that the changes in the amplitude of intraseasonalvariability may be a mechanism by which the Paci�c may be a�ected by low frequencysignals from outside the Paci�c basin (ie the Asian Monsoon and the Indian ocean).However, McPhaden et al. (1986) suggested that the wind burst events may even havebeen a symptom rather than a mechanism triggering El Ni~no because the variations inthe SSTs in the Indian ocean seem to lag those in the Paci�c.Summary of the observationsContrary to what is expected from the linear theory, observations of the intraseasonalKelvin waves in the Paci�c suggest that the Kelvin wave speed is relatively constantacross the equatorial Paci�c. The estimated propagation speeds also seem to be higherthan the linear theory predicts. The discrepancy in the speed estimates may be due to aDoppler shift caused by the EUC (McPhaden & Taft, 1988; Johnson & McPhaden, 1993).32



There is also a possibility that the observed propagation speeds actually are the Kelvinwave group velocities which may be greater than the phase speeds. According to simplelinear Kelvin models, the group velocities may be greater than the phase speeds in thepresence of dissipation.In the west, the SSTs may be strongly inuenced by changes in the heat uxes andwind driven vertical mixing. Previous publications have suggested that the intraseasonalSST changes in the central and eastern Paci�c are dominated by zonal advection associ-ated with the Kelvin waves. However, changes in the upwelling may also be important,and this study will demonstrate that part of the intraseasonal variations in the SSTsin our model are caused by IKWs. There seem to be a few warming incidences whichcannot be accounted for by zonal advection or reduced upwelling. Meridional transportof heat may also play a role (for instance associated with TIWs), which implies that notall the SST variability is directly due to Kelvin wave activity.1.5 Interannual variability1.5.1 Review of hypotheses on ENSOInterannual variability is associated with time scales between 2 and 8 years. The dom-inant features of ENSO include an oscillating pressure dipole located over Tahiti in thecentral equatorial Paci�c and Darwin in Australia, SST anomalies in the eastern Paci�c,and the reversal of the trade winds over the central and western Paci�c. ENSO is alsoassociated with interannual variations in the south Asian monsoon, the position of theITCZ, the hurricane frequency in the tropical Atlantic, the pressure system over North-ern America (PNA), and draughts over parts of Africa and Australia. The driving forcebehind ENSO is still not understood, but various hypothesis have been proposed. Mostof the hypotheses are based on model studies of interannual variability.Delayed action oscillator hypothesis and Oceanic wavesMcCreary (1983) suggested that Rossby waves can generate low frequency oscillationswhich may be associated with ENSO. He conducted a coupled ocean-atmosphere modelstudy, based on a model of the Paci�c Ocean surface layer and an atmospheric model. The33



atmospheric model was formulated as two wind patches, �w and �h, which represented theequatorial zonal wind stress and the extra-equatorial zonal wind stress respectively. Thesurface winds responded to changes in the SSTs. For instance, equatorial easterly windanomalies, �w, appeared over the central ocean when the east ocean was cool and thethermocline in the west was deeper than that in the east (�w refers to Bjerknes' Walkercirculation). When the east ocean was warm, on the other hand, the atmospheric modelsimulated extra-equatorial easterlies, �h (enhanced Hadley circulation).The oceanic response to the changes in the wind stress involved Rossby waves. West-ward propagating equatorial downwelling Rossby waves where generated by the ap-pearance of easterly wind anomalies, �w, in the central equatorial Paci�c. When theextra-equatorial easterlies, �h, switch on, however, westward propagating extra- equa-torial downwelling Rossby waves were excited. Associated with the extra-equatorialdownwelling Rossby waves were equatorial upwelling Rossby waves. Both upwelling anddownwelling waves inuenced the thermocline depth.Rossby waves may reect as Kelvin waves when they reach the western boundary6.The upwelling or downwelling properties are assumed to be conserved during a reection.The Kelvin waves may deepen or shoal the thermocline as they propagate eastward, de-pending on whether they were downwelling or upwelling. A deepening of the thermoclineis often associated with a warming at the sea surface in the eastern Paci�c.The Kelvin waves may become coastally trapped Kelvin waves when they arrive at theeastern boundary. These coastal waves can radiate wave energy in the form of westwardpropagating Rossby waves as they move poleward. These Rossby waves eventually reachthe western boundary, and subsequently reect as equatorial Kelvin waves.In short, the delayed oscillator hypothesis describes a delayed negative feedback mech-anism, in which warm SSTs in the east Paci�c eventually are reversed by the appearanceof extra-equatorial easterlies and the generation of upwelling Kelvin waves. McCreary& Anderson (1984) and McCreary (1983) showed that time scales of a few years couldbe accounted for by these wave processes. More recently, it has been pointed out thatthe propagation speeds of the gravest Kelvin waves (2.5 m/s) and Rossby waves (-0.8m/s) implies a too short ENSO period if only the �rst baroclinic modes are important,6The reection of Rossby waves is theoretical since no Rossby wave reection has yet been identi�edin the observations. Another problem is that the western boundary is not at.34



however, the second order modes may also play a role and can account for the time scaleof 3-8 years. Papers like Neelin (1991) and Kirtman (1997) o�er possible explanationsfor these discrepancies and describe the \Slow SST-fast wave" and \fast SST-slow wave"modes. The former hypothesis assumes that the thermodynamics adjust slowly to thechanges in the thermocline variations and the latter implies that the atmosphere reactsslowly to the SSTs. Kirtman (1997) also argued that the slower o� equatorial Rossbywaves may be important for the delayed oscillator mechanism.Schopf & Suarez (1988) proposed a similar "Delayed action oscillator" hypothesis, inwhich the easterly wind anomalies prevailing in the extra-equatorial regions in the centralPaci�c force westward propagating Rossby waves. They used a 2-1/2 layer ocean modelcoupled to a 2 layer atmospheric model, and found irregular oscillations that involveduncoupled Rossby waves and Kelvin waves travelling between the western boundary andthe active forcing region. The irregularities were believed to be caused by nonlinearitiesin the atmosphere.waves and the Kelvin waves are thought to be excited by changes in the wind stress.The causes of uctuations in the winds is not well known, but, it is believed that thewinds are strongly a�ected by the SSTs. One way of looking at the coupling processis that the heat ux from the ocean to the atmosphere increases the energy budget ofthe atmosphere. Thus, heat loss in the ocean may lead to an increase in atmosphericpotential energy, which in turn can be converted to kinetic energy. Ultimately, heatuxes from the ocean to the atmosphere can give rise to winds. If the heat uxes dependstrongly on the SSTs, then the winds are also likely linked to the SSTs.Ekman pumping in the TropicsEasterly trade-winds near the equator force surface currents and are responsible for anEkman drift which results from the balance between the surface friction and the Coriolisforce (However, the Coriolis forcing term is zero on the equator). The Ekman drift isoften associated with divergence in the equatorial oceanic mixed layers (Gill, 1982a).In order to conserve mass, deep water must ow into the mixed layer from below, andthis process is often referred to as Ekman pumping. If the upwelling only takes place inthe upper layer of the ocean then the ocean surface will be cooled only if the verticaladvection extends down through the thermocline. The fact that the Ekman pumping35



produces a narrow band of upwelling along the equator (Gill, 1982a; Philander, 1989)and the thermocline is shallow in the east may be responsible for the equatorial coldtongue in the eastern Paci�c7. The warm pool in the western Paci�c is associated witha deep thermocline where the upwelling only takes place within the warm upper layer ofthe ocean.The prevailing easterly wind stress over the equator is also thought to be responsiblefor the sloping thermocline from the East to the West. A combination of a slopingthermocline and the upwelling may be responsible for the east-west SST gradient.The Coupled Slow Mode MechanismA warm SST anomaly in the equatorial Paci�c is usually associated with westerly zonalwind stress anomalies located to the west of the SST anomaly. Westerly winds may causezonal advection of SSTs, and may therefore be responsible for increasing the SSTs. Theanomalous winds can also reduce the divergent ow at the equator, and hence reduce theupwelling. Lower upwelling rates are usually associated with warmer SSTs in the eastPaci�c. In a similar fashion, the surface water to the east of the SST anomaly may cooldue to diverging Ekman transport (positive zonal wind anomaly, stronger divergence,increased upwelling, cooling).From the argument above, one may expect the coupled mode moves slowly westwardif the upwelling dominates the SST changes. However, if the advection has a strongerinuence on the SSTs, the SST anomaly may propagate eastward. Hirst (1986), however,demonstrated in a coupled model that the coupled modes may involve unstable Rossbyor Kelvin modes, and that the anomaly propagate eastward when the heating dependson the thermocline and westward when the advection is the dominant heating term. Inother words, the coupled modes are sensitive to the type of heat equation that describesthe thermal processes (SST in the surface layer) in the ocean.The physical mixed layer processes present may be crucial for the coupled Kelvinmodes. The mixed layer temperature has a strong relation to the thickness of the mixedlayer (Kraus & Turner, 1967). The depth of the base of the mixed layer is in turn a�ectedby the turbulent mixing (wind stress) and the buoyant stability (insolation). Pacanowski7The thermocline may be shallow because of upwelling.36



& Philander (1981) proposed that the mixing also depends on the Richardson number ofthe ow, i.e. the current shear and hydrostatic stability.The slow mode hypothesis, described by Hirst (1986), Hirst (1988), Anderson &McCreary (1985), and Wang C. (1994) assumes that the SSTs are dominated by thedivergence and the convergence of the surface wind stress. Hirst (1986) observed thatthe character of the unstable modes depends on the relative position of the atmosphericheating and the wave crest. Kelvin waves in their model were unstable and �rst merid-ional mode (m = 1) Rossby waves were damped if the atmospheric heating was centerednear the wave crest, but the opposite was true when the atmosphere heating source wasdisplaced westward by a quarter to a half wave length of the wave crest. The behaviourof the modes depended on whether advection or upwelling contributed most to the SSTchanges because these terms controlled the location of the atmospheric heating relativeto the wave crest. The growing modes can be found by computing the eigenvalues andeigenvectors of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system (Hirst, 1988).Anderson & McCreary (1985), and Wang C. (1994) showed that the ocean modelcan sustain growing oscillations when the ocean basin is su�ciently wide, and when theatmospheric wind pattern over the ocean contains both a divergent pattern over oneregion and a convergent �eld over another region of the ocean8. In their study, thecoupled mode travelled slowly eastwards as it grew.The eastern edge of the warm pool and the westerly winds progressed eastward ata speed of 0.6 m/s for a few months during late 1991 (Kessler & McPhaden, 1995).Kessler & McPhaden (1995) suggested that this may have been caused by a coupledmode mechanism.Local ocean-atmosphere feedback mechanismsThe heat uxes between the oceans and the atmosphere involve evaporation, radiation,and thermal conduction. It is di�cult to measure or estimate the heat uxes, and theyare often parameterised in a coupled model. The heat uxes are thought to dependstrongly on the surface winds as well as the respective temperatures of the atmosphereand the oceans.8The mean atmospheric ow was easterly. 37



Regions of warm SST are associated with warm and moist air that will ascend if theatmosphere is unstable, and hence can give rise to a convergence zone. If the growthof the convection intensity and spatial extent is unstable, the convergence zone maybecome large in a short time and thus a�ect the larger scale circulation (i.e. Madden-Julian Oscillation, tropical cyclones, ITCZ). It is possible that unstable convection mayplay a role in ENSO phenomenon. For instance, past studies suggest that the positionof the ITCZ convective centre may be correlated with the ENSO cycle (Philander, 1989,p.33) and that it can alter the winds in the western tropical Paci�c. The convective centreof the ITCZ may perhaps be part of a feedback mechanism between the atmosphere andthe oceans, where the wind �eld a�ects the SSTs through wind stress and advection,which subsequently a�ect the wind �eld.Local processes involving cloud formation, evaporation rates, precipitation, topogra-phy, as well as local wind �elds may also be central in the ENSO evolution. One of theseis the Ramanathan hypothesis (Ramanathan & Collins, 1991), in which cirrus cloudsa�ect the local radiation balance and act as a thermostat.A non-linear (chaotic) atmospheric response can have more than one stable solution,and the convergence zone may act as a trigger that decides in which state the atmospheremust be (McCreary & Anderson, 1991). The non-linearity may reside in the coupling(lower boundary conditions of the atmosphere) as well as in the internal atmosphericdynamics, and may be responsible for instabilities in certain situations.Alternative explanations for ENSOBarnett (1983) suggested that ENSO could be a result of the interaction between theIndian Monsoon and the Paci�c Trade wind �eld. He proposed that the Monsoon andthe Trade winds expand and contract in anti-phase. Thus, the Trades are weak when theMonsoon expands into the western Paci�c.The variations of the heat content in the upper layer of the tropical oceans are slowcompared with the characteristic time scale of the atmosphere. There are suggestionsthat a subsurface memory is important for ENSO. Zebiak & Cane (1987) described anENSO model, in which the interannual variability is linked to the sub-surface memory ofthe system. The model was shown to be sensitive to the coupling mechanisms.38



Stochastic ENSO modelsLau (1985) proposed that subseasonal (intraseasonal: time scale of 40-50 days) variabilityassociated with the MJO may play a central role in triggering ENSO events. Westerlyinow to the west of enhanced convective regions over the western Paci�c may a�ectthe SSTs in the eastern Paci�c through remote forcing. This hypothesis may thereforeinvolve oceanic intraseasonal Kelvin waves that link the forcing in the west with theocean response in the east.Wyrtki (1985) proposed that warm water is accumulated in the western Paci�c untilthe warm water pool becomes unstable to high frequency atmospheric forcing. This\Pile-up theory" could also be an important mechanism for ENSO.Penland & Sardeshmukh (1995) proposed that ENSO could be explained in terms oflinear dynamics and white noise. They derived a linear model of the tropical SSTs usingan inverse modelling technique (Principal Oscillating Patterns, or POPs). Most of theEl Ni~no events, except for the warmest events, could be explained by the linear model.Penland & Sardeshmukh (1995) suggested that the linear system need not be unstableto explain the growth of SST anomalies. The warm and cold events were explained bya constructive interference of several damped linear modes of SSTs. The implication ofPenland and Sardeshmukh's study is that stochastic forcing is an essential part of ENSO.However, they found that the random forcing could not be white in both time and space,but the forcing must have a spatial coherence.Moore & Kleeman (1997), Blanke et al. (1997) and Eckert & Latif (1997) conductedvarious experiments with di�erent (hybrid) coupled models where they introduced highfrequency stochastic noise. They all argued that the noise a�ected the ENSO eventsand reduced the predictability of ENSO. In the model of Moore & Kleeman (1997) theinterannual variability was sensitive to 'stochastic optimals' that produced wind patternswhich resembled westerly wind bursts. Their results implied that the IKWs may play animportant part in triggering the ENSO events.1.5.2 Summary of ENSO modelsA number of ENSO models exist, but none seems to be clearly superior. IKWs may playa role in several of the ENSO models, such as the delayed oscillator mechanism and the39



stochastic forcing hypothesis. The coupled mode mechanism may also involve IKWs inthe way described by the intraseasonal feedback mechanism proposed by Kessler et al.(1995). However, the relationship between the IKWs and the interannual time scales isnot yet fully understood.
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Chapter 2
Evaluation of the simulation of themean state and annual cycle inMOMA
2.1 IntroductionThe objective of this study is to get a realistic picture of the various physical processesthat may be important for intraseasonal Kelvin waves in the tropical Paci�c ocean. Asan ocean general circulation model, MOMA, will be used in this study, it is importantto know how well the model represents the background state in which the Kelvin wavespropagate. This chapter will concentrate on the question: \How well does MOMA rep-resent the oceanic mean state and annual cycle in terms of temperatures and currents?"In order to address this question, a detailed model evaluation has been carried out bycomparing the model results with some of the best available observations.This chapter starts with a brief description of MOMA and the control integration,which is followed by sections on the observational data sets used for model evaluationand the data processing. The next section presents comparisons between the modeland observed mean SSTs, equatorial sub- surface temperatures, and zonal currents. Theannual cycle in the model SSTs, equatorial temperatures and zonal currents are discussedin the last part of this chapter, and model data are compared with the correspondingobservations. 41



2.2 Model descriptionThe ocean GCM used in this study was the Modular Ocean Model - Array (MOMA)which is a Bryan-Cox-Semtner type ocean model. The model solves the equations ofmomentum, thermal energy, the continuity equation, hydrostatic equation, and the stateequation: @~u@t + ~u � rH~u+ ~w � @~u@z + ~f � ~u = � 1�0rHp+ ~Du + ~Fu (2.1)@T@t + ~u � rHT + w@T@z = DT + FT (2.2)rH � ~u+ @w@z = 0 (2.3)dPdz = �g� (2.4)� = �(�; S; P0) (2.5)The di�erent terms of the primitive model equations are explained in Appendix B.The ocean domain is limited to the tropical Paci�c and Indian ocean (29�S - 29�N), andthe northern and southern boundaries are treated as sponge layers (8� wide), where thetemperatures and the salinity have been relaxed to the monthly mean Levitus (1982)values. The model has a relatively high spatial resolution near the equator so that it canresolve the equatorial waves and give a good representation of these waves. The zonalresolution is 1 degree, and the meridional resolution decreases smoothly from 1/3� to 1degree from 10 to 20 degrees latitude. The model grid type is Arakawa-B, with 30 verticallevels and 8 levels within the upper 100m. A realistic bottom topography has been used,but depths larger than 5000m are set to 5000m, and the shallow regions have been �lledin as land. The model uses a hybrid vertical mixing scheme that includes the Kraus &Turner (1967) and Pacanowski & Philander (1981) schemes. Free surface conditions areimplemented according to Killworth et al. (1991), and the Paulson & Simpson (1977)insolation scheme is used to describe the solar heating of the surface layers.The spun-up state is taken from the end of a 5 year integration (this work was doneby Ian Udall). The initial spin-up integration was forced with monthly mean Heller-man & Rosenstein (1983) wind climatology scaled by a factor of 0:8. The surface heat42



uxes in the spin-up integration were taken from Esbensen & Kushnir (1981) climatologyand a ux correction was applied to these values with a weak Newtonian relaxation of�17W=m2=K (30 days time scale) on SSTs towards the Levitus (1994) climatology. Theintention of the weak relaxation is to compensate for errors in the heat uxes.The SST relaxation was changed to �40W=m2=K (time scale of 13 days) for allthe integrations after the initial 5 year climatological spin-up1. This relaxation valuerepresents a compromise between ensuring realistic SSTs and simultaneously letting themodel dynamics have a strong inuence on the surface layer thermodynamics. In order tosimulate the real processes that correspond to the observations, the model used realisticboundary uxes that were taken from the ECMWF re-analysis (ERA) data. The modelwas subsequently integrated for 1986, with daily mean ECMWF re-analysis surface uxesat a T42 resolution.The resolution of the surface uxes was increased at the end of 1986 to T106, and themodel was integrated for a further 7 years, until the end of 1993. The fresh water uxwas too small by a factor of 1000 (essentially zero fresh water ux) in the early part ofthe integration (between 1/1/1987 and 31/1/1988). However, as the sea surface salinitywas relaxed towards Levitus (1994) salinity, this oversight did not result in noticeableerrors. An overview of the numerical integration is given in appendix B. The 1986-1993control integration was extended by taking the oceanic conditions from the end of 1990as initial conditions for an integration from 1980 to the end of 1986. A test integrationwas also carried out where the model year 1989 was repeated to �nd out how quickly themodel ocean state adjusts to a discontinuity in the boundary conditions. Since the modelintegration has not been continuous over the 14 year control period, we have only usedthe times when the model has adjusted to the surface uxes (1982-1986, and 1990-1993)for the model assessment.The model data was archived as snap shots every 2 days at a relatively high spatialresolution. Only a subset of the diagnostics were saved, which included the SSTs, SLAs,equatorial sub-surface temperature and currents2, and 4 meridional pro�les of the zonalow and the temperatures along 110�W, 140�W, 180�, and 165�E.1See appendix B for an overview of the integrations.2The meridional currents were not saved for the control integration, but were archived for the exper-imental intergrations discussed in chapters 4 and 5.43



2.3 The observationsFour independent data sets were used in the model assessment, which included the TAOsub-surface temperatures, the TAO current meter measurements, the Reynolds SSTs,and the TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level anomalies. A brief description of each of thesedata sets is given below:2.3.1 The TAO array: sub-surface temperatures and currents.The observed sub-surface ocean data used in this study were obtained from the mooredbuoys of the TAO array. The TAO array currently (1997) consists of nearly 70 Au-tonomous Temperature Line Acquisition System (ATLAS) moorings and current meterbuoys. Most of the buoys were not in place until the early 1990s, and for this reason, themodel TAO intercomparison was carried out for the period after 1990 (1990: 17 ATLASmoorings and 5 current meters3). The spatial coverage is quite good in the central andeastern parts of the Paci�c, but poor in the west.The ATLAS moorings measure the 4m surface winds, 4m air temperatures, relativehumidity, sea surface temperatures, and subsurface temperatures down to 500m depth.The TAO array data contains the daily mean of the temperatures, currents, wind andhumidity.            ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Figure 2-1: The map over the moored buoys in the TAO array shows the location of themoored buoys (The �gure has been down loaded from the NOAA PMEL TAO web site on theinternet).3We only found current data from 4 buoys on the internet ftp site.44



The TAO current data consists of daily mean values. Although the gridded sub-surface temperatures in general consist of 5 day averages (\pentads"), single time seriesof daily mean values for the TAO sub-surface temperatures were used in some cases.2.3.2 Reynolds SSTsThe observed SSTs were taken from the ECMWF re-analysis data set, which uses theReynolds SST analysis after 1982. The Reynolds SST analysis is a global data (45�S to70�N) set, based on in situ and satellite data from 1981 to the present date (Reynolds &Smith, 1994, 1995). The in situ observations have been obtained from ships and buoys,and the satellite observations use the brightness temperatures to deduce the SSTs. Thesatellite observations are mainly from the NOAA/NESDIS Multi Channel SST (MC-SST). Three channels of infrared brightness temperatures were used: 3.7, 11, and 12 �m.Cloud cover, volcanos and aerosols may have a�ected the satellite observations, and whensatellite observations are poor, the analysis relies on the in situ data. For instance, the1982 El Chichon eruption degraded the satellite observations for many months, so thatthe 1982-1983 El Ni~no was not detected until it was in a well developed stage (NOAA,1994). The 1991 Pinatubo eruption also a�ected the satellite observations. The SSTsderived from the satellites may in general have a systematic bias, and they have beencorrected before being used in Reynolds' analysis4.The data set used in this study has been produced with an optimal interpolationscheme that combines the in situ and the corrected satellite observations. This methodhas been used to make a global data set of weekly mean SSTs on a 1��1� grid. Althoughthe optimal interpolation produces a relatively high resolution, the data set does notcontain any extra information, and the data has e�ectively been smoothed by a spatial�lter with a length scale of 2�.The error statistics suggest that the ship data were associated with an error of 1.3�Cand buoy data with 0.5�C. The satellite SSTs, on the other hand, have estimated errorsof 0.5�C during the day and 0.3�C during the night. Di�erent methods have been usedfor extracting the daytime and nightime satellite data, since di�erent algorithms areneeded for identifying clouds. Furthermore, the sunlight reection must be taken into4They used the spatial SST derivatives 45



account for the daylight observations. It is estimated that the SST RMS errors in thewest Paci�c were of the order of 0.3�C, while over the eastern Paci�c where stratocumulicause problems, the RMS errors may have been as high as 0.6�C, and even higher afterthe volcanic eruptions.2.3.3 TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter dataThe sea level height observations were taken from the French-American TOPEX-POSEIDONsatellite altimeter measurements. The altimeter sea level anomalies are computed by sub-tracting the 3 year (1992-1995) mean values and by removing the tides, and the data sethas been gridded and smoothed with a Gaussian weighted �lter with an e�ective radiusof 400 km. The SLA maps were produced using the objective analysis method, whichtakes into account noise related to long wavelength error correlation. The implications ofthe spatial �ltering is that the smallest visible wavelength is approximately 800 km. Thedata were archived every 10 days, but the e�ective time resolution is about 15 days sincethe temporal correlation is Gaussian with an e-folding time of 15 days. The precision ofthe measurements are estimated to be 3-4 cm before the analysis.The TOPEX/POSEIDON data will be used in the evaluation of the simulation ofintraseasonal Kelvin waves and instability waves in the model (in chapters 3 and 4), butwill not be used to assess the description of the mean or seasonal SLAs. The reason whythe TOPEX/POSEIDON data are not used to study the mean state or annual cycle isbecause the common time period of the model integration and the observations is onlyjust over one year. However, we decided to describe all the data sets in one chapter,which is why the TOPEX/POSEIDON data are presented here.More information about TOPEX/POSEIDON data can be found in the followingreferences: Tsaoussi & Koblinsky (1994); Stammer & Wunsch (1994);Tapley et al. (1994);Nerem (1995); Fieguth et al. (1995), and from the AVISO/altimetry internet address(1997: \http://www-aviso.cls.cnes.fr/").2.3.4 Missing dataThe analysis of the observations was complicated by the fact that the data from the TAOarray had gaps of missing data. The di�erent ways of handling data gaps are described46



in Appendix D. Very short time series were not used in the analysis, and only thosesubsections of the time series which were most complete were used. The Reynolds SSTsand the TOPEX/POSEIDON SLAs were obtained in processed form, in which short datagaps already had been �lled in through optimal interpolation (OI) or objective analysismethods.2.3.5 The Estimation of the ClimatologyThe model and observed climatology was estimated by taking mean values and the annualcycle. A multivariate least squares regression routine was used to compute the annualcycle and the mean state, where the annual cycle was estimated by regressing the timeseries to the cosine and sine of the �rst harmonics of the annual cycle. In this case, theannual cycle was represented by the �rst, !, and second, 2!, annual harmonics. Thenorthern winter phase can then be described as aw cos(!) + bw cos(2!) and the summeras �as cos(!) + bs cos(2!). The spring and autumn can be represented by ans sin(!) �bns cos(2!) and �ana sin(!)� bna cos(2!) respectively. More details about the estimationof the climatology are given in appendix D.2.3.6 Anomalies and �lteringThe anomalous data �elds were computed by subtracting the mean, linear trend, andthe annual cycle, i.e. the climatology plus trend, from the original time series. Theterminology residual will henceforth be used to mean time series with its mean subtractedor the di�erence between un�ltered and (low pass) �ltered data.Low-pass �ltering was done by applying a moving average (MA) window with awindow width of M data points, or by removing the running mean and the linear trend.In some cases, a Hanning �lter was also used for this purpose. The MA �lter is thequickest and easiest way to low-pass the data sets, but the result may be contaminatedby a ringing e�ect. This kind of contamination can be avoided by using the Hanning�lter or a �lter that removes the running mean and trend using a \Singular SpectrumAnalysis" (SSA) based window method (Sarah Ineson, private communications). The MA�lter was only used in the data analyses (postprocessing) and not in the preprocessing ofthe surface uxes used for the model integrations, and the MA �lter was only used when47



it produced similar results to the other �lters.Unless otherwise stated, the high-pass-�ltered signals have been computed by sub-tracting the low-pass-�ltered signal from the original (un�ltered) data. High-pass �lteringwith the MA �lter was particularly prone to ringing e�ects, and was only used if the resultwas similar to the analysis with other �lters. Band-pass �ltering was done by applying alow pass �lter to the high-passed-�ltered signal.2.4 Model-Observation comparison2.4.1 Mean SSTsThe most dominant feature of the model mean SSTs (1982-1986) consists of warmer SSTsnear the equator and cooler surface water at higher latitudes (�g. 2-2, upper left panel).The SSTs are also warmer in the west than in the east Paci�c, and a warm pool withSST greater than 28 degrees centigrade is seen in the western tropical Paci�c (140�E-180�E, 10�S-10�N). The region near the west coast of Mexico (90�W, 10�N) also has SSTswarmer than 28�C, but a cold tongue of water is present in the eastern equatorial Paci�c.The model mean SSTs exhibit some degree of asymmetry about the equator: the coldtongue is slightly biased towards the southern hemisphere, and the northern hemispherehas a tendency to have warmer SSTs than the southern hemisphere in the east Paci�c.In the west, the warmest SSTs are generally found in the southern hemisphere.A comparison between the model mean SST and observations (Reynolds SSTs forthe same period: �g. 2-2, top right panel) indicates that the model gives a realisticreproduction of the SSTs in the tropical Paci�c. The simulation, however, has somediscrepancies, with the largest errors in the mean SST �eld located in the southerncentral Paci�c for the 1982-1986 period. It is interesting to note that the location of themaximum SST errors coincides with the subsidence region between the SPCZ and theITCZ. The maximum mean SST di�erences between the model and observed SSTs areapproximately 1.75�C, which is nearly 3 times the estimated observed SST RMS errorsin the east. The mean model SSTs in this region are colder than the observed values.The relatively short period of 5 years includes the strong 1982-1983 El Ni~no, whichimplies that errors in simulating this event may a�ect the estimates of the mean state48



Figure 2-2: The left panels in this �gure show the mean model Paci�c SSTs for the period1982-1986 (5 years) period (top) and 1990-1993 (bottom). The right panels show the errors inthe mean SST �eld (SSTMOMA � SSTobs). The shaded regions indicate the areas where theerror magnitude is greater than 1.0 K. The mean patterns have been computed by regressionalmethod. MOMA gives a realistic representation of the SSTs, although the model mean SST�eld shows some discrepancies compared to the corresponding observed SSTs. Large errors canbe seen in the subsidence region between the ITCZ and SPCZ during the 1982-1986 period,which may be due to a misrepresentation of the 1982-1983 El Ni~no.
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and the annual cycle. Therefore, a model misrepresentation of ENSO may be responsiblefor some of these errors.It is possible that a signi�cant proportion of the SST errors in this area may be relatedto incorrect heat uxes. There is also a possibility that the 1982 El Chichon eruptionmay have a�ected the estimation of the observed SSTs.There is also a region of too warm model SSTs during 1982-1986 near and to the westof the date line at around 20�S. Other regions with large errors in the same period arefound near the eastern part of the cold tongue and the coastal region o� Peru and Chile,where the SSTs are too warm by more than 1 degree Centigrade.To get an idea about the robustness of the analysis, a more recent 4 year periodwas also compared with the model data (lower panels). The period 1990-1993 is ingeneral warmer than 1982-1986, with temperatures warmer than 28 degrees centigradeextending across the entire Paci�c. Unfortunately, the 1990-1993 observations may havebeen a�ected by the Pinatubo eruption during 1991. The period also coincides with the1991 El Ni~no, but includes no La Ni~na events. In other words, the 1990-1993 comparisonmay also have been a�ected by a model misrepresentation of the ENSO events, as wellas possible errors in the observations.This 4 year period, however, is associated with relatively small errors in the centralPaci�c, but similar errors to those in the 1982-1986 period in the far east. The largesterrors are in general less that 1.5�C, and it is therefore likely that the large errors inthe central Paci�c during the 1982-1986 period may have been a result of the errorsassociated with the 1982-1983 El Ni~no.Common to both 1982-1986 and 1990-1993 periods are relatively large errors in theeast Paci�c, and particularly near and to the north of the cold tongue. These errors arelocated in regions associated with upwelling and may suggest that the SSTs in MOMAare prone to misrepresentation if the thermocline is shallow.In general, the model simulation of SST mean state is realistic with relatively minorsystematic errors. Since the model SSTs were relaxed towards the observations with atime scale of approximately 13 days, the SST comparison involves some arti�cial skill. Amore severe test of how well the model represents the upper ocean layer mean state canbe made by comparing the sub-surface temperatures and currents with the measurementsfrom the TAO array. 50



2.4.2 Average equatorial thermal pro�le

Figure 2-3: The �gure shows the observations (TAO) as solid contours and the modelisotherms are plotted as dotted lines. The shaded areas mark the regions in which the TAOdata are unreliable because the time series contained few valid data. The model contours(dotted) are labeled with large labels, and the observations by small labels. The mean thermalstructure along the equator, T (x; z) is realistically captured by MOMA for the 1990-1993 period.Figure 2-3 shows the simulated (dashed contours) and observed (solid contours) meansub-surface thermal structure along the equator for the period 1990 to 1993. The com-parison between the model and the observed temperature structure shows that there is arelatively good agreement on the mean sub-surface thermal structure. The 12�C modelisotherm deepens abruptly east of 145�W, but the 14�C isotherm becomes slightly shal-lower in the same region. This vertical \divergence" of isotherms is substantially strongerin the model than in the observations. The agreement between the model and the obser-vations is best for the region where the TAO data coverage was best, i.e. in the upper200m between the date line and 110�W. The model is too cold at a depth of around 250min the western and central Paci�c. Figure 2-3 also indicates relatively large temperaturedi�erences in the upper 75m in the central Paci�c, with the model being warmer thanthe TAO temperatures near the surface for the 1990-1993 period. It is possible that thesediscrepancies may be due to imperfect mixed layer physics or incorrect horizontal heattransport.The observed isotherms have a steeper east-west slope than the model isotherms near140�W. Near the date line, on the other hand, the model isotherms near the equatorialundercurrent (EUC) core have a slightly stronger inclination than the observed isotherms.If the model isotherm slope is weaker than the observed slope, one can expect the model51



to underestimate the zonal heat advection (other things being equal). On the other hand,too steep isotherms may lead to an overestimation of the advection of heat.The estimates of mean values in the far eastern (eastward of 110�W - shaded) andwestern (westward of the date line - shaded) regions may be misleading, due to short timeseries and substantial data gaps. The time series from the buoy at 95�W is very muchshorter than those from 110�W, 125�W, 140�W, and 155�W, and it is uncertain whetherthe deepening of the observed isotherms in the far east is a real feature. Furthermore,the surfacing of the 28�C isotherm near 150�E may also be due to errors in the data orshort time series, as the Reynolds analysis indicates that mean equatorial SSTs in thisregion are warmer than 28�C.In summary, the model gives a good description of the mean equatorial sub-surfacetemperatures. These encouraging results so far suggest that the model is a good toolfor the study of the e�ect of the background state on the intraseasonal Kelvin waves.However, the Kelvin waves are not only inuenced by the strati�cation, and earlierstudies have shown that the equatorial currents may modify these waves. It is thereforeimportant to know whether the model also gives a realistic description of the meanequatorial currents.2.4.3 Mean equatorial zonal ow structureFigure 2-4 shows the simulated (left panel) and the observed (right) mean equatorialcurrents. Four of the equatorial buoys in the TAO array measure the currents in ad-dition to sub-surface temperatures (156�E, 165�E, 140�W, and 110�W). The time seriesfrom 156�E is so short that it was not used in the analysis. With 3 data points alongthe equator, a crude picture was made for the observed mean equatorial zonal currentstructure.The TAO current data indicate the presence of an undercurrent, with a mean speedof up 110cm/s at 120m depth near 140�W. For comparison, the model EUC core speed at140�W is of the order of 70cm/s, at similar depth. Near 110�W, the observations suggestan EUC speed of approximately 100cm/s, with the EUC core near 80m depth. MOMAsimulates an EUC speed of 50cm/s at 110�W, with the core located at a similar depthas in the observations. The observed EUC strength is more uniform between 140�W and110�W than its model counterpart. Both the TAO array and MOMA suggest a sloping52



Figure 2-4: The �gure shows a vertical section of the model equatorial zonal ow at theleft and the right panels shows an observation-model intercomparison for the locations 165�E,140�W, and 110�W. The mean zonal ow structure along the equator, U(x; z) for the 4 yearperiod 1990 to 1993 shows a prominent EUC with eastward ow below the surface and a strongwestward SEC at the surface. The model-observation comparison on the right suggests thatthe mean model currents have a realistic vertical structure, although the model currents in thecentral and eastern Paci�c have some systematic errors. The contour interval was 0.2 m/s inthe left panel, and TAO values in the right panel are shown as lines and the MOMA values aregiven as symbols.
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EUC with a slope of approximately 1.3 m/degree longitude.The vertical pro�les of the mean model equatorial currents, u(x; z), are skillfullyreproduced apart from a constant o�set of 0.4 m/s in the central and eastern Paci�c.The vertical shear of the zonal ow is similar for both data sets: of the order of 0.01/sfor both TAO and MOMA at 140�W. The model indicates a stronger westward surfacecurrent than the TAO buoys: MOMA estimates a westward current of -50cm/s near thesurface, while the westward current of the TAO array have speeds of about -10cm/s.The deep currents in the model are found to be too weak in the eastern and centralPaci�c. At 165�E, however, MOMA reproduces the vertical current structure relativelyrealistically down to a depth of 300m. Both the model data set and the observationssuggest that a weak westward owing current is present at about 100m depths, near165�E. A deeper current with eastward ow is also seen in the same region, with maximumstrength at depths of around 200m in both data sets.One possible explanation for the model discrepancy is that the vertical mixing in themodel does not transport enough momentum downward. The model mixed layer physicsis simulated by a parameterisation scheme which may not be able to simulate the surfacelayer processes adequately. It is also possible that the wind forcing is too strong, whichmay account for a too fast westward surface current in the model. The fact that themodel mean vertical current pro�le is relatively similar to the observations, but with ano�set, may suggest that wind forcing may be the most likely source of error.It has been shown that MOMA gives a realistic description of the mean equatorialtemperatures and currents. Since we are interested in the slow variations in the back-ground state, we also want to know whether the model can reproduce the slow seasonalvariations in the equatorial Paci�c.2.4.4 Seasonal SST cycleFigure 2-5 shows amplitude and phase of the model and observed annual SSTs. Theamplitude of the annual SST cycle was taken as the magnitude of sine and cosine patternsof the annual harmonics. The weakest amplitudes are seen near the equator, and annualcycle is strongest in the cold tongue and higher latitudes. There is a good resemblancebetween the annual amplitudes in the two data sets, but the MOMA SSTs have slightlyweaker annual amplitude in the eastern Paci�c and particularly in the vicinity of the cold54



Figure 2-5: The annual cycle of MOMA SSTs (top) is similar to the observed SST annualcycle (bottom). The amplitudes of the SSTs are shown on the left (in �C) and the right panelsgive the corresponding phase information (Arrows pointing at to 3 o'clock in the right panelcorrespond to January, i.e. zero phase angle, and positive phase values are shown as anti-clockwise rotation). The annual cycle was estimated by regressing the SSTs onto 1st and 2ndharmonics of the seasonal cycle (1982-1986).
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tongue.There is a systematic bias in the model annual cycle, where the model SSTs atlatitudes greater than 10 degrees lag the observed annual cycle by approximately 30�-60�(about 1-2 months). The phase of the model annual cycle in the central equatorialPaci�c di�ers by as much as 90� from the observations. In this region, the annualvariability is very weak, which may account for the fact that the phase errors are sogreat. MOMA captures the annual phase relatively well in the eastern Paci�c where theannual amplitudes are greater.The spatial maps of the standard deviation of the residual data �eld (not shown)indicate a good agreement between the anomalous variability in the model and the ob-servations. High anomalous variability is found along the equator in the central and eastPaci�c. However a small region of relatively strong variability is seen adjacent to thecoast of California in the observed SSTs, but not in the model SSTs.For short time series (less than 10 years), the estimation of the seasonal cycle isdi�cult because of interannual variability. The uncertainty in the estimation of theannual cycle in the SSTs was investigated by comparing the regression patterns computedfor di�erent time periods and di�erent lengths. A comparison between the SST patternsfrom di�erent periods reveals that the large scale features of the seasonal SST regressioncoe�cients are relatively robust (not shown). The regression patterns of the annual cyclefor the model results were estimated for the periods: 1991, 1991-92, 1991-1993, as wellas 1982-1986. The largest di�erences for the di�erent periods are near the cold tongue,but the large scale annual SST variations are similar (not shown). A similar observationwas made for Reynolds SSTs for the periods 1982-1989 and 1982-1986.Equatorial SSTsThe seasonal equatorial SST pro�les were extracted by applying a multivariate regressionanalysis to the equatorial SSTs. The seasonal composites of the equatorial SSTs wereconstructed from the cosine and sine regression coe�cients from the annual and semi-annual cycle. The observations indicate that the zonal SST gradient is approximatelylinear along the equator between the date line and 110�W both during January and June(�g. 2-6, upper and lower left panels). The model and observed zonal SST pro�les forJanuary are relatively similar, the di�erences being a dip in the observed SSTs in the far56



Figure 2-6: The four panels show the SST pro�les for January, April, June, and Septemberrespectively (1st day of the month). The solid lines correspond to Reynolds SST (observations)and the dashed lines are the model SSTs. The model gives a good general description ofthe seasonal equatorial SST pro�le for the 1982-1986 period, but the eastern Paci�c showssome discrepancies. The annual cycle was estimated by regressing the SSTs onto 1st and 2ndharmonics of the seasonal cycle.
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western Paci�c, and a slightly weaker observed zonal SST gradient in the central Paci�c.The Reynolds SSTs suggest a sharper change in the zonal SST gradients near the easternedge of the warm pool (near the 170�E).The zonal SST pro�les for April are signi�cantly di�erent in the two data sets, wherethe model spring SSTs are approximately 2 degrees colder than the observations in theeast Paci�c, and the simulated warm pool extends too far east. The errors in the eastPaci�c may be a result of a misrepresentations of the Ekman pumping near the surface.Systematic errors in the upwelling may be explained in terms of model de�ciencies,incorrect vertical temperature structure, or errors in the winds over the eastern Paci�c.These errors may a�ect the zonal extent of the warm pool and hence explain why themodel is too warm near the date line. One consequence of the discrepancies may be thatMOMA simulates too steep zonal SST gradient in the central Paci�c. Misrepresentationsof the zonal SST gradient in the model results may have implications for the heat budgetassociated with the Kelvin waves that will be discussed in the next chapters.The bottom left panel in �gure 2-6 shows the June SST pro�les. The model agreesrelatively well with the observations in the far western Paci�c, but simulates a too strongSST gradient near the date line. The worst errors are again associated with the upwellingregion, where the model predicts a cold tongue that is too warm in the far east. Themodel SSTs in the eastern Paci�c are relatively uniform, while the observed SSTs decreaseapproximately linearly towards the east. The discrepancies may be explained in terms oftoo strong westward advection of cold water since the model produces too strong westwardsurface currents (�g. 2-9, discussed below) or a misrepresentation of the upwelling.The model and observed SST pro�les are relatively similar in September, except fora nearly constant o�set along the equator. The model also produces too cold equatorialSSTs in the central and western Paci�c at this time, and in the far east, the model SSTsare also too warm by almost one degree.The observed equatorial annual SST amplitudes between 170�E and 160�Ware strongerthan the corresponding model amplitudes by approximately 0.5�C (not shown). Themodel SST amplitudes are too weak by almost 1.0�C in the far east. There are alsophase errors in the model seasonal cycle in addition to discrepancies in the SST ampli-tudes, and the greatest phase errors are almost �err � 180� in the central Paci�c wherethe annual amplitude is weak and the phase not well de�ned. The phase discrepancies58



in the east Paci�c, however, are of the order of 60 degrees (not shown).In summary, MOMA gives a reasonable, but not perfect, representation of the annualSST cycle, and the largest errors are associated with a misrepresentation of the coldtongue annual cycle. The discrepancies are a result of both errors in the amplitude andthe phase. Since the SSTs are subject to a relaxation scheme, a comparison with theobservations does not give a fair evaluation of the model performance. The questionwhether the model gives a good description of the annual variations in the sub- surfacetemperatures (and hence the thermocline) and currents is of great importance for ourfurther studies. We therefore look at the comparison between the annual cycle in themodel and the equatorial sub- surface data �elds next.2.4.5 Annual variability in the equatorial sub-surface tempera-turesThe amplitudes of the annual variability in the equatorial sub-surface temperatures areshown in �gure 2-7. The large scale structure of the annual cycle is similar in the modeland the observations, with the strongest seasonal changes seen near the central andeastern Paci�c thermocline in both the MOMA sub-surface temperatures and the TAOdata. The model annual response in the eastern Paci�c is too strong, and the annualchange in thermocline depth is exaggerated by the model. The errors in this regionmay be due to a misrepresentation of the upwelling near the cold tongue. The annualamplitudes of the model temperatures in the upper 25 meters in the central Paci�c areare realtively uniform between 170�W and 130�W, whereas the observed temperatures inthe same region indicate a clear increase in amplitude towards the east. The discrepancyin the upper layer temperatures may be a result of errors estimating the annual variationsin the heat uxes, but may also be a result of a misrepresentation of the mixed layerphysics.The right panels show the phase of the annual variations in the sub-surface tem-peratures for the model (upper right panel) and the observations (lower right panel)respectively. A phase angle of zero degree implies that the annual cycle can be repre-sented by a cosine with maximum amplitudes on January �rst, and is shown by arrowspointing at 3 o'clock. The phase angles increase anti-clockwise, and a 90� angle, which59



Figure 2-7: The model temperatures are shown in the upper panels and the correspondingobserved temperatures are given in the lower panels. The vertical axis is the depth and thex-axis is in degrees east. The vertical dotted lines separate the central Paci�c from the regionswest of the date line and east of 110�W, where the observed data were sparse, and hence maysu�er from uncertain quality. The contour interval for the left panels is 0.25�C. The annual cyclewas estimated by regression for the 1990-1993 period in both data sets. In general, the modelgives a good description of both the amplitude (left) and phase (right) of the equatorial thermalstructure, T (x; z) (Arrows pointing at to 3 o'clock in the right panel correspond to January, i.e.zero phase angle, and positive phase values are shown as anti-clockwise rotation). However, theannual variability in the model thermocline is too prominent and there is a misrepresentationof the annual temperatures near the surface in the central Paci�c.
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has maximum amplitude in the beginning of April, is indicated by arrows pointing at12 o'clock. The phase of the sub-surface seasonal cycle is captured in a realistic wayby the model, and the ow of the phase contours suggest a circulating annual migrationof the warm anomalies in both data sets. The TAO temperatures at about 50m depthnear 165�W have no well de�ned annual cycle, as the phase arrows in the bottom rightpanel circle around this location. The model has a corresponding location of unde�nedannual cycle, but located about 30� further to the west (upper right panel). The up-per surface layer in the eastern Paci�c has warmest temperatures during the northernspring, while the deeper layer in the central Paci�c has maximum annual temperaturesapproximately 3 months earlier. The thermocline in the western Paci�c is deepest duringNovember-December, and the near surface temperatures near the date line are warmestduring June. The annual variations in the temperatures in the west Paci�c are relativelyweak, and the phases of the model and observed annual cycle in this region are out ofphase.2.4.6 Annual variations in the equatorial owFigure 2-8 shows the seasonal composites of the equatorial sub-surface zonal currentstructures for the model results. The model describes an eastward owing EUC withthe core shoaling towards the east. The location of the EUC core during the northernwinter is shifted slightly eastward compared to the northern summer, with maximumvelocities exceeding 60 cm/s during the winter and 80 cm/s during the summer. On theother hand, there are signi�cant di�erences between the spring and autumn seasons. Themodel EUC core is displaced eastward by around 20 degrees from the spring time to theautumn.A comparison between the model zonal ow and the current measurements from theTAO array is shown in �gure 2-9. The model and observed zonal ow values are shownfor the locations : 165�E, 140�W, and 110�W. There is a relatively good agreement on thevertical current structure for January and April. The observations suggest substantialchanges in the EUC between spring and autumn, but show little evidence for a zonaldisplacement of the EUC core. The model currents in the summer and autumn seasonsnear the EUC core are too weak, but the surface currents are too strongly westward. Thisdiscrepancy may be a result of a poor parameterisation of viscosity or errors in the surface61



wind stress. Misrepresentations in the currents may cause errors in the temperatures dueto incorrect advection terms.

Figure 2-8: The zonal ow structures along the equator, U(x; z), indicate greatest annualvariation in the EUC between northern spring and autumn. The �gure shows contour plotsof the model results: the upper panel shows the January zonal ow composite (solid) and theJune composite (dotted); the bottom panel shows the April (solid) and September (dotted)composites (contour every 20cm/s).
2.5 Summary of the model evaluationOn the whole, the model-observation comparison suggests that MOMA gives a good rep-resentation of the tropical Paci�c. All the model diagnostics that have been analysedare simulated fairly realistically, except that there is a westward bias in the equatorialcurrents, which may be a result of errors in the low frequency winds. The model de-62



Figure 2-9: A comparison between the annual variations in the current measured by theTAO current meters and the model ow shows a good simulation of the equatorial vertical zonalcurrent pro�le during northern winter, but a bias during the northern summer and autumn.The �gure shows depth plots of the currents from 3 di�erent TAO buoys on the equator forthe 4 di�erent seasons. The y-axis of the right hand panels represents the depth and the x-axisindicates the current speed. The TAO data are shown as lines in the right panels, while thecorresponding MOMA values are indicated by symbols. All the composites were computed fromthe 1990-1993 period. 63



scribes a too strong westward surface current, but a too weak EUC during the northernsummer and autumn. If the evolution of ENSO depends on the zonal transport of heatthrough advection, then MOMA may not be suitable for prognostic integrations unlessthe systematic errors in the equatorial currents can be reduced. The vertical currentstructures are accurately described by the model if this bias is taken out.The simulated SSTs capture all the major features seen in the observations. Somemodel short falls include errors in the model SSTs in the regions where upwelling isprominent. Some likely explanations for the discrepancies in the SSTs may be imperfectmixed layer physics parameterisation, a misrepresentation of horizontal mixing, or incor-rect surface uxes of heat or momentum. MOMA simulates a zonal SST gradient on theequator that is slightly too steep in the central Paci�c. These model misrepresentationsof the mean SSTs as well as the annual cycle can give a distorted picture of how theIKWs inuence the SSTs during the northern spring and summer. The fact that thesubsurface temperature �elds have relatively small errors is encouraging, since this mayimply that the e�ect of the oceanic background state on the IKWs may be relativelyaccurately described by the model.The analysis of the seasonal cycle in zonal current and temperature structures suggeststhat the model heat advection terms may have some systematic errors throughout theyear which are largest during the northern spring and autumn.
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Chapter 3
Characteristics of intraseasonalKelvin waves
3.1 Intraseasonal Kelvin wavesThis chapter is divided into 3 parts. Firstly, the characteristics of intraseasonal Kelvinwaves (IKWs) are presented. The simulated Kelvin waves are compared with those seenin the TAO sub-surface temperatures and in the Topex-Poseidon altimeter data. Thiscomparison between model waves and the observations provides the main basis for theevaluation of the model IKW simulations. It is shown that MOMA is quite capableof simulating these waves in a realistic manner. The fact that the model simulates theIKWs realistically is important for the subsequent model study of the interaction betweenIKWs and TIWs in chapter 4, and the importance of the oceanic background state forthe IKWs addressed in chapter 5.Secondly, the question of how the intraseasonal Kelvin waves are forced is addressed.A simple linear forced Kelvin wave model is used to help explain the di�erence of in-traseasonal variability in the ocean and the intraseasonal variability in the atmosphere.The same Kelvin wave model is used to investigate the ampli�cation and attenuation ofthe Kelvin waves as a result of wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c.Thirdly, the inuence of the IKWs on the equatorial sub-surface thermal structuresand the SSTs is examined. A comparison between the model and the observed sub-surfacetemperature variability associated with the IKWs is presented.65



Table 3.1: Estimated propagation speeds from �gure 3-1 suggest similar values for themodel and the observed IKWsDate MOMA MOMA uncertainty TAO TAO uncertainty Wave ID(m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) nameFeb 1990 2.4 1.6-4.9 2.4 1.6-4.9Feb-Mar 1991 2.4 1.6-4.9 2.4 1.6-4.9 Wave 1Oct 1991 1.9 1.4-3.2 2.4 1.6-4.9 Wave 2Dec 1991 2.4 1.6-4.9 2.4 1.6-4.9 Wave 3Jan 1992 2.4 1.6-4.9 2.4 1.6-4.9 Wave 4Nov 1992 1.4 1.1-1.9 1.9 1.4-3.23.2 How realistic is the model simulation of IKWs?Before the model can be used to examine the nature of the IKWs in the equatorial Paci�c,a model assessment must be made in order to �nd out whether the model gives a realisticdescription of these waves. A detailed comparison between the model waves and thoseseen in the observations is possible since the model was forced by realistic surface uxes(ERA) that were derived from meteorological observations.3.2.1 Intraseasonal Kelvin wave signatures in 20�C isothermdepthThe IKW signatures can be seen in longitude-time (Hovm�oller) diagrams, where the wavesare characterised by west-east sloping contours of constant thermocline depth. Figure 3-1shows a comparison between the smoothed equatorial D20 anomalies of the model andthe TAO array. Both data sets suggest that intraseasonal Kelvin waves represent one ofthe most prominent features of the tropical ocean circulation. There is in general a goodagreement between the model and observed intraseasonal IKWs, both in the timing ofthe events as well as their propagation speed and amplitude.The estimation of the propagation speed was done crudely by superimposing a straightline on the wave crest, and using the time di�erence, � , between the points where theline crossed the eastern and western boundaries. The estimated propagation speeds aregiven in table 3.1. A rough estimate of the maximum likely errors associated with thismethod was calculated from the uncertainties in reading o� the times, � .One of the most prominent intraseasonal waves is seen as an upwelling Kelvin wave66



Figure 3-1: Comparison between observed and model anomalous 20 degree isotherm depthsshows a good agreement between the model and observed IKW activity. The upper panel showsthe observed (solid) and model (dashed) D20A time series at 110�W. The lower Hovm�ollerdiagram shows the observed D20As (left) and the corresponding model D20As (right). Theanomalies were computed by subtracting the annual cycle, the mean values and the lineartrend, and then subjected to a low pass �lter (10 days) in order to smooth the signals.67



at the beginning of 1991 (Wave 1). The amplitude of the model wave grows until itreaches 130�W-120�W. The estimated average wave speed across the entire ocean basinis 2:4ms�1. The corresponding observed wave has a similar propagation speed.The model wave has a maximum amplitude near 110�W, while the TAO data suggestsa weaker ocean response with a more uniform amplitude across the Paci�c, but with aslight ampli�cation in the far east. This amplitude discrepancy can have di�erent causes:a The model wave damping is too strong in the far eastern Paci�c, but too weak dampingin the central Paci�c; b The model wave is forced too strongly by the intraseasonal windforcing over the central Paci�c (180� to 120�W) and therefore grows until it reaches120�W. The model Wave 1 is not visible in the west Paci�c where the correspondingwave in the TAO data has strong amplitudes. This discrepancy may be a result oferrors in the forcing �eld, but may also suggest that the mixed layer representation, andhence the excitation of the various baroclinic modes, is not captured very well by themodel. This misrepresentation may imply that the IKWs described in chapter 5 (in theexperiments Exp4 and Exp5) are excited in the central Paci�c where the thermoclinedepths are di�erent, and hence part of the di�erences between the experiments may bedue to di�erent forcing conditions.Incorrect wave damping is likely to partly account for some of these errors since thedissipation term relies on the Pacanowski & Philander (1981) parameterisation schemewhich is unlikely to give a perfect representation of sub-gridscale physics.If the ERA winds are correct, then the model-observation amplitude di�erences areprobably not due to further forcing over the eastern Paci�c. The simple forced Kelvinwave model discussed later in this chapter does not indicate any ampli�cation of thewaves at this time (�gure 3-6). However, the intraseasonal ERA winds are not perfect,and the discrepancies may also be a result of errors in the wind forcing.The e�ect of the oceanic background state on the Kelvin wave amplitudes is discussedin chapter 5. If the oceanic conditions are di�erent from the real world1 then this mayalso a�ect the Kelvin wave amplitudes in the east Paci�c.Other prominent intraseasonal features in the observed and model data sets are the3 strong Kelvin waves at the end of 1991 and the beginning of 1992 (Wave 2-4). All1The mean state and the annual variability of the sub-surface temperatures and equatorial currentsare discussed in chapter 2. 68



three Kelvin waves are downwelling and have similar amplitudes in both data sets. Theobservations and the model results show a good agreement on the timing of these waves,and the 3 Kelvin waves are relatively similar in the model and the observations. Themodel results suggests a slight retardation of the �rst of the 3 waves from the date line tothe east Paci�c. The propagation speed associated with the other two waves (2:4ms�1)is roughly constant over the whole ocean basin despite the west-east variations in thevertical density structure. All the observed Kelvin waves exhibit constant propagationspeeds across the Paci�c. The �rst two model waves show some undulations in ampli-tude, which is a result of interference with TIWs. Although the model waves do notamplify much east of 120�W, the observations suggest that the wave amplitudes growmonotonically until they reached 110�W. It will be shown later in this chapter that theseparticular waves are subject to forcing over the eastern Paci�c. The e�ect of this forcingon the Kelvin waves can vary with the relative speed between the wind patch and thewave, and a discrepancy in the Kelvin wave speed may therefore produce errors in waveamplitude2.A number of other IKWs are present in the model result as well as the TAO data.In general, the stronger waves are relatively skillfully simulated by the model, but theweaker events are less well described.In summary, the model description of the intraseasonal variability in the thermoclineis in good agreement with the observations. This encouraging result suggests that MOMAis a suitable model for studying the IKWs.3.2.2 Intraseasonal Kelvin wave signatures in sea surface heightThe TOPEX-Poseidon altimeter data provides another independent data set that can beused for model evaluation. A comparison between the anomalies of the model surfaceheight topography and the TOPEX-Poseidon sea level anomalies (SLAs) was carried outfor the common period of both data sets: October 1992 to December 1993. The sea levelanomalies were high-pass �ltered to include only intraseasonal variability.There is a relatively good agreement between the model and the observations, espe-cially during the 1992-1993 northern winter (�gure 3-2). The October 1992-December2Some westward propagating wind patches can be seen in the ERA data.69



Figure 3-2: Comparison between the equatorial model free surface height, �, and theobserved SLAs show a good model representation of the strongest equatorial waves. The upperpanel shows a comparison between the observed (solid) and model (dashed) SLA time series at140�W. The lower Hovm�oller diagram shows the TOPEX-Poseidon sea level anomalies in theleft panel and the residual MOMA sea level anomalies on the right. The �gure shows the mean2.5�S - 2.5�N values which have been Hanning low-pass �ltered over 11 degrees in longitude.The TOPEX data consisted of estimates of 10 day mean values. The MOMA data set had 2day instant values, and a Hanning �lter with a 5 day window was used to smooth the data intime. Positive values of � indicate downwelling waves.70



1993 period consists of relatively weak events compared to the IKWs seen during the1991-1992 El Ni~no. Two upwelling Kelvin waves3 (marked as \Wave 5" and \Wave 7")and one downwelling wave (\Wave 6") are observed in both data sets during the northernwinter 1992-1993. The observed and simulated waves have in general similar amplitudesand propagation speeds. The �rst model wave, however, is slower than the correspondingobserved wave, and this model wave has too large amplitude in the east. The downwellingKelvin wave seen during the December 1992 and January 1993 is slightly too slow, buthad comparable amplitudes to the observations. The second upwelling wave in the modelis weaker than the observed wave and is attenuated before it reaches 140�W, while theobservations suggest a strong signal in the central and eastern Paci�c.A number of waves (\Wave 8", \Wave 9", and \Wave 10") are seen in the TOPEXdata between June and September 1993 (during a weak La Ni~na) that are absent or notas prominent in the model data. The model wave amplitudes show undulations whichare believed to be a result of interference with TIWs (\Wave 9"). The model discrepancymay also indicate that the model is not able to capture all the intraseasonal events in theSLAs or that the intraseasonal wind stress is incorrect. It is also important to keep inmind that the errors associated with the TOPEX SLAs are of the order of 4 cm, whichis comparable to the amplitudes of these waves. Relatively weak signatures of the sameKelvin waves (\Wave 8" to \Wave 10") can also be seen in the TAO current data in�gure 3-3, suggesting that these are real features. These waves are very weak in the TAOD20As, and do not show up in �gure 3-1 (left panel).In summary, the intraseasonal model free surface height anomalies and the observedintraseasonal sea level anomalies are similar during the northern winter of 1992. However,the model does not capture all of the observed intraseasonal Kelvin waves seen duringJune-September 1993. The model is able to capture the more prominent events, but hasproblems describing the weaker waves. This failure may well be a result of errors in there-analysis forcing �elds.
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Figure 3-3: A comparison between the observed (solid) and model (dotted) mean zonalcurrent between 0 and 240 m depths at the locations 165�E (left), 140�W (middle), and 110�W(right) indicates that the model describes the ow associated with the most prominent Kelvinwaves, but with some phase and amplitude errors. The anomalies were computed by subtractingthe annual cycle, the mean values and the linear trend. The average values shown in this plotare computed using only the valid data points and leaving out the missing data. The missingdata gaps are marked with vertical lines: 165�E Aug 1992 and March 1993 in all levels; 110�WJanuary-April 1993 in the upper 80m (The values here correspond to the 80m-240m mean value,and should therefore not be part of the evaluation).72



Figure 3-4: A comparison between the equatorial depth pro�le of observed (top) and model(bottom) zonal current at 140�W shows some di�erences in the observed and model verticalow structures. The model simulates too strong (� 50cm=s) eastward current anomalies at100m depth during October 1991, and the model 1992 January wave has too weak currentamplitudes near the surface. The weaker eastward current anomaly during December 1991 isabsent in the model. The currents were Hanning band pass �ltered with a 30-120 day window.The current meters at 140�W were located at [3; 10; 25; 45; 80; 120; 160; 200; 250; 300]m depth.73



3.2.3 Intraseasonal variations in zonal currentsIn order to get a more complete picture of the model simulation of the IKWs, we need toknow how well MOMA represents the Kelvin wave signals in the zonal ow. The zonalow may be important for the way the IKWs a�ect the thermodynamics in the oceansince the zonal advection of heat is proportional to the zonal ow. A comparison betweenthe observed currents and the model velocities is possible because of the current metersmounted on a few of the buoys in the TAO array. Figure 3-3 shows the comparison ofthe zonal volume transport between the surface and 240m depths at 3 locations betweenMOMA and the observations from the TAO current meters.It is important to keep in mind that the Kelvin waves may not be the only source ofintraseasonal variability in the equatorial zonal currents. Equatorial Rossby waves arealso present and may have an e�ect on the current on intraseasonal time scales. Theprominent tropical Instability waves (TIWs), discussed in chapter 4, also produce strong20-40 day uctuations in the zonal currents. It is shown in chapter 4 that the modelexaggerates the strength of these TIWs and it is therefore more likely that there will be aTIW signature in the zonal current of the model than in the TAO current measurements.There is a moderately good correspondence between the intraseasonal uctuations inthe western Paci�c zonal currents from the observations and the model. The currentsin the upper 25m in the east, however, are too strong in the model and are inuencedtoo much by the TIWs (not shown). The model also describes too strong intraseasonalvariability in the zonal currents in the surface layer.The TIWs do not show up strongly in the 0-240m mean values because they have ashallow structure4. The 0-240m vertical mean ow is realistically captured by the model(�gure 3-3), and the timing of the intraseasonal model events in the eastern Paci�cdo agree roughly with corresponding events in the observations. The amplitude of theintraseasonal 0-240m mean current uctuations are comparable to the correspondingcurrent data from the TAO array. However, the model underestimates the amplitudesof the December 1991-February 1992 wave events in the eastern Paci�c. Some of theamplitude di�erences can be explained in terms of too little damping in the model sincethese Kelvin waves originate in the west Paci�c. It is also possible that misrepresentation3Denoted by negative anomalies4They typically extend down to about 150m; see chapter 4 for further discussion.74



in the vertical strati�cation may a�ect how these waves are ampli�ed by the wind forcingin the eastern Paci�c5. The phase errors in some of the cases suggest that the modelwave speeds are not always correct. The model may indicate that the Kelvin waves havetoo weak an inuence on the eastern Paci�c SSTs through zonal advection if the zonalSST gradients here are realistic.The model current anomalies show some signi�cantly di�erent vertical structuresto the observations (�gure 3-4). One explanation may be that too much momentumfrom the wind forcing is absorbed in the upper 200m if these waves are a�ected by thelocal winds in the east Paci�c. This misrepresentation may be a result of too littlevertical momentum transport, if the mixed layer parameterisation does not simulateenough vertical mixing. The model-observation di�erences may also indicate that thewind forcing does not project correctly onto the di�erent vertical modes in the model.We will in chapter 5 show that the e�ciency at which the winds project onto the variousmodel modes is sensitive to the phase speeds (�gure 5-23 in chapter 5). Therefore, an errorin the baroclinic speeds can a�ect the relative strengths of the individual vertical modesand hence produce di�erent vertical current pro�les. If most of the wind forcing takesplace in the west Paci�c, then this result may indicate that the damping of the higherorder modes is incorrect since changes in the modal structures alter the vertical extensionof the currents. Since we cannot estimate the vertical modes from TAO measurementsof the upper 300m alone, it is di�cult to test these hypotheses and we shall thereforeconcentrate on the ocean response to atmospheric forcing instead.3.2.4 Summary of the model evaluationThe intraseasonal variability in the equatorial model data has been evaluated against 3independent data sets6. The model-observation comparison has shown that MOMA givesa fairly realistic representation of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves. However, the modelwave amplitudes in the east Paci�c for some of the waves are incorrect, possibly a resultof a misrepresentation of dissipative processes.5See next sub-section6Counting the TAO sub-surface temperatures and current data as independent data sets75



3.3 The forcing of Intraseasonal Kelvin wavesIn order to get a comprehensive picture of the IKWs, it is necessary to understand howthey are forced. Figure 3-2 suggests they originate in the western Paci�c. Hendon et al.(1997), Kessler et al. (1995), and En�eld (1987) among others have identi�ed the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) and the Westerly Wind Bursts (WWBs) as the most importantsource of Kelvin wave forcing. The Kelvin waves are primarily generated by variationsin the wind forcing, and wind bursts west of the date line appear to be responsible formost of the IKWs observed in both the model and the observations. The forced linearKelvin wave model described by equation 1.13 in chapter 1 suggests that the Kelvin waveamplitude depends on the history of the forcing to which the wave has been subjected.This section examines the relationship between the forcing �eld and the Kelvin waves.The di�erences in the dominant intraseasonal time scales seen in the winds and theoceanic Kelvin waves are explored. The question of interest is whether this wind forcingcan account for most of the eastward ampli�cation of the Kelvin waves. The purpose ofthis section is to relate the changes in the Kelvin wave amplitudes caused by the windforcing to the Kelvin waves described by MOMA. This part is similar to earlier workdone by Hendon et al. (1997). The e�ect of the winds on the Kelvin waves in the eastPaci�c also is presented.3.3.1 Time scale di�erences between oceanic and atmosphericvariabilityMost power in the intraseasonal winds is found over the western Paci�c (En�eld, 1987),with spectral peaks in the frequency band associated with time scales of approximately30-40 days (�gure 3-5, left panel). The oceanic response, on the other hand, has greatestpower between the time scales 60-70 days (right panel). Hendon et al. (1997) estimatedthe most prominent time scale of Kelvin waves in the TAO data to be 70 days, and thethe dominant period of the MJO from the ECMWF analysis data to be 40-50 days7.The shift towards lower frequencies in the ocean response was investigated by using asimple forced Kelvin wave model which describes only the basic oceanic dynamics. The7Data set: ECMWF analysis spatial mean values over 5��10� lat- lon area.76



Figure 3-5: Spectral power densities for the TAO 4m surface winds at 165�E (left) and theTAO D20 at 140�W (right) indicate di�erent dominant intraseasonal time scales in the windsand the thermocline. The power spectrum for the winds was calculated for the relatively short1993-1994 period and the D20 spectrum was estimated for the 5 year period 1990-1994. TheTAO subsurface temperatures consisted of 5 day mean values while the spectrum for the windswas estimated from the TAO daily mean values of the wind speeds. The power spectra for thebest �t AR(1) are also shown, and the 95% con�dence interval is shown as dotted lines. Thex-axis indicates the time scales in days and the y-axis the spectral power densities. The spectralmethod used a Parzen (Priestly, 1981) window with a window width of 100 days for the windsand 300 days for the D20s.
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wave model was derived from the forced baroclinic Navier-Stokes equations8, which canbe written in a dimensionless form (Gill, 1982a, p.399):@tA(x; t) + c@xA(x; t) = F (x; t): (3.1)Here the variables x and t represent the space time coordinates, and A(x; t) is theKelvin wave amplitude. The Kelvin wave model is similar to the model described byHendon et al. (1997), except that they chose to use the integral version. The equationis valid for each of the baroclinic modes if the phase speed is replaced by the baroclinicphase speeds. In this context, the model will be used to represent the �rst baroclinicKelvin modes, with a phase speed of 2:5ms�1.Equation 3.1 was solved numerically9 with various test signals and the ECMWF re-analysis (ERA) surface winds as the forcing term. The test signals were sinusoids intime that were modulated by a Gaussian function in both space and time. The Gaussianweight determined the timing and the spatial extent of the wind patch, and the rate ofdisplacement of this Gaussian function set the group velocity of the waves.The results from the test integrations suggest a frequency shift in the ocean responsewhen the wind patches are moving relative to the ocean, with the magnitude of thefrequency shift depending on the relative speed of the wind patch to the ocean. In otherwords, the linear Kelvin wave response to the atmospheric forcing may be described interms of resonant excitation of the waves. Hendon et al. (1997) have suggested thatthe propagation speed of weak but zonally extensive wind patches may be importantfor the oceanic response, and a near-resonance of the �rst baroclinic Kelvin mode maytake place. They argued that the low frequency wind stress patterns with large spatialscale structures move at a speed similar to the Kelvin waves and produce near-resonantexcitation of the Kelvin waves. The resonant Kelvin waves, which are the dominantintraseasonal features in the ocean, have similar frequencies to the relatively weak lowfrequency winds. The hypothesis proposed by Hendon et al. (1997) may therefore explainthe shift of the dominant spectral power to lower frequencies in the ocean. The resultsof the simple model integrations carried out here are consistent with Hendon et al'sconclusion: near-resonance forcing can explain the lower frequencies seen in the ocean.8See derivation in Appendix A, for the dimensionless forced wave equation.9See appendix D for discussion on di�erent integration methods.78



The ECMWF forcing term was computed using two di�erent methods: (i) fromthe 4.5�S-4.5�N spatial mean values and (ii) by using a normalised e��y2=(2c) weightingfunction over the same meridional range and with c taken to be 2.5 m/s. Both approachesgave roughly similar results, but di�ered in the details. The Gaussian weighted ERAwinds were used for the comparison with the MOMA results. The reason for using aweighting function was that the Kelvin waves tend to be more sensitive to forcing closeto the equator.The spectral analysis of the ECMWF forcing �eld and the corresponding wave re-sponse in the west Paci�c (165�E) indicated that the time scales in the oceans are longerthan those in the atmosphere (�g 3-6). In other words, a simple forced Kelvin wave modelforced with realistic winds can explain the bias to the low frequencies in the ocean. How-ever, the same spectral analysis also suggests that the winds and the ocean variabilityhave relatively similar power spectra east of 170�W, with spectral peaks correspondingto a period of 60-70 days. These 60-70 day spectral peaks represent much lower powerthan the 30-40 day spectral peaks found over the western Paci�c, and may be the samewinds which Hendon et al. (1997) identi�ed as the primary source of resonance forcingof the Kelvin waves. Hendon et al. (1997) suggested that these winds may continue toforce the Kelvin waves as far east as 130�W. We therefore want to know whether thesewinds in the central Paci�c can explain all the changes in the Kelvin wave amplitudestowards the east or whether other factors also may inuence the waves.3.3.2 Are Kelvin waves ampli�ed by winds in the eastern Pa-ci�c?Although the Kelvin waves originate in the west Paci�c, they may be modi�ed be subse-quent forcing in the central and eastern Paci�c. Kindle & Phoebus (1995) suggested thatthe wind forcing over the central Paci�c may have been as important as in the westernPaci�c between October 1990 and October 1991. En�eld (1987) identi�ed a patch ofintraseasonal winds near 110�W, and suggested that the Kelvin waves may be modi�edby the wind forcing over the eastern Paci�c. Hendon et al. (1997) carried out simpleexperiments with a linear forced Kelvin wave model and showed that intraseasonal windstress over the central Paci�c can force Kelvin waves as far east as 130�W.79



Figure 3-6: A comparison between the spectral power densities of A(x; t) in the westPaci�c (156�E) and the local winds shows that the di�erence in atmosphere and ocean timescales can be explained by a simple linear forced Kelvin wave model. The values for A(x; t)were computed using equation 3.1 (solid), forced with Hanning band pass �ltered [10-120 days]ECMWF reanalysis surface wind stress that were weighted by a Gaussian function about theequator. The wind stress spectrum (shown by a dashed line) have been normalised with respectto the ocean response, and the fraction shown in each panel indicates the relative total powerin the ocean and the winds (ocean/winds). The phase speed was taken to be 2.5 m/s. Thespectral analysis shown here was based on a 150 day Parzen (Priestly, 1981) window.
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Figure 3-7: Hovm�oller diagram of MOMA � and the amplitude of the simple forced Kelvinwave model shows that the wave ampli�cation to the east is a result of forcing over the centraland eastern Paci�c. The units are in meters. The phase speed in the simple model wasc = 2:5ms�1, and the forcing term was weighted by exp ���y22c � (normalised). The �lteringwas done by applying a 120 day Hanning smoother and subtracting the smoothed time series.Downwelling waves are characterised by positive values (light shading) and upwelling waves bynegative SLAs (dark shades). 81



The simple forced Kelvin wave model described by equation 3.1 was used to investigatethe e�ect of the wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c on the wave amplitudes.The phase speed was assumed to be 2:5m=s across the entire ocean basin, but the mainresults were not sensitive to the particular value of c. The amplitudes explained by thiswave model could not be a�ected by changes in the vertical density structure in the oceanfrom west to east, since the oceanic density structure was not included. The forced waveequation was integrated numerically, and the amplitudes, A(x; t), of the simple modelwere compared to corresponding quantities in the MOMA data set (�gure 3-7).The Kelvin wave amplitudes of the simple Kelvin wave model and MOMA can becompared if the amplitudes of the simple Kelvin wave model are multiplied by a factor10that accounts for the fact that the amplitudes were dimensionless, the time step wasexpressed in terms of days, and the distance between the grid point was expressed interms of degrees. The \absolute" amplitudes of the two models do not correspond verywell. This discrepancy can partly be accounted for by a distribution of the wave energybetween several baroclinic modes and dissipation in MOMA.The simple forced Kelvin wave model describes waves during the 1991-1992 El Ni~nowhich are ampli�ed in the east Paci�c. The important point that can be made from�gure 3-7 is that the wave amplitudes in the simple Kelvin wave model increase eastward,and their growth can only be a result of wind forcing over this region. An integrationwith an ideal moving wind patch with no noise suggested that the ampli�cation can beexplained in terms of near resonance forcing. However, similar integration with randomforcing (white noise) also can produce eastward ampli�cation. An eastward ampli�cationcan be seen in the MOMA data, suggesting that the waves in MOMA also are ampli�edby wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c11.There are a number of di�erences between the IKWs in the MOMA results and thesimple Kelvin wave model. The Kelvin waves in MOMA interfere with the TIWs toproduce a modulation of small scale westward propagating structures. These are not, ofcourse, seen in the simple Kelvin wave model which has no TIWs. More interestingly,di�erences between the two models are seen in a downwelling Kelvin wave in the MOMA10The factor that relates the dimensionless amplitudes to SLAs is: � = 113�103m=�E(24�3600s=day)2 1�c2 �� and is ofthe order 10.0.11Either by noise or moving wind patches. 82



result during April 1990 (the �rst wave seen in the data). This wave attenuates slightlyas it propagates eastward in MOMA, but the corresponding feature in the simple Kelvinwave model integration, on the other hand, ampli�es towards the east. In this case, theattenuation of the wave in the MOMA data may be due to the west-east changes in theoceanic conditions1. Another possibility is that higher order baroclinic Kelvin modes areimportant in the east. The simple Kelvin wave model can in this case only describe the�rst baroclinic mode while MOMA can simulate more complicated vertical structures. Abackground ow may alter the propagation speed of the Kelvin waves relative to the windpatch. The near-resonance forcing conditions of these waves can therefore be a�ected bythe ambient ow and the Kelvin wave phase speed.During June-July 1990, the simple model describes a downwelling Kelvin wave that isvirtually absent in the MOMA results. This observation also indicates that the oceanicconditions may a�ect the Kelvin wave amplitudes. It is possible that the oceanic con-ditions inhibit the west-east transmission of the Kelvin waves at this time. In generalMOMA produces weak Kelvin waves during the boreal summer. Other di�erences areseen during March-April 1991 and May-June 1991, when the simple Kelvin wave modelsimulates waves with relatively uniform amplitudes across the ocean basin and MOMAdescribes attenuating waves. In these cases, the Kelvin waves must have attenuated dueto viscous damping or other oceanic processes.In summary, the wind forcing encountered by the Kelvin waves during the journeyeastward can account for some of the changes in their amplitudes. However, some changesin the MOMA IKW amplitudes are not reproduced in the simple model subject to similarforcing as MOMA, and the possibility that a sloping thermocline can a�ect the waveamplitudes cannot be ruled out. Furthermore, higher order baroclinic Kelvin modes mayalso have contributed to the wave amplitudes12 in MOMA, implying that the inuenceof the vertical modes may change from west to east. An investigation of the e�ect ofdi�erent oceanic density structures on the IKWs will be given in chapter 5.1This will be discussed in detail in chapter 512Giese & Harrison (1990) argued that the higher order modes had a smaller e�ect on the SLAs thanthe gravest mode.
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3.4 How do IKWs a�ect ocean temperatures?

Figure 3-8: A comparison between 3 leading EOFs (North et al., 1982) of the observed andmodel intraseasonal equatorial sub-surface temperature �eld for the 4 year period 1990-1993shows that the model captured most of the oceanic variability in the right locations. The datawas 10-120 day band-pass �ltered prior to PCA by removing the running mean and trend.If IKWs inuence interannual climate uctuations, they may do so by modifyingocean temperatures. The sub-surface temperatures may be related to the SSTs since thetemperatures a�ect the vertical strati�cation and the vertical stability. A stably strati�edliquid may inhibit vertical mixing while convection can take place in hydrostaticallyunstable situations. A deep thermocline can also reduce the e�ect of upwelling on theSSTs. Both vertical mixing and upwelling of cool sub-surface water tend to inuence the84



SSTs. The SSTs are a central part of ENSO, and represent a coupling mechanism wherethe ocean may a�ect the atmosphere through energy transfer. It is therefore important toknow whether the IKWs can modify the SSTs, and hence play a role in ocean-atmospherecoupling.To examine where the regions of maximum intraseasonal variance are located inthe equatorial vertical temperature structure, EOFs were computed from the TAO sub-surface temperatures and the corresponding model data (�g. 3-8). If these EOF patternscan be related to the IKW activity, then it is possible to learn what e�ect the IKWshave on the ocean temperatures. The data were band-pass �ltered with a 10-120 dayde-trending �lter prior to the EOF analysis. The model data were sub-sampled in orderto use data that corresponded to the TAO buoy locations only.A resemblance between the leading model and observed EOFs can be seen. Thespatially coherent patterns of maximum variance for the leading EOF describe a dipolestructure near the thermocline, with maxima in the central and eastern Paci�c. Thisresult suggest that the model simulates the thermocline variability realistically. Theobserved leading EOF accounts for 39% of the total variance, as compared to 29% forthe model. The di�erences in the variance accounted for by the leading EOFs may suggestthat the processes responsible for these patterns are more prominent in the observationsthan in the model data.To check the sensitivity of the estimates of variance to the pre-�ltering, the data waspreprocessed with di�erent types of �lters before doing the PCA. A similar EOF analysisof model data for the 1980-1987 period gave similar features to those of the 1990-1993period, suggesting that the spatial EOF structures are relatively robust. The estimatesof the variance, however are relatively sensitive to the pre-�ltering since the order of thesecond and third model EOFs depended on the type of �lter. The estimate for the leadingEOF when a 30-120 day MA band-pass �lter was used was 30% for the leading modelEOF respectively and 37% for the corresponding results from the TAO data13. The factthat the 30-100 day �lter gave higher variances for the leading EOFs may suggest thatthe presence of very active TIWs in the model may reduce the proportional variance ofthe leading EOFs to some extent. The model has a tendency to simulate too strong TIWfeatures near the equator, while the TIWs are virtually absent in the TAO equatorial13The temporal correlation was not accounted for these last results85



sub-surface temperatures. The di�erence in proportional variance may also reect thefact that the model data consists of 2 day instantaneous values while the TAO data has5 day mean values, however, this e�ect should have a minimal e�ect in band-pass �ltereddata.The second EOF of TAO and the third EOF of MOMA14 in �gure 3-8 have a monopolestructure. The maximum values of these patterns are found near 150�W near the ther-mocline for the TAO EOF, but the corresponding peak variance is located near 140�Win the MOMA data. The fact that the second and third EOFs of the model results areswapped may suggest that MOMA simulates too much intraseasonal variability in thenear surface temperatures in the east Paci�c. These EOFs are also associated with SSTvariability in the eastern Paci�c. The observed and model EOFs account for 21% and12% respectively, which is consistent with the model producing too much \intraseasonalnoise" that is not directly related to the IKWs. The variances of the �rst two (threefor MOMA) EOFs from the same data sets are of similar magnitude, and the limits ofuncertainty according to North et al. (1982) suggests that they are degenerate.The two leading TAO EOFs seem to be di�erent phases of the same process, inagreement with the observations by Hendon et al. (1997). They suggested that the twoleading EOFs are associated with intraseasonal Kelvin waves and that the two leadingEOFs represent the wave structure at di�erent phases. The PCs are plotted on the samegraph with a phase shift that maximizes their correlation in �gure 3-9. Here, we haveswapped the order of the second and third model PCs and hence match the di�erentphases of the IKW variability. The correlation coe�cients are 0.81 for the TAO PCscorresponding to a phase shift of 15 days (plus or minus 5 days). This suggests that the�rst observed EOF pattern lags the second EOF by 15 days. A similar comparison withthe MOMA EOFs gives a correlation of 0.70, with a time lag of 20 days (plus or minus2 days). In other words, the �rst model EOF leads the monopole structure by 20 days,which is in rough agreement with 18 days found by Hendon et al. (1997).In summary, the two leading EOFs indicate that the IKWs inuence the thermalsubsurface structure most near the thermocline due to the displacement of the isotherms.This is found to be in agreement with Giese & Harrison (1990). In general, the IKWshave similar inuence on the temperatures in both the model and the TAO data. This14This EOF corresponds to the second order when other �lters were used.86



Figure 3-9: The Principal Components (PC) of the two leading EOFs of the observations(upper) and the model (lower) indicate a high correlation between the two leading EOFs andstrong uctuations that correspond to the most prominent IKWs in both data sets. The secondPC has been phase shifted in order to maximise the lagged correlation between the two leadingPCs.
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result implies that a model study of the e�ect of the IKWs on the ocean thermodynamicsmay give realistic results.3.5 How do intraseasonal Kelvin waves inuence SSTs?The power spectrum of the SSTs at 110�W (not shown) indicates that the SST variabil-ity is essentially similar to a red noise process, but with a signi�cant 10-40 day peaksuperimposed. The SSTs have relatively weak spectral densities at the IKW time scales,suggesting that IKWs have a small inuence on the SSTs and that other processes areequally important for the SSTs. The purpose of this section is to examine how IKWsa�ect the SSTs, despite their modest inuence.It is possible to learn how Kelvin waves inuence the SSTs by examining the heatbudget for the upper mixed layer. The approach involves splitting the SSTs and thezonal velocity in terms of low and high frequency components, T = ~T + T 0 and u =~u + u0. Here, the slow changes in the SSTs are related to the seasonal cycle and ENSOwhile the high frequency variability is assumed to be related to IKWs15. Frankingnoul(1985) derived expressions for the mean and anomalous SSTs in terms of advection,heat uxes, entrainment, mixed layer depth, and mixing, and we will adopt a simpli�edapproximation of his equation in this study:cp�0H  @T@t + ~u � rT! = Q0 � E�: (3.2)Here E� represents entrainment processes which cool the SSTs by mixing cold deepwater into the mixed layer (The SSTs are assumed to be similar to the mixed layer tem-peratures as a result of extensive mixing, and both \SST" and \T" will be used to denoteSSTs), and T represents the SSTs, where t and T 0denote the mean and high anomaloustemperatures. It is assumed that the slow changes in the currents and temperatures canbe neglected and the zonal ow anomalies, u0, are dominated by the Kelvin waves, sothat u0 � uKW . The meridional advection term is ignored as Kelvin waves do not involvecross-equatorial ow. Equation 3.2 can then be written in terms of the zonal ow, u, andexpanded in terms of the high and low frequency components:15We ignore the contribution from TIWs here since we only are interested in time scales longer then50 days. 88



Figure 3-10: The �gure shows a comparison between the (eastward) SSTAs (shading) andthe Kelvin wave D20As (contours). The left panel shows the La Ni~na conditions and the rightpanel shows the El Ni~no SSTAs and Kelvin waves. These results suggest that the thermoclinehas a weak inuence on the SSTAs in the east. The relative weak wave signals during El Ni~no(right) can be attributed to a deeper thermocline than during the La Ni~na (left), more di�useLa Ni~na thermocline, and a shallow vertical wave structures. The eastward components of theSSTAs and D20As were extracted by applying a Fourier transform to the data, then removingthe coe�cients in the k�! space that correspond to negative wave numbers, and subsequentlyapplying an inverse Fourier transform. 89



@T 0@t + u@T@x + u@T 0@x + uKW @T@x + uKW @T 0@x = Q0cp�0H � E: (3.3)The new entrainment term is represented by E, where E = E�cp�0H . The inuence ofintraseasonal Kelvin waves on the SSTs is generally small, and the uKW @T 0@x term canbe dropped to a �rst order approximation. Intraseasonal Kelvin waves may then a�ectthe SSTs through two mechanisms: (i) by zonal advection, uKW @T@x , and (ii) by a�ectingthe entrainment of the mixed layer, E, by modifying the vertical thermal pro�le. Thecontribution of intraseasonal Kelvin waves to the SSTs can therefore be written as@TKW@t = �uKW @T@x � E; (3.4)where the terms on the right hand side will be referred to as the \SST forcing terms".Equation 3.4 is linear, and the e�ects of the di�erent forcing terms can be separated andexamined individually.We do not have information on the entrainment rate, and can therefore not calculatethis term directly. It is, however, possible to get an estimate of the importance of thisterm by using a proxy for the entrainment process. We can use an idealised simpli�edmodel of the entrainment process, where we assume that the mixed layer depth is constantbut the thermocline depth can vary (Cane & Zebiak, 1985). In this case, the SSTAs varywith the uctuation in thermocline depth when the thermocline depth is comparable tothe mixed layer depth. It is also assumed that the thermocline depth can be representedby the 20�C degree isotherm depth, D20.Figure 3-10 indicates that the SSTAs lag the D20As by approximately 90�. Themixed layer physics in MOMA is represented by the Kraus & Turner (1967) scheme,which mixes the temperatures in the model mixed layer instantaneously, and the SSTAsare therefore expected to be in phase with the thermocline uctuations. The SSTAs inthe far east, however, are approximately in anti-phase with the D20As in �gure 3-10,which is consistent with a deepening in the thermocline being associated with warmersea surface.Figure 3-11 shows a comparison between @T@t and uKW @T@x , which suggests a correla-tion between the sea surface warming and the zonal heat advection in the central Paci�c.The SSTs are substantially more sensitive to intraseasonal forcing during La Ni~na peri-90



ods (left panel) compared to El Ni~no episodes (right panel). The zonal advection termassociated with the November-December 1983 wave in the left panel diminishes eastwardfrom 145�W to 135�W, where the heat advection is reversed, and then increases fur-ther with opposite sign towards the east. The equatorial January SSTs, ~T , are at theirminimum near 140�W (see �gure 2-6, upper left panel, in chapter 2) which explains thechange of sign in the advection term. The values for @tT also are relatively small near130�W, but after reaching the minimum, the magnitudes of @tT increase towards the eastwith opposite sign to the local advection term. The zonal advection cannot explain theintraseasonal SSTs seen in �gure 3-11 (left panel) east of 130�W during December 1983because the temperatures increase but the zonal advection term tries to cool the oceansurface.This west-east change of SST dependence on zonal heat advection and thermoclineuctuations was suggested by Hendon & Glick (1997), who found an eastward diminishingphase shift between D20A and the SSTAs in the eastern Paci�c. This analysis thereforesuggests that Kelvin waves inuence the SSTAs by zonal advection in the central Paci�cand by vertical displacement of the thermocline in the far east.It is possible that the SSTs also are inuenced by the local surface heat uxes, whichare unrelated to the IKWs. To test whether the heat uxes can account for the intrasea-sonal SSTAs, we plotted @tT against Q0 (�gure 3-12). The heat uxes are about oneorder of magnitude smaller than @tT , and �gure 3-12 shows no clear correlation betweenthe sea surface warming and Q0. The heat uxes do not therefore represent an importantinuence on the intraseasonal SSTs.In summary, we have shown that intraseasonal Kelvin waves do inuence the SSTs,although their e�ect is relatively weak. The SSTs are most sensitive to the zonal heatadvection in the central Paci�c, but uctuations in the thermocline depth in the far eastalso inuence the SSTs. IKWs have strongest inuence on the SSTs during La Ni~naepisodes and the SSTs are relatively insensitive to IKWs during El Ni~no periods. Theheat ux anomalies cannot explain the intraseasonal SST variability.
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Figure 3-11: The �gure shows a comparison between the (eastward) @tSSTs (shading)and Kelvin wave induced advection, uKW@xT (contours). The left panel shows the La Ni~naconditions and the right panel shows the El Ni~no SSTs and Kelvin waves. These results suggestthat the advection term has a signi�cant inuence on the SSTAs in the central Paci�c during LaNi~na. The eastward components of the SSTAs and uKW were extracted by applying a Fouriertransform to the data, then removing the coe�cients in the k � ! space that correspond tonegative wave numbers, and subsequently applying an inverse Fourier transform.92



Figure 3-12: The �gure shows a comparison between the (eastward) @tSSTs (shading) andthe total heat uxes, Q0 (contours). The left panel shows the La Ni~na conditions and the rightpanel shows the El Ni~no SSTs and Kelvin waves. These results suggest that the heat uxes areweak compared to the rate of change of the SSTs, and little correlation between the two �eldscan be seen. The eastward components of the SSTAs and Q0 were extracted by applying aFourier transform to the data, then removing the coe�cients in the k�! space that correspondto negative wave numbers, and subsequently applying an inverse Fourier transform.93



Figure 3-13: SST-T(z) lagged correlation contours show that the thermocline variabilityleads the SSTAs, but also a slow downward phase propagation below the thermocline. Thex-axis denotes the time lag (in days), and the y-axis is the depth (in meters). The contourinterval is 0.1, and only levels with magnitudes greater than 0.3 are shown. The most severe95% con�dence limit for the respective analysis are shown in the subtitles below the �gures.
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Comparison between model and observed SST-sub-surface temperature rela-tionship: Lagged correlation analysisLagged correlation analysis can be used to evaluate the relationship between model SSTand sub-surface variability by comparing the results with similar analysis done on theTAO data. The data band-pass �ltered (with a 30-120 day sliding square MA window)before the analysis in order to deduce the contamination from the TIWs. A similaranalysis of the MOMA results at 140�W was carried out for the 1980-1986 and for the1990-1993 periods pre�ltered with the de-trending �lter. The results were not sensitiveto the type of �lter or the time period. The �ltered time series in the correlation analysiswere sub-sampled in order to avoid an arti�cial ination of the cross-correlation resultsdue to non-zero autocorrelation in the two time series (Wilks, 1995, p.127). The laggedcorrelation functions were computed from these new subsets with a smaller e�ective timedimension. The TAO data set was problematic because the sub-samples were very short,so that the minimum length of sub-sampled data was set to 250 data points (i.e. thepoints on the time axis do not give entirely independent realisations).Figure 3-13 shows the results from the lagged correlation analysis between SST (t) andthe subsurface temperatures, T (z; t+ �), which suggest a signi�cant correlation betweenSSTs and sub-surface temperatures in both data sets. The EOF analysis in the previoussection indicated that IKWs in both model and observations produce strong variabilityin the thermocline. A high correlation between the SSTs and T (z; t + �) is thereforeconsistent with IKWs inuencing the SSTs in both data sets.Although these plots show the correlation between IKWs and the SSTs, they mayalso exhibit features that are due to processes other than the IKWs. Since intraseasonalRossby waves are weak in the TAO observations (Kessler & McPhaden, 1995), it isunlikely that similar features in both the model and the observed data are a result ofthese Rossby waves. The approach to the lagged correlation analysis will nevertheless beto identify with caution the features which can be accounted for by the Kelvin waves,but the results from the lagged correlation analysis cannot be regarded as conclusiveevidence.The top right panel in �gure 3-13 shows the lagged correlation values for the modeltemperatures at 140�W for the 4 year time period 1990-1993. A relatively slow (-200min 15 days) downward phase propagation can be seen below the depth of about 70m.95



Vertical mixing can explain the downward transport of the warmer surface water16, andlagged correlation structures in �gure 3-13 are consistent with a downward eddy transportbeing inuenced by Kelvin wave activity according to Lien et al. (1995). The rate atwhich the mixing extends downward is expected to be sensitive to hydrostatic stabilitysince turbulent kinetic energy associated with the mixing must be converted into potentialenergy associated with less stable strati�cation. The downward transport reaches a depthof about 200m near 140�W, where the thermocline is relatively deep and the verticalstability is weak compared to further east17.A fast upward propagating signal can also be seen in the 140�W time series near thesurface at a small positive time lag. This upward propagating feature is consistent withSSTAs being inuenced by the thermocline uctuations, but can also be explained interms of zonal heat advection. The model 20�C isotherm depth is about 80m at 140�Wand 40m at 110�W (bottom right panel) during the La Ni~na conditions18 when the SSTAsare most sensitive to the thermocline uctuations, and these depths are approximatelyconsistent with the depths where the upward phase propagation starts.The lagged correlation analysis for the TAO data (left panels) shows a general goodagreement with the model. The fact that the model results agree so well with theobservations suggests that the model manages to capture the most important aspectsof the relationship between intraseasonal wave dynamics and the thermodynamics inthe surface layer. The TAO data, however, shows no signs of sub-surface temperaturesleading the SSTAs in phase near 110�W (lower left panel). The absence of the upwardpropagation in the observations suggest that the (very weak) upward propagation in themodel may be due to a misrepresentation of relationship between IKW and SSTs near110�W, and that the model waves may inuence the SSTs too strongly in this region.Overall, there is a relatively good agreement in the lagged correlation analysis betweenthe model data and the observations, although the model IKWs may inuence the SSTstoo much in the far eastern Paci�c. The results from lagged correlation analysis isconsistent with the SST variability on time scale of 70-100 days being inuenced by thevertical displacement of the thermocline and by zonal heat advection. The slow downward16Lien et al. (1995) estimated a downward eddy heat transport of 40W=m2 near 140�W and 0�N.17See the N2 pro�le in the normal mode analysis discussed in chapter 5.18The thermoclines for La Ni~na conditions are shown in �gure 5-12 in chapter 5.96



propagating signal is consistent with a reduction in the downward propagation of eddyheat ux according to Lien et al. (1995)19.3.6 Summary of the model evaluation of intrasea-sonal variabilityA comparison between the model and observed Kelvin waves indicates that the modelis able to give a realistic representation of these intraseasonal waves. The timing of themost prominent waves, their propagation speeds and their amplitudes shows close cor-respondence with the observations from the TAO array and TOPEX-Poseidon altimeterdata. The model has greatest di�culty in simulating the intraseasonal surface currentsassociated with the IKWs and their vertical structure (�gure 3-4). Errors in the Kelvinwave ow may imply that the model gives a distorted picture of the interaction betweenreal IKWs and tropical instability waves.The Kelvin waves are primarily excited by intraseasonal wind anomalies over thewestern Paci�c, but may be ampli�ed in the central and eastern Paci�c as a result offurther intraseasonal wind forcing. The Kelvin waves have longer time scales than thewinds, which can be explained in terms of near-resonance forcing. The near-resonanceforcing is due to the motion of the wind patch relative to the Kelvin wave.The model-observation comparison reveals that MOMA can simulate the IKWs andtheir e�ect on the oceanic thermodynamics realistically, and the model is suitable for thestudy of intraseasonal variability in the ocean. IKWs can account for a large fractionof the variability in the sub-surface temperatures by displacing the isotherms, but onlyhave a small e�ect on the SSTAs in the east Paci�c. The intraseasonal SSTAs here aremost sensitive to the thermocline variability east of 130�W, but zonal heat advection ismore important for the heat budget in the central Paci�c.
19Lien et al. (1995) argued that the downward eddy heat transport is of equal importance to the zonaladvection term. 97



Chapter 4
Interaction between intraseasonalKelvin waves and TropicalInstability waves
4.1 Tropical Instability Waves4.1.1 BackgroundThe question which is addressed in this chapter is: Do intraseasonal Kelvin waves in-teract with waves that have shorter time scales? The answer to this question may haveimplications for some ENSO hypotheses. For instance, if the intraseasonal Kelvin wavesplay a role in ENSO, then a reduction in the Kelvin wave energy as a result of interactionwith other waves may lead to less energy being reected in the form of Rossby waves ora weaker response in the thermocline in the east Paci�c1. It is also possible that wavedamping in the east Paci�c results in an accumulation of warmer water where the Kelvinwaves are damped. There are many di�erent types of wave in the equatorial Paci�c suchas internal gravity waves, Rossby waves, instability waves, and mixed Rossby-gravitywaves. The instability waves appear to involve non-linear dynamics (Halpern et al.,1988), and may therefore interact with the Kelvin waves despite having a di�erent timescale. For instance, Luther & Johnson (1990) suggested that equatorial instability waves1Both weaker Rossby waves and smaller thermocline displacements may a�ect ENSO by having aweaker e�ect on the SSTs, which subsequently a�ect the ocean-atmosphere coupling.98



may redistribute kinetic energy by eddy di�usion. This chapter will therefore concentrateon the interaction between the Kelvin waves and the tropical instability waves. In orderto get a clearer picture of how such an interaction may take place, the instability wavesin MOMA will �rst be studied on their own before they are related to the Kelvin waves.Tropical Instability waves (TIWs) in the Paci�c were �rst seen in satellite observationsof the tropical SSTs by Legeckis (1977), who observed turbulent looking waves that hadtime scale of 20-30 days and wave length of the order of 1000 km. They have beenobserved in both the equatorial Atlantic and the Paci�c, and the signatures of TIWshave since been observed in several independent data sets, including Reynolds SSTs (insitu and satellite SSTs), the TAO array (sub-surface temperatures from moored buoys),and the TOPEX-Poseidon altimeter data. There have also been a number of �eld tripswhere the TIWs have been identi�ed. In some recent studies, Halpern et al. (1988)used moored current and temperature measurements between 152�W and 95�W, at theequator as well as 0.5 � and 1.5� north and south of the equator to study the amplitudes,period, and wave lengths of the TIWs. Luther & Johnson (1990) looked at uctuations ofthe Reynolds stresses obtained from Acoustic Doppler Current Pro�lers (ADCP) takenduring the NORPAX Hawaii-to-Haiti Shuttle experiment and found TIW signatures. Anextensive overview of TIW observations and studies is given by Qiao & Weisberg (1995),who used the measurements from ADCP from the Tropical Instability Wave Experiment(TIWE, 142�W to 138�W, 1�S to 1�N) to estimate the periodicity, wave length andthe generation of the TIWs. The TIWs tend to inuence the zonal and meridionalvelocities (Halpern et al., 1988), as well as the SSTs and the sea levels.The prominence of the TIWs has been found to vary with the seasons. Qiao &Weisberg (1995) observed the TIW signatures in v and u with acoustic Doppler currentpro�lers from August to December 1990 in the Tropical Instability Wave Experiment(TIWE). The TIW structures in Reynolds SSTs and the TAO sub-surface temperatures2are strongest between June and February (not shown), which is a slightly longer waveseason than suggested by Qiao & Weisberg (1995). TIWs can also be seen from approx-imately July to March in the TOPEX-Poseidon sea level anomalies (SLA) (�gure 4-3).A spectral analysis of the TAO subsurface temperatures suggests the presence ofprominent TIW signature, with time scales of approximately 20 to 30 days. The wave2at locations: 2�N; 140�W, 125�W, 110�W 99



length of the instability waves seen during TIWE were estimated to be 900 to 1300 km. Asummary of previous studies on TIWs is given by Qiao & Weisberg (1995), who indicatethat the consensus is that the TIWs have a period of about 21 days, wave length of1000km, and a westward phase speed of about 50 cm/s.The outline of this chapter is as follows: First a discussion is given on di�erent mecha-nisms that may be responsible for the instability waves. The second section describes theTIWs in MOMA and compares these with the observations. Following the model TIWdescription and the comparison with the TOPEX-Poseidon SLAs is a brief discussion onhow Kelvin waves may a�ect the TIWs according to the simple Kelvin wave model fromchapter 1 and the instability mechanisms discussed earlier in this chapter. This sectionalso reviews some earlier work done with numerical models. Three hypotheses on how theTIWs relate to equatorial Kelvin waves and intraseasonal forcing are presented, followedby a description of a set of numerical experiments designed to test these hypotheses. Theremaining part of the chapter presents the results from these experiments and discussesthe implications for the di�erent hypotheses. A brief summary is given at the end.4.1.2 Theoretical TIW modelsThe purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the Kelvin waves andthe TIWs, and we will not to go into details of the various types of instabilities associatedwith TIW generation. Only a brief discussion will be given on the di�erent mechanismsfor instabilities.Cox (1980) proposed that because the Tropical Instability Waves (TIWs) have rela-tively short time scales and they are forced by the seasonal cycle in the surface forcing,they can only be explained in terms of instabilities. He argued that the growth rateof these features is dominated by barotropic type instabilities, and that the baroclinictype instabilities are less important. The energy transport associated with the TIWs inCox's numerical model was attributed to internal and external Rossby waves and mixedRossby-gravity waves. The mixed Rossby-gravity waves were believed to be responsiblefor propagating most of the energy away from the source region. Cox estimated the phasespeed of these waves to be of order 35 cm/s westward, with eastward group velocitiesof approximately 15 cm/s. His observation agreed with the observations made in theAtlantic by Weisberg (1984), who found an eastward propagation of energy. Halpern100



et al. (1988) observed increasing RMS TIW amplitudes at increasing depths eastwardand argued that this was consistent with an eastward and downward propagation of en-ergy3. Their conclusions were based on moored current and temperature measurementsalong the equator between 95�W and 152�W, but also north and south of the equatornear 110�W, 140�W, and 152�W. They also showed that the phase propagation was up-ward and hence deduced that the energy was radiated downward. Philander et al. (1986)pointed out that although the TIWs in their model appeared to have eastward groupvelocities in the Atlantic4, the standard stability analysis, which assumes that the meanconditions are uniform in time and space, does not explain an eastward propagation ofenergy. The TIWs have irregular propagation speed, which Cox (1980) attributed toa Doppler shift by an unsteady background ow. Pure Rossby waves may also radiatesome of the eddy energy, but Cox argued that these were less important.The TIWs are most prominent in the northern hemisphere and Yu et al. (1995) useda 2.5 layer ocean model to examine various causes for the meridional TIW asymmetry.Their conclusions were that the TIWs are relatively insensitive to the North EquatorialCounter Current (NECC), but that the strength of the South Equatorial Current (SEC)and the SST fronts are important parts of the TIW dynamics. The hemispheric di�er-ences in the SST gradients and the fact that the northern branch of the SEC was strongerthan the southern branch can also explain why the TIWs are much more prominent inthe northern hemisphere. Qiao & Weisberg (1995) suggested that the eastward EUCprovides a trigger for the TIWs by inuencing the shape of the SEC (although the EUCis stable). They found the strongest TIW signals in the meridional ow, with maximumvalues at the equator. Hodograph plots revealed northward oriented eccentric ellipseswith an eastward tilt, which increased from nearly zero at 1�S to a maximum at 1�N.They pointed out that the tilt was into the shear of the SEC, which is consistent withbarotropic instability growth. Halpern et al. (1988) found maximum amplitudes in v onthe equator for 20 day oscillations, and the values of v decreased with depth.A simple model of barotropic instabilities may be constructed in which one criterionfor the ow to be unstable requires the meridional gradient of the absolute vorticity,3Quote: \Below the thermocline (say about 120m) the rms amplitude was greater at 110�W than at124�W, which itself was greater than at 140�W, suggesting eastward and downward energy propagation."4They did not comment on the group velocity in the Paci�c.101



��uyy, to change sign5. This simple instability criterion can then be used to test resultsfrom MOMA for conditions of barotropic instability. A meridional cross-section of themodel absolute vorticity gradient from 110�W is shown in the upper panel of �gure 4-1 plotted as a time-latitude plot. The times when � � uyy at 110�W crosses 0 withgreatest meridional gradient correspond roughly to the periods when the TIWs are seenin MOMA. The model results suggest that the ow is barotropically unstable most ofthe time near the equator but is most unstable between May and February at higherlatitudes. Favourable conditions for barotropic instability are also seen near 4�S betweenJune and December.The TIWs in MOMA may also involve other types of instabilities than barotropicinstability. The condition for the ow to be inertially unstable is that f � uy < 0 inthe northern hemisphere (Houghton, 1991), which implies that the absolute vorticity ofthe mean ow must be negative for these unstable conditions to take place. The middlepanel of �gure 4-1 indicates that the ow is inertially unstable only very close to theequator and near 3�N between July and November. The model ow is inertially stablein the southern hemisphere.The necessary conditions for symmetric instabilities to take place is that f � dUdy �(z2�z1)(y2�y1) dUdz < 0 for ow along isobaric surfaces, where zn and yn are the depth and latitudeof the uid parcel at times n = 1 and n = 2. The test of this instability conditionis made by assuming the constant pressure surfaces approximately coincide with theisotherms near the equator. In general, the symmetric instability conditions are similarto the inertial instability conditions shown in the middle panel of �gure 4-1 (and there-fore not shown) since the absolute vorticity term in this case dominates the baroclinicterms. Again, symmetric instabilities may account for some of the TIWs in the northernhemisphere, but not the instability waves seen south of the equator.Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities may also produce turbulent looking waves where thereis vertical or horizontal current shear. The instability mechanism for inertial and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities are the same for horizontal current shear near the equator, andwe will therefore refer to the latter as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and the horizontalshear eddy generation as inertial instabilities. If the ow can be approximated as inviscidand the Coriolis force can be ignored (the latter is a good assumption near the equator)5See appendix A for discussion on conditions for instabilities.102



Figure 4-1: The time-latitude plots show the absolute vorticity, � � uyy (upper panel), themeridional gradient of the absolute vorticity, f�uy (middle panel), and the surface temperaturesat 110�W (lower panel). The ow has been averaged over the upper 50m, and the thick contoursshow the zero levels. Instabilities can arise if ��uyy changes sign, f�uy < 0, or if the SST frontsare su�ciently sharp for frontal instabilities to occur. The results here show that the TIWsin MOMA can be explained by both barotropic and inertial e�ects. It is, however, di�cult totest the conditions for frontal instabilities, although the steep meridional SST gradients in thelower panel may indicate that frontal instabilities are also important.103



then relatively simple shear instability models may describe the growth of these shearinstabilities. The strongest vertical shear ow is associated with the Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) and the South Equatorial current (SEC), and is found in the southernhemisphere (�gure 4-2). If the TIWs are primarily generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz typeinstabilities, then one should see TIWs most prominent to the south of the equator since�gure 4-2 indicates that this is the region with strongest vertical shear. This prediction iscontrary to observation, and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mechanism therefore doesnot explain the presence of the most prominent TIWs at 5�N from the local vertical shearstructure.The possibility of the TIWs involving baroclinic instabilities cannot be excluded.Baroclinic instabilities may grow by extracting some of the available potential energyof the uid. Two simple models of baroclinically unstable ow have been derived byEady (1949) and Charney (1947) respectively. The former model neglects the �-e�ectand assumes a given meridional temperature gradient that is independent of height. TheEady theory predicts a preferred spatial scale of the fastest growing mode, which for theTIWs in MOMA is estimated to be 380 km. The Charney model, on the other hand,which includes the �-e�ect in a semi-in�nite domain, predicts a preferred spatial scaleof 560km for the model TIWs. Both these estimates are approximate, and the e�ect ofviscosity may modify these values. The growth rates of both types of instabilities areproportional to the vertical gradient of the zonal ow and the Coriolis parameter. Sincethis vertical shear is in the southern hemisphere, the baroclinic models do not appear togive a good explanation for the TIWs in the northern hemisphere. The vertical shear isassumed to satisfy the thermal wind conditions, and therefore give a measure of availablepotential energy. Zonal temperature fronts can be seen just north of the equator in thebottom panel of �gure 4-1 suggesting that conditions for eddy growth due to the releaseof available potential energy is more favourable in the northern hemisphere.Yu et al. (1995) suggested that the meridional asymmetry of the TIWs may resultfrom the southern branch of the SEC being weaker than the northern branch. The leftpanel of �gure 4-2 demonstrates that the model SEC also has a slightly stronger branchin the north (westward surface ow, shown with dashed contours). Yu et al. (1995) alsoproposed that the NECC is not important for the TIWs and that frontal instabilitiesare as important to the TIWs as the barotropic instabilities. The frontal instabilities are104



situations where the eddy energy source is the available potential energy associated witha sharp temperature front. The frontal instability is related to ageostrophic baroclinicinstability (Yu et al., 1995). Yu et al. (1995) demonstrated through model integrationsthat a weaker SST front in the southern hemisphere may explain why the TIWs arestrongest north of the equator. In other words, the SST fronts may play a centralrole in the TIW dynamics. The fact that the strongest meridional SST gradients inMOMA occur when the TIWs are most prominent and that these are seen in the northernhemisphere may indicate that the TIWs in MOMA involve frontal instabilities (�gure 4-1,lower panel) as suggested by Yu et al. (1995).There is a possibility that the TIWs involve more than one type of waves. Luther& Johnson (1990) identi�ed in observations from the Hawaii-to-Tahiti Shuttle Experi-ment three di�erent types of eddy energy sources which were attributed to equatorialbarotropic instabilities, equatorial frontal instabilities, and baroclinic instabilities in theNECC thermocline. The di�erent locations in their data set, however, were only sampled2-3 times a month, which implied a high frequency aliasing and that a true estimate ofthe time scales was impossible. Yu et al. (1995) found two wave categories in a 2.5 layermodel: Type I is surface trapped with a period of about 20 days, spatial scale of 790 km,and e-folding time of 9 days; Type II is trapped in the lower layer with a period of 47days, wave length of 1600km, and e- folding time of 14 days. They found that both typesof instability waves are sensitive to the strength of the SEC and the SST fronts.In summary, the stability analysis suggests that the TIWs seen in the northern hemi-sphere can be explained in terms of inertial, barotropic, and frontal type instabilities. Inthe southern hemisphere, on the other hand, the presence of TIWs can not be explainedin terms of inertial instabilities. At the equator, the conditions are right for inertialinstabilities most of the time. The Kelvin-Helmholtz and baroclinic instability modelscannot explain why the TIW activity is strongest in the northern Hemisphere.4.1.3 TIW characteristics in MOMA: model-observation com-parisonThe TIW signatures in the MOMA SLAs and SSTAs are most prominent between Julyand January (�gure 4-3), but some weak TIWs can also be seen between February and105



Figure 4-2: The mean meridional depth structure of the zonal ow shows strongest currentshear near the equator and in the southern hemisphere. The �gure shows time mean cross-section of the zonal ow (left) and vertical shear of the zonal ow (right) at 140�W. Theregions with large shear may give rise to unstable ow.May. The model TIWs compare well in the northern Hemisphere with the correspondingfeatures in the TOPEX-Poseidon data, although MOMA produces stronger and moreregular looking TIWs compared to the observations. The fact that MOMA simulates toostrong westward surface currents on the equator6 may be responsible for equatorial owbeing too unstable and hence producing too prominent TIWs.The TIW signals in the model SSTs and the sea level heights are weaker duringEl Ni~no events, which coincide with eastward ow and weak meridional (equatorial)SST gradients in the east Paci�c. The absence of TIWs during the El Ni~no episodes isconsistent with observations made by Halpern et al. (1988) and Lien et al. (1995), whonoted that the TIWs in the Paci�c were absent during El Ni~no episodes. The meridionalSST gradients at 110�W near the equator are substantially steeper during La Ni~na.The model TIWs penetrate as far west as 160�E, while the TIWs seen in the ReynoldsSST data seem only to reach 160�W (not shown). The TIWs in the TOPEX-PoseidonSLA data occasionally appear to propagate as far west as the date line. It is interestingto note that the TIW signals are absent east of 105�W in the observations and east of6See chapter 2 106



110�W in the model data. This observation may imply that any surface trapped wavescannot have a eastward group velocity, unless their refractive index is negative east of110�W and that they decay or reect from the boundary between these two domains.The model produces strongest TIW-like signals in the surface temperatures, SLAs,u, and v between the equator and 3�N, while the TAO data indicates that the TIWsignals at 2�N are much stronger than near the equator (not shown). The TAO arraydata furthermore suggests that the TIWs tend to be most prominent in the upper 70 m(at 2�N). The model TIWs, by comparison, extend down to 150 m at the equator. Qiao& Weisberg (1995), however, indicated that the TIWs signatures in the meridional owis strongest at the equator, but the zonal ow uctuations are strongest o� the equator(1�N).The meridional TIW asymmetry discussed by Yu et al. (1995) can be seen in theobserved and model SLAs (�gure 4-3): the TIWs are most prominent north of the equa-tor. The meridional cross-sections of the SLAs at 140�W indicate that the TIWs in thetwo hemispheres are coherent in both the model and the observations (�gure 4-4). TheTIW signal in the model is much stronger than in the observations and extends furthersouth, which can explain why the observed and simulated TIWs in �gure 4-3 appear tobe di�erent south of the equator.The meridional symmetry can also be seen in the model zonal ow and surface tem-peratures (�gure 4-5). Cox (1980) proposed that the eddy energy of the TIWs are ra-diated as mixed Rossby-gravity waves, which have anti-symmetric zonal ow about theequator (Philander, 1989; Gill, 1982a). The ow �eld associated with the mixed Rossby-gravity waves can be described by the expression: u(x; y; t) = �(!y=c)e��y22c sin(kx�!t),and v(x; y; t) = e��y22c cos(kx � !t). The TIW zonal ow signatures seen in the upperpanel of �gure 4-5 show no sign of antisymmetry, suggesting that the TIWs in MOMAdo not radiate energy in the form of mixed Rossby-gravity waves. The fact that thesewaves do not �t the mixed Rossby-gravity wave model may suggest that the TIWs seenin MOMA may be di�erent to those studied by Cox (1980). Another possible explanationfor these di�erences is that the mixed Rossby-gravity waves propagate downwards (Cox,1980; Philander et al., 1986), but that the Rossby waves are trapped near the surface.It is worth mentioning an interesting detail in �gure 4-5 that suggest a set of wavesnear 5�N which are most prominent in the ow during 1990. These may be di�erent to107



Figure 4-3: The �gure shows time-longitude plots of the observed (left) and model (right)mean sea level heights anomalies between 4�N and 6�N (upper) and 4�S to 6�S (bottom panel).The TIWs can be clearly seen as westward propagating signals in the SLAs. Comparisonbetween the observed and model Tropical Instability wave signatures in the SLAs show sim-ilar phase speeds but di�erent amplitudes. The greatest di�erences are seen in the southernhemisphere, where the observations show much weaker TIW signatures than the model.
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Figure 4-4: The latitude-time plot shows the observed (left) and model (right) mean sea levelheight anomalies at 140�W. The TIWs have coherent meridional structures that often extendinto the southern hemisphere for both data sets.the more prominent TIWs7 closer to the equator (Luther & Johnson, 1990; Yu et al.,1995), but these will not be investigated further here (Flament et al., 1996).The TIW time and spatial characteristics were examined by transforming the datawith a two-dimensional FFT in time and longitude. The spectral characteristics of themodel and the observed TIWs are shown in �gure 4-6, where the observed and modelspectral densities are shown as contours, and the expected frequency of the equatorialKelvin and Rossby waves according to their dispersion relation are indicated by thedashed (Kelvin waves), dotted (Rossby waves), and dash-dotted (Rossby-gravity waves)lines. The time resolution of the TP data was 10 days, which implies a Nyquist frequencyof fmax = 0:05day�1. The model data has a higher time resolution and therefore a highercut-o� frequency, fmax = 0:25day�1 but only time scales as short as 10 days are shown.The time and length scales and the phase speeds associated with the most prominentspectral peaks in �gure 4-6 are listed in columns VI and VII for the TOPEX-Poseidon andMOMA data in table 4.1. The spectral analysis shows strong spectral coe�cients withnegative wave numbers, which indicates that the TIW phase speeds are westward whichis consistent with the time-longitude plots. The TOPEX-Poseidon SLA data suggest thatthe TIWs have a time scale of around 30-35 days and a spatial scale of approximately1500-2000 km (�gure 4-6, left panels). The phase velocity can be estimated from c = !=kand the group velocity from cg = @!=@k. The phase speeds computed from the values of7These features and the TIWs are anti-symmetric.109



Figure 4-5: The latitude-time plots show the upper 50m model u (top panel, in cm/s) andmodel mean surface (upper 10m) temperature anomalies (bottom panel, in �C) at 140�W. Themodel TIWs have coherent meridional structures that often extend into the southern hemispherewith similar phase for u in both hemispheres. The mixed Rossby-gravity waves are expectedto give anti-symmetric zonal ow about the equator (Philander, 1989), but the zonal ow inthe upper panel shows no evidence of anti- symmetry. These surface (TIW) signatures are notRossby-gravity waves. The data were Hanning 62 day high pass �ltered to emphasis the TIWstructures.
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Table 4.1: The results from the 2D FFT analysis shows that the phase speed of mostprominent TIWs match the expected Rossby wave phase speed for waves with similarwave number. The estimated �rst baroclinic Kelvin phase speed from the normal modeanalysis in chapter 5 are shown in column II (assuming La Ni~na conditions), and expectedRossby wave (m=1) phase speeds based on the wave numbers (column III) of the mostprominent spectral peak in �gure 4-6 are listed in column V. Column VI shows thewave length, angular frequency and the estimated Rossby wave speed (c = !=k) for theTOPEX-Poseidon (TP) spectral coe�cients shown in the left panel in �gure 4-6. ColumnVII shows the corresponding wave length, frequency, and phase speed for the MOMATIWs.I II III IV V VI VIILocation c1 k expected ! expected c TP MOMAon the normal wave length (dispersion (dispersion (! and k from (! and k fromEquator modes � 1700km relation) relation) �g. 4-6) �g. 4-6)(�W) (ms�1) (2�km�1) (day�1) (ms�1)110 2.21 -0.0037 0.164 �0:51 � = 1730km � = 1870km140 2.35 -0.0037 0.171 �0:53 ! = 0:18day�1 ! = 0:18day�1170 2.72 -0.0037 0.188 �0:59 c = 0:57ms�1 c = 0:63ms�1! and k in �gure 4-6 are listed in columns VI and VII in table 4.1.The expected angular frequency of long Rossby waves can be estimated from (Gill,1982a, p.439): ! = � �kk2 + (2m+1)�cn ; (4.1)where k is the zonal wave number, m is the meridional mode number, and cn isthe phase speed associated with the n-th vertical mode (from normal mode analysis).Equation 4.1 can be used together with the phase speed estimates from the normal modeanalysis in chapter 5 to calculate the expected Rossby wave phase speeds.The Rossby wave speeds estimated from equation 4.1 and the spectral informationin �gure 4-6 are listed in table 4.1 (column V) together with the wave numbers (columnIII) and estimated angular frequency (column IV). The expected phase speed estimatesfrom equation 4.1 using the phase speeds of the leading baroclinic mode, c1, at 140�Ware similar to the phase speeds estimated from the two dimensional FFT analysis. Thelocations of the spectral peaks of the TIWs in �gure 4-6 show a better correspondencewith the Rossby wave dispersion than with mixed Rossby-gravity waves. Some of thediscrepancies between the spectral peaks in the data and the expected frequencies from111



the Rossby wave dispersion relation can be explained in terms of an incorrect estimateof the phase speeds. The phase speed changes across the Paci�c due to changes in thethermocline depth, but the dispersion relations shown in �gure 4-6 assume a constantphase speed (the value was taken from 140�W). The results from the 2D spectral analysis,however, suggest that only the propagation of the TIWs with frequencies f < 0:3 may bedue to Rossby waves, with westward phase speeds and group velocities. This observationraises the question as to whether these low frequency waves may be a result of partialreection of the Kelvin waves o� a sloping thermocline or if these are indeed createdby instabilities. This question will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5. For now,it is su�cient to note that the equatorial Kelvin waves cannot reect as equatoriallyasymmetric Rossby waves (McCreary, 1985) because the Kelvin waves themselves aresymmetric. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show that the TIW signals are not symmetric about theequator, and are therefore not likely to be a result of Kelvin wave reection unless thesignal in the northern hemisphere subsequently is ampli�ed (by for instance instabilities).Figure 4-6 also shows that some of the spectral coe�cients are associated with fre-quencies which are too high for Rossby waves. The coe�cients with the highest frequen-cies show similar spectral characteristics to the mixed Rossby-gravity wave dispersionrelation, which can be expressed as (Gill, 1982a):!=c� k � �=! = 0 (4.2)According to equation 4.2, the expected angular frequency of mixed gravity waveswith wave number of k = �4:4�10�6m�1 and phase speed c = 2:35 is ! = 3:8�10�5s�1(equivalent to a period of about 19 days). Halpern et al. (1988) used equation 4.2 toestimate the phase velocities, c, from wave lengths estimated from a coherence analysisapplied to observations at di�erent locations on the equator and observed frequencies.They found two estimates for the 20-day oscillations of the wave length: � = [1320; 1607]km, assuming ! = 3:6�10�6s�1 and k = �4:8�10�6m�1 and c to be c = 2:25m=s (belowthe thermocline) for the shortest wave length. A wave length of 1607 km gave a phasephase speed of c = 1:44m=s. They also estimated the phase speed by �tting o�-equatorialmeasurements of v to the expected meridional shape of the mixed Rossby-gravity waves.The estimates of c varied from 0:17ms�1 to 3:81ms�1, with the largest discrepanciesfrom the expected values of c near the surface. Halpern et al. (1988) suggested that the112



TIW dispersion relation is inuenced by the shear of the mean ow in the surface layerwhere they are forced, and that the linear Rossby-gravity wave dispersion relation is notexpected to �t the observations there.The frequencies of the most prominent spectral peaks in �gure 4-6 (marked with an\A" in the left middle panel) are clearly too low to be associated with mixed Rossby-gravity waves. The slope of the most prominent spectral coe�cients suggests negativevalues for @!=@k, indicating a westward group velocity. The spectral coe�cients thereforesuggest that the TIW propagation near the surface does not involve mixed Rossby-gravitywaves with eastward group velocities.A similar two-dimensional spectral analysis is applied to the MOMA SLAs, and thecorresponding wave characteristics are in general similar to the observations (�gure 4-6,right panel). The plot also shows the spectral coe�cients with higher frequencies that lieon the mixed Rossby-gravity wave dispersion curve. The most prominent features cannotbe attributed to mixed Rossby-gravity waves, but show a better �t to the Rossby wavedispersion curves. This model-observation comparison suggested that MOMA is able tocapture the spectral characteristics of the TIWs, although the TIW amplitudes in themodel being too strong.The model result can be compared with the vertical depth sections of Halpern et al.(1988), who observed an increasing amplitude of the 20-day oscillation towards the eastand an upward phase propagation. Figure 4-7 shows the model meridional ow at 3locations. The model results shows an upward phase propagation and downward groupvelocity, in agreement with Halpern et al. (1988). However, there is no evidence formonotonically increasing amplitudes towards the east. The study of Halpern et al. (1988)concentrated on the meridional ow, however, a comparison between the 2D FFT plotsof v and the SLAs show similar spectral characteristics.In summary, the westward propagating waves at 4�N-6�N, the equator, and 4�S-7�Sexhibited some Rossby wave characteristics, which may suggest that the eddy energyproduced by the non-linear TIWs is radiated westward in terms of linear Rossby waves.The wave transport of the eddy energy with time scales shorter than 30 days, however,cannot be explained in terms of Rossby waves, but the spectral power densities suggestthat the propagation of eddy energy with higher frequencies is also westward. MixedRossby-gravity waves may be excited by the TIWs, but these do not represent the dom-113



Figure 4-6: The plot shows the dispersion relation from a two-dimensional FFT analysis ofthe TOPEX (left) and model (right) meridional mean sea level height anomalies between 4�Nand 6�N (upper), 2�N and 2�S (middle), and 4�S and 7�S (lower) over the stretch 170�E to90�W. The data was 120 day high-pass �ltered prior to the spectral analysis. The TOPEX dataspanned the period October 1992 to October 1996, and the model data was from the 1990-1993period. The expected dispersion relation curves for equatorial Kelvin, Rossby, and Rossby-gravity waves are shown as dashed, dotted and dot-dashed lines respectively. The spectralcharacteristics of the TIWs show some correspondence with Rossby waves dispersion relation,but do not �t the Rossby-gravity dispersion relations very well.114



Figure 4-7: Equatorial vertical pro�les of the meridional velocity show an upward phasepropagation and a downward group velocity associated with the TIW energy. The contourlevels are 8 cm/s, with a 4 cm/s o�set from zero. The data has been 10-41 day band pass�ltered. 115



inant mechanism for radiating the eddy energy. A similar analysis was performed on theequatorial SSTAs from the forced control run for the period 1980-1993 and the 2D FFTplot gave similar results (not shown).4.2 Theory on interaction between the IKWs andTIWsIntraseasonal Kelvin waves may have a close association with the TIWs in the eastPaci�c because the anomalous current shear induced by the Kelvin waves may favourthe generation of TIWs or alter the TIW phases (Giese & Harrison, 1990). The Kelvinwaves perturb the mean zonal ow by uKW (x; y; t) = u0 exp[��y2=(2c)]F (x � ct) andmay therefore a�ect the stability conditions. The ow associated with Kelvin waves canproduce barotropically unstable conditions in the absence of a background ow if thefollowing expression changes sign:� � uyy = � � "�c y2 � 1# �c u0 exp ��y22c ! :This is satis�ed if "�c y2 � 1# u0c exp ��y22c ! = 1: (4.3)Near the equator where y � 0, the instability condition is satis�ed for u0=c � �1.This condition can only be satis�ed by upwelling Kelvin waves with westward surfaceow (negative values for u0). Downwelling Kelvin waves may, on the other hand, producemore stable conditions.A similar analysis can be made for inertial instabilities: inertially unstable conditionsrequire �y + � yu0c exp[��y2=(2c)] < 0 in the northern hemisphere. This implies thatu0c exp[��y2=(2c)] < �1 if the mean ow structures can be neglected. The fraction u0=cis therefore an important number for inertial as well as for barotropic instabilities. For theKelvin waves to produce inertially unstable conditions they must satisfy the condition:u0=c < �1.Symmetric instabilities can take place if f� dudy� (z2�z1)(y2�y1) dudz < 0. Using the vertical wave116



structures from the normal mode analysis, u = û(z)~u(x; y; t), and ignoring the ambientow structure, we have:�y0  1� u0c exp "��y022c #!� dzdy N(z)c û(z) < 0In deriving the expression for symmetric instabilities, the results from the normalmode analysis, dû(z)=dz = mû(z), has been used. The relative magnitude of the ratiou0=c to the vertical strati�cation is again an important factor that can determine whethersymmetrically unstable conditions can arise. The wave-induced changes on the verticalstrati�cation may also a�ect the symmetric instability condition if u0c < 11�(N=f)(dh=dy)away from the equator and N dhdy u0c < 0 on the equator. The quantity dhdy in the model ison the average positive just south of the equator and negative just north of the equator.The ratio u0=c is a crucial parameter for a number of the di�erent types of instabilities,and may determine whether the ow is unstable or not. When the ow amplitude is ofsimilar magnitude to the phase speed, the non-linear self-advection term, uux, becomesimportant and then the waves may no longer be represented by the linear wave models.The instability analysis has so far excluded the inuence of the mean ow on the equator.The fact that there is an westward equatorial surface current at the equator modi�es theconditions for instability and unstable ow can arise when the ow is westward andju0j < jcj.If the TIWs get most of their energy from frontal instabilities, then the interactionbetween Kelvin waves and TIWs may involve the coupling between equatorial Kelvinwaves and ocean thermodynamics. It was shown in chapter 3 that the Kelvin waves havegreatest inuence on the sub-surface temperatures, and that they are only associatedwith relatively weak SST variability. Upwelling Kelvin waves shoal the thermocline andcool the equatorial sub-surface water, which may strengthen the temperature fronts andhence favour the formation of TIWs8. Similarly, the downwelling Kelvin waves reduce thetemperature fronts by deepening the equatorial thermocline and reducing the equatorialdownward eddy heat transport (Lien et al., 1995). The downwelling Kelvin waves areexpected to inhibit the necessary conditions the frontal instabilities.8The equator in the east Paci�c is colder than o�-equatorial regions due to the cold tongue, see�gure 4-1. 117



Figure 4-8: The longitude-time diagram shows the equatorial zonal surface current (m/s).The low passed �ltered westward surface ow is shaded and negative values indicate westwardow. The contours show the high frequency variability of the zonal current, which are dominatedby the TIWs. The TIWs are only present when the equatorial ow is westward, which maysuggest that the downwelling Kelvin waves that induce eastward current anomalies may destroythe instability conditions necessary for TIWs.
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4.2.1 How well does the theory on Kelvin wave-Instability waveinteraction correspond with the model data?It is relatively easy to test the hypotheses described above in which the TIWs shouldbe more prominent during times with upwelling Kelvin waves. Figure 4-8 shows themodel background ow as shading and the TIWs simulated by MOMA can be seen inthe contours. The model results suggest that the TIWs are most developed during thetimes when the equatorial surface ow is westward. This observation agrees with the ex-pectations that the upwelling Kelvin waves produce stronger westward equatorial surfacecurrents and more TIW activity. The TIWs activity ceases when the downwelling Kelvinwaves, shown as unshaded and light regions, arrive. This observation is consistent withthe hypothesis that the downwelling Kelvin waves can stablise the ow. In summary, itcan be demonstrated that an anomalous eastward zonal ow associated with downwellingKelvin waves coincides with reduced TIW activity.Figure 4-8 does not show whether the upwelling IKWs can inuence the TIW phasesand amplitudes as Giese & Harrison (1990) proposed, or whether the TIWs are en-tirely turbulent during the times when the zonal ow is westward and the conditionsfor frontal instability are favourable. Experiments with numerical models are needed tostudy whether the Kelvin waves can modify the TIW phases and the amplitudes afterthe TIWs have formed. This has been done by Allen et al. (1995), who proposed thatintraseasonal Kelvin waves may reect o� the eastern boundary as Rossby waves, andthese Rossby waves may subsequently inuence the TIW phases. Their results, however,did not prove that this was indeed generally the case9.4.2.2 Previous model studies on interaction between TropicalInstability waves and Kelvin wavesThe relationship between the TIWs and the intraseasonal winds was studied by Allenet al. (1995), who proposed that the intraseasonal Kelvin waves may reect as Rossbywaves at the eastern boundary and that these Rossby waves may inuence the TIWs.They carried out some numerical experiments in which they forced an ocean model with9However, they showed that this mechanism may produce TIWs in the experiment with only WWBssuperimposed onto smooth winds. 119



smoothed winds, un�ltered winds, and smoothed winds on which Westerly Wind Burstswere superimposed (WWBs). The model TIWs were coherent with the observed TIWsfor the un�ltered integrations and when the WWBs were present, but not when the in-traseasonal winds were absent. If the TIWs were completely turbulent and not a�ectedby the intraseasonal winds, one would expect the TIWs to have similar coherence char-acteristics for all the cases. It was therefore postulated that the TIWs are not completelyturbulent, and that their phases are inuenced by the remote intraseasonal winds. In-traseasonal forcing over the western Paci�c excites intraseasonal Kelvin waves (En�eld,1987) which may interact with the TIWs. Harrison & Giese (1988) observed TIWs inmodel integrations where they studied the propagation of Kelvin waves. They com-mented on the observation that the TIW phase appeared to be inuenced by the arrivalof a Kelvin wave.The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between the IKWs and theTIWs in more detail, and hence test the hypothesis of Allen et al. (1995) and Harrison& Giese (1988) more rigorously. A set of controlled numerical experiments was designedto study the response of the TIWs to changes in the intraseasonal forcing. The study isbased on a di�erent approach to that of Allen et al. (1995), but there are also a numberof di�erences between MOMA and their model. MOMA is more advanced and has agreater resolution than the model they used and MOMA describes TIWs which havemore prominent turbulent character while TIWs in their model were less turbulent. Itis therefore believed that MOMA is better suited for studying the TIWs. A number ofexperiments are carried out in this study to examine three di�erent hypotheses on howthe TIWs are related to the intraseasonal forcing and the IKWs.Hypotheses on what determines the TIW phaseThe 3 hypotheses on the relationship between the intraseasonal forcing, intraseasonalKelvin waves and the TIWs that will be addressed in this study can be summarised as:(i) The TIW phases are determined by internal turbulent instabilities, and not inu-enced by the intraseasonal winds (Allen et al. (1995) argued that this was not thecase).(ii) The TIW phases are modi�ed by the arrival of the intraseasonal Kelvin waves or120



reected Rossby waves, and thereby inuenced by the remote intraseasonal forcingin the west Paci�c (Harrison & Giese, 1988; Allen et al., 1995).(iii) The local forcing in the east Paci�c has an e�ect on the TIW phases.4.3 Description of model experiments for studyingthe interaction between Kelvin waves and Trop-ical Instability wavesThe experiments with MOMA involved a phase shift of the intraseasonal heat and mo-mentum uxes. The hypothesis that the TIWs are turbulent and not sensitive to theforcing, can be tested by examining the e�ect of the phase shift on the TIWs.The timing of the Kelvin waves may be altered by phase shifting the WWBs overthe western Paci�c. The WWBs are believed to be the primary source of intraseasonalKelvin wave generation. The second hypothesis can therefore be tested by phase shiftingthe intraseasonal forcing in the west, and hence modifying the timing of the intraseasonalKelvin waves.It is possible that the TIWs may be inuenced by local ocean forcing. Correlationand coherence analysis between the surface uxes and the local ocean variability canindicate whether this is the case. Additional experiments, in which only the surfaceuxes over the western and central Paci�c were phase shifted, were carried out in orderto give further evidence as to whether the local forcing may inuence the TIW phases.The last hypothesis can be tested by examining the inuence that the local phase shiftedwind forcing over the east Paci�c had on the TIWs.4.3.1 Ocean model con�gurationMOMA had a similar con�guration to that used in the 14 year long forced control run.However, the model SSTs were relaxed toward the low frequency Reynolds SSTs10 toensure that the SSTs were not inuenced by the prescribed SSTs at intraseasonal fre-10�40W=m2=K = 13 days time scale 121



Table 4.2: Overview of the TIW experimentsExperiment phase shift window size Period Integration phase shiftID [days] [days] [days] regionControl 0 0 1/1/80-31/12/93 5114Exp0 0 120 7/1/90-30/9/90 277Exp1 +7 120 7/1/90-31/12/92 1104 entire basinExp2 -7 120 7/1/90-31/12/92 1104 entire basinExp3 +7 120 1/2/90-31/12/91 345 west of 135�Wtaper: 135�W-115�Wquencies. Low-passed fresh water uxes were used instead of phase shifted fresh wateruxes, and the model SSSs were relaxed toward Levitus 1994 climatology11.4.3.2 PreprocessingA set of four experiments was carried out and the di�erent integrations will henceforthbe referred to as Exp0, Exp1, Exp2, and Exp3. An overview of these experiments isgiven in table 4.2. The ERA surface uxes used in these experiments were preprocessedbefore being used in the integration of MOMA so that a phase shift could be introducedto the high frequencies of the surface forcing applied to the model integration. Thepreprocessing involved a separation of the momentum uxes into high and low frequencyparts by applying a low-pass �lter. The low-pass �ltering consisted of a moving meanand trend, estimated by a sliding window of 120 days width. The high frequency (alsoreferred to as \intraseasonal" in this chapter) wind stresses were computed by subtractingthe low frequency wind stresses from the original data. The length of the time series towhich the �ltering and phase shift was applied was 1339 days, corresponding to the timeperiod 01-Jan-1990 to 31-Aug-1993. After the winds had been separated into high andlow frequencies, they were added back together, but with a small phase shift in theintraseasonal winds.11�3:8580247� 10�7s�1 = 30 day time scale
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Phase shifting of the forcing over the entire Paci�c ocean basin: Exp0, Exp1and Exp2The phase shifting was applied equally over the entire ocean domain for the �rst threeexperiments Exp0, Exp1, and Exp2. The Exp0 integration was only done for the timeperiod: 01-Feb-1990 to 30-Sep-1990, but the main integrations Exp1 and Exp2 werecarried out for the period: 1990-1992. The extra control integration, Exp0 was carriedout with a phase shift of 0 days. With the exception of the phase shifts, Exp0 wasidentical to experiments Exp1 and Exp2. The di�erence between the (14 year long)forced control run and Exp0 was that the latter used low-pass �ltered SSTs for the uxcorrection and used smoothed instead of un�ltered fresh water uxes. Exp0 was carriedout to ensure that the TIWs were not sensitive to the di�erent relaxation schemes andfresh water uxes in the control run and the experiments. The purpose of this shortintegration was also to check that the phase shift experiments were set up correctly.The results of the control integration and Exp0 are similar but not identical (�gure 4-9). The di�erences between the control run and Exp0 are small west of 130�W, but arenot insigni�cant between 120�W and 110�W. The discrepancies indicate that TIWs arenot insensitivity to the di�erent ux correction schemes12. A similar comparison betweenthe zonal ow (not shown) also indicates di�erences of similar magnitudes, suggestingthat small changes in the heat uxes may modify the TIW amplitudes slightly. Thisresult suggests that the TIWs may be inuenced by relatively small changes in the heatuxes, and may suggest that the TIWs are sensitive to perturbations in the SST fronts.The comparison between the control run and Exp0 indicates that the di�erences betweenthe TIWs from the control run and Exp0 are nevertheless relatively small outside 120�W-110�W and that the results from the experiments can be compared against the controlintegration for our purposes. The phase di�erences between the TIWs in experimentsExp1 and Exp2, with the same SST relaxation scheme but opposite phase shifts, aretwice the di�erences between the phases from the individual experiments and the controlrun. This suggests that the results from the 14 year integration can be used as control inthe analysis of the TIWs from the experiments. The integration Exp0 was therefore onlydone for a relatively short time sequence, and the computer time saved by not integrating12In control, the SSTs were relaxed towards the un�ltered SSTs while in Exp0 they were relaxed tothe low-pass �ltered SSTs. 123



Figure 4-9: Sub-section of the SST time series at 130�W and 110�W are shown for 1990.The two upper panels show a comparison between the SSTs from the 14 year long controlintegration (solid line) and Exp0 (\x"). The bottom 2 panels show the SST time series fromthe experiments Exp1 (dashed), Exp2 (dotted), Exp3 (dot-dashed), and the control run (solid).These results indicate that phase shifted intraseasonal forcing �elds inuences both the TIWphase and amplitude.
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Exp0 for the 3 year period was used to carry out further experiments.Two experiments were carried out in which the intraseasonal wind forcing was phaseshifted by +7 days (Exp1 ) and �7 days (Exp2 ) respectively. The time di�erence betweenthe plus and the minus 7 day phase shifts was 14 days, approximately half the typicalperiod of the TIWs. A comparison between the results from the positive phase shift andthe negative phase shift can therefore give a clear indication as to whether the TIWswere directly a�ected by changes in the forcing �elds.Phase shifting of the forcing over the western Paci�c ocean basin: Exp3The experiment Exp3 was only integrated over 1990-1991 period. The surface uxes inthis integration were the same as for Exp1 west of 135�W, but di�ered to the east withno phase shift in the intraseasonal forcing over the east Paci�c. A taper, with a linearweighting between the phase shifted and the (unshifted) original re-analysis winds wasapplied to the region 135�W and 115�W. In other words, the intraseasonal winds werephase shifted by +7 days only over the western and central Paci�c.The total and solar heat uxes were treated in exactly the same way as the winds: Thevariability corresponding to time scales shorter than 120 days was shifted in time. Theintraseasonal heat uxes in Exp3 were only phase shifted over the western and centralpart of the ocean with a taper region between 135�W and 115�W.4.4 Analysis of the resultsFigure 4-9 shows SST time series from all the experiments at two locations in the tropicalPaci�c. The TIWs stand out at 110�W as strong 20-30 day uctuations. The amplitudesand the phases of the TIWs are dramatically altered as a consequence of the phase shiftin the intraseasonal forcing. This observation suggests that the TIWs are not exclusivelyrelated to the intraseasonal winds or the IKWs, but have a turbulent nature. The factthat the TIW amplitudes were slightly di�erent between the control results and Exp0suggests that the TIWs may be sensitive to the SSTs (frontal instability).Spectral analysis of the zonal wind stress suggests that most variability in the windsis found over the western and central Paci�c (not shown): a spectral peak of 33-55 dayvariability is found over the region 160�W and 150�W. Further west, the winds have a125



Figure 4-10: The top left panel show the coherence squared for the intraseasonal zonalwinds used in the integrations Control and Exp1, at the equator and 170�W. The phase anglesassociated with the coherence between the two wind �elds are shown in the top right panel.The expected phase angles are indicated as a dashed line, and the results from the coherenceanalysis are plotted as \x". The bottom left panel shows the coherence spectrum for the 20degree isotherm depth from Control and Exp1 at 140�W. The spectral peak corresponds to theintraseasonal Kelvin wave frequency band 40-100 days. Bottom right panel shows the coherencephase angles of the D20 �elds, and suggests a similar phase shift as in the winds. The timeperiod of the analysis was 1990-1992 and the window size for the spectral analysis was 100 days.126



broader and less de�ned spectral peak between 12 and 100 days. Some variability withtime scales of 5-15 days can also be seen in the central Paci�c. The power spectrumfor the intraseasonal winds at 170�W is shown in �gure 4-10. Since the power spectraof the phase shifted intraseasonal winds are similar, they are also similar to the squaredcoherence spectrum of the two data sets. The lower left panel in �gure 4-10 shows thecoherence squared spectrum for the thermocline at 140�W, and the prominent peak atapproximately 60 days is indicative of intraseasonal Kelvin waves.The intraseasonal winds in the experiments were phase shifted by 7 days for all timescales shorter than 120 days. The phase angle is expected to vary linearly with frequencyaccording to � = 2��f , and relation between the frequency and the expected phase angleis estimated to be: ddf � = 2520day� for a 7 day phase shift. The upper right panel in�gure 4-10 shows the estimated phases from the coherence analysis (plotted as 'x'), andthe expected phases are shown by the dashed line. Figure 4-10 demonstrates that thephase estimates from coherence analysis of the intraseasonal uxes are consistent withthe expected phase shifts. The phase shift in the intraseasonal winds also produces asimilar phase shift in the Kelvin waves (�gure 4-10, lower right panel). The Kelvin waveresponse is approximately 'linear', in that the phases are altered, but the amplitudes ofthe Kelvin waves are not substantially a�ected.The phase information from the coherence analysis of the thermocline data from theexperiments Exp1 and Exp2 was compared at di�erent locations to check if the Kelvinwave propagation speed in the two experiments is a�ected by the phase shift (�gure 4-11). The results show that Kelvin wave phase speed is not modi�ed by the changes inthe forcing because the phase relation between the Kelvin waves in the two experimentsfollow the expected values along the equator. Furthermore, the wave attenuation towardsthe east does not change appreciably as a result of the phase shift (not shown). In otherwords, the phase shifts in the intraseasonal winds do not alter the character of the Kelvinwaves signi�cantly apart from their phase.A coherence analysis was applied to the equatorial SSTs from the di�erent exper-iments in order to estimate the phase shift. The SSTs were chosen because they arestrongly inuenced by the TIWs, but relatively insensitive to Kelvin waves13. The co-herence squared and the phase di�erences between the TIWs in the control integration,13The meridional ow would be a slightly better choice, but these were not saved in the control run.127



Figure 4-11: The �gure shows phase di�erence, ��, between Exp1 and Exp2 D20As, plottedagainst frequency. The phase shift in the intraseasonal forcing does not a�ect the Kelvin wavepropagation speed since the values for �� at various locations along the equator are similarto the expected values for the Kelvin wave frequencies (shown with an arrow). The symbolsdenote di�erent locations on the equator: \X" corresponds to 160�, \." 140�, \+" 120�, and\x" 110�. The dashed line indicates the expected phase shifts of 14 days.
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Exp1, and Exp2 were computed at di�erent locations along the equator. The left handpanels in �gure 4-12 show contour plots of the coherence squared for the di�erent partsof the Paci�c: the x-axis gives the longitude and the y-axis is the time scale. The up-per panels show the coherence results for the control-Exp1 comparison, and the lowerpanels show the corresponding results for control-Exp2. The Exp1-Exp2 comparison isconsistent with the two previous plots, and is not shown since it does not give any extrainformation.The largest coherence peaks (dark shading) are seen in the central and eastern Paci�c(left panels). The di�erences in the upper and lower panels may be a result of sampleuctuations, but may also indicate that the spectral characteristics of these TIWs arenot robust features. The latter possibility may imply that the TIW frequencies maychange as a result of a phase shift in the intraseasonal forcing. The prominent coherencepeak in the upper left panel with period of 25 days near 120�W is relatively weak in thelower left panel, which shows more prominent peaks with period of 20 days near 110�Wand 30 days near 105�W. Signatures of the TIWs can be seen in the frequency band30-40 days in the far east (east of 120�W), and TIWs with shorter time scale (15 daysto 30 days) between 140�W and 110�W. There are also TIWs present further west witha 30-50 day time scale. The peaks with period of 25 days near 120�W (20 days near110�W) and 35 days near 105 �W (30 days 105 �W) in the upper (lower) panel roughly�t the spectral properties of the two classes of TIWs described by Yu et al. (1995). Thesame wave classi�cation as used in Yu et al. (1995) will be employed here: The Wave 1category includes the TIWs with a time scale of 15 to 30 days; Wave 2 will henceforthdenote the TIWs that have longer time scale (here 30-50 days). Halpern et al. (1988)suggested that the 20-day oscillation was con�ned to the surface layer while the 30-daywaves propagated to deeper levels.The TIW signatures in the model SSTs are phase shifted by approximately 7 daysin both Exp1 and Exp2 as a response to a 7 day phase shift in the intraseasonal surfaceuxes (see �gure 4-12, right panel). The phase shift is slightly di�erent for the di�erentfrequency bands. The Wave 1 TIWs are phase shifted by approximately 5-6 days, i.e.less than the phase shift in the forcing �eld. This small di�erence may not be signi�cant,but if the di�erences are important, then one explanation for this discrepancy may bethat these TIWs are sensitive to the frontal instability, and that the SST fronts are not129



a�ected strongly by the phase shift in the intraseasonal heat and momentum uxes. TheWave 2 variability shows a phase shift in the eastern Paci�c that matches the imposedphase shift better than Wave 1. The phases of the two TIW types are more di�erent inthe central Paci�c but are similar in the west Paci�c. It is therefore possible that thedi�erent types of TIWs react di�erently to the imposed phase shifts in the surface forcing.It is beyond the scope of this study to see if this really is the case and to identify thereason why the di�erent TIWs are inuenced di�erently. However, it su�ces to note thatthe time shift in the intraseasonal forcing systematically introduces a similar phase shiftin the TIWs. This phase shift in �gure 4-12 suggests that the TIWs are not insensitiveto the intraseasonal surface uxes, which implies that the hypothesis i that the TIWs arepurely turbulence and are insensitive to the intraseasonal wind stress, must be wrong.The phase shifts in the TIWs are consistent with the observations of Allen et al. (1995).Hypothesis ii which postulates that the TIWs are inuenced by the IKWs can betested by comparing the results from the integrations which had similar forcing over theeastern Paci�c and di�erent forcing in the west. The di�erences between the SSTs fromthe control run and Exp3, which have di�erent forcing in the west, but the same forcingin the east, are shown in the left hand panel of �gure 4-13. The �SST results showsignatures that resemble TIWs in the central Paci�c which extend to the east of 115�W,where the forcing is the same. If the local wind forcing in the eastern Paci�c is thedominant inuence on the TIW phases, then it is expected that no or only weak TIWsignatures are present in the di�erences between the SSTs from integrations that have thesame forcing over the eastern Paci�c. Since this is not the case, the intraseasonal forcingwest of 115�W must be important for the TIWs if the TIW group velocity is westward.It was shown earlier that the TIWs in MOMA propagate eddy energy westward, andthat the TIWs with time scale longer than 30 days possibly involve Rossby waves. Theobservation in �gure 4-13 therefore gives strong support to the second hypothesis, whichstates that remotely forced Kelvin waves inuence the TIWs.The �SST �eld in the left panel exhibits only weak signals immediately adjacent tothe eastern boundary, with the exception of the two TIW-resembling features that canbe seen in May 1990 and June 1991. The TIW features coincide with the arrival of anupwelling Kelvin wave (with westward ow anomaly) that arrives at the same time asthese events are seen (�gure 4-8 and �gure 3-1). One interpretation of this observation130



Figure 4-12: The �gure shows coherence squared spectrum of the equatorial SSTs from Exp1and the control integration, upper left, and the phase shift associated with variability in the20-30 day and 30-45 day frequency bands, top right. The lower panels show similar analysis forExp2 and the control integration. These results show that phase shifts in intraseasonal forcingproduce similar phase shifts in TIWs, and the TIWs are not only related to the intraseasonalforcing as the phase shifts are not exactly 7 days. The x-axis represents the location along theequator, and the y-axis indicates the time scale in days (left panels) or phase shift in days (rightpanels). The time period of the analysis was 1990-1992 and the window size for the spectralanalysis was 100 days. 131



may be that the phase shifts in the IKWs a�ect the timing of the periods with westwardbackground ow. A shift in the times when the equatorial surface ow is westward mayproduce a similar phase shift in the initial TIWs of each of these periods if the instabilitiesare dependent on westward ow. It may be signi�cant that these TIW features originatein the far east, however, where the forcing is the same for the control integration andExp3. This observation is consistent with the TIWs being generated by the arrival of theKelvin waves and the reection of the Rossby wave o� the eastern boundary accordingto Allen et al. (1995). The arrival of the Kelvin waves at the eastern boundary coincideswith the emergence of westward propagating Rossby waves in the eastern Paci�c (�g. 4-14, upper panel). The Rossby wave amplitude attenuates towards the west, which maybe a result of damping. One of the Rossby wave signals in the SLAs attenuates untilit reaches 100�W-110�W, where its amplitude begins to grow and the speed increases.These faster and more prominent westward propagating signals in the central Paci�care identi�ed as TIWs. Moreover, �gure 4-14 demonstrates that an interaction betweenKelvin waves, Rossby waves and TIWs according to Allen et al. (1995) does take placein MOMA.A similar observation of Rossby waves triggering TIWs is made for the phase shiftexperiment (Exp1) where the Kelvin waves were phase shifted by 7 days (�g. 4-14, lowerpanel). However, the phase shift of the TIWs does not always follow the phase shift of theKelvin waves, and �gure 4-15 suggests that the most of the TIWs in the far east are notstrongly a�ected by the intraseasonal forcing over the western Paci�c. The Rossby wavesthat trigger TIWs in the control run do not as a rule correspond to the Rossby wavesinitiating the TIWs in Exp1. In Exp1 the Rossby waves follow a less direct path towardsthe west before triggering TIWs. Kessler et al. (1995) have suggested that the reectedRossby waves may propagate down into the deeper layers, and it is plausible that theconditions that govern the vertical wave trajectory may change with time. A downwardpropagation into deeper levels may explain why some Rossby waves appear to have noe�ect on the TIWs. Furthermore, the formation of the TIWs due to Rossby waves maynot be a straight-forward a�air possibly due to non-linear dynamics. Not all the Rossbywaves may ful�ll the criteria necessary for unstable ow. Other explanations for theTIWs, such as frontal instabilities, may be important, and the e�ect of the Rossby waveson the temperature fronts is not clear. Finally, the reection of intraseasonal Rossby132



waves from the Peruvian coastal region may be complicated, and it is possible that thereection coe�cient may vary with time due to changes in the oceanic conditions.The last hypothesis, that the local forcing inuence the TIWs, can be tested bycomparing �SST of the two experiments with the same forcing in the west, but di�erentforcing in the east. The SST di�erence plot for the integrations with the same forcing �eldin the west and di�erent forcing in the east is shown in the right hand panel of �gure 4-13.The results from this comparison reveal intraseasonal SST di�erences which are mostlycon�ned to the far eastern Paci�c. Some of the SST di�erences in the far eastern Paci�care not likely to be related to TIWs since the model in general does not simulate TIWseast of 100�W. It is possible that part of this noise is related to intraseasonal variationsin the cold tongue upwelling. This suggests that the phase shift in the intraseasonalsurface uxes may a�ect the SSTs without involving the TIWs, and that this e�ect may\contaminate" the TIW analysis. However, some of the SST di�erences to the west of100�W also have clear TIW signatures. Figure 4-15 indicates a systematic phase relationbetween the local intraseasonal forcing and the local TIWs.The coherence analysis was also used to further explore the possibility that the TIWsin the east Paci�c are a�ected by local surface uxes. There are peaks in the coherencefor SST � �x and SST � �y with a time scale of approximately 12-20 days between100�W-110�W (not shown). In this region, the corresponding coherence phase informa-tion between the SSTAs and the local zonal wind stress suggests that the wind variabilityleads the SSTAs by 4-5 days in the control run and the two experiments. Thus, the co-herence result is consistent with the local forcing inuencing the TIWs. In summary,the local forcing may perturb the ocean and hence trigger TIWs and hypothesis iii alsois true for the TIWs in MOMA. Halpern et al. (1988) carried out a similar coherenceanalysis, but between the meridional winds and the meridional currents, and found weakcoherence in the 14-33 day range, but they suggested that the local forcing does not a�ectthe TIWs much despite of this since the winds were too weak to drive the currents, andspeculated on whether the winds may be a�ected by the TIWs.It is interesting to note that both the Rossby waves and the remote forcing inuencethe TIWs. This observation may be interpreted as the forcing over the di�erent regionsa�ecting di�erent types of instabilities. For instance, intraseasonal wind forcing mayexcite Rossby waves in the eastern Paci�c that later may trigger TIWs. The local forcing133



Figure 4-13: Both remote intraseasonal forcing over the western Paci�c and local forcingover the eastern Paci�c inuence the TIWs. The left time-longitude plots shows the di�erencebetween the SSTs of the control run and Exp3: the model results of the runs in which theforcing was similar (but not identical) in east Paci�c. Right panel shows similar results forExp1 and Exp3: the model results of the runs in which the forcing was the same in west Paci�c[Contour every 1.0�C, o�set by 0.5�C]. The shading shows the Kelvin wave signatures in theSLA from the control run. Wave features that are characteristic of TIWs can be seen in bothpanels. The taper region was between 115�W and 135�W, as indicated by the vertical lines.134



Figure 4-14: The longitude-time plots show the intraseasonal model sea level anomalies atthe equator (left) and at 5�N (right) for the control integration (upper) and Exp1 (lower). Theright panels have been ipped about the y-axis so that propagation to the left is equivalentwith a westward propagation. The trajectories of the Kelvin and Rossby waves in the controlintegration are marked with dotted lines. The downwelling April 1990 Kelvin wave reects o�the eastern boundary as a Rossby wave (April-May 1990) which subsequently blends in with theTIWs. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the approximate time of reection of the Kelvinwave as Rossby wave. The same lines are shown in the lower panels to mark the time andlocation of the waves in the control run. [Contour levels: every 2cm, with 1cm o�set from 0.0]135



Figure 4-15: The �gure shows coherence squared spectrum of the equatorial SSTs fromExp3 and the control integration, upper left, and the phase shift associated with variability inthe 25-40 day frequency bands, top right. The lower panels show similar analysis for Exp1 andthe Exp3 integration. The upper panels show the results for the integrations with similar (butnot identical) forcing in the east, and the lower panel for the integrations with same forcing inthe west. These results indicate that phase shifts in the local intraseasonal forcing in generalproduce similar phase shifts in the local TIWs. The x-axis represents the location along theequator, and the y-axis indicates the time scale in days (left panels) or phase shift in days (rightpanels). The time period of the analysis was 1990-1992 and the window size for the spectralanalysis was 100 days. 136



may also perturb the SST fronts and may, through the frontal instability mechanism,a�ect the TIWs.The right hand panel in �g 4-13 indicates that the SST di�erences generally arestrongly con�ned to the region of di�erent forcing, with the exception of the �SSTs thatare associated with the TIWs. Eddy energy may travel with the Doppler shifted groupvelocity relative to a �xed reference frame if the eddy energy is not radiated as longRossby waves. The long Rossby waves are not a�ected by mean currents without shear,since the Doppler shift is cancelled by the e�ect of the ow on the mean thermoclineslope (Philander, 1989). The average equatorial surface current ow is about -50 cm/stowards the west, but the estimated propagation speed of the westward moving signalsin �gure 4-13 is at least -70 cm/s, which is inconsistent with an eastward group velocitysince it is expected that waves with eastward group velocity in westerly mean ow carriesinformation at speeds slower (relative to a �xed reference) than the mean ow. In otherwords, �gure 4-13a suggests that the TIW group velocity (near the surface) in MOMAis westward. This �nding is in agreement with the two-dimensional spectral analysisdiscussed earlier in this chapter, but in disagreement with the argument of Cox (1980)that the eddy energy is radiated eastwards in terms of mixed Rossby-gravity waves. Cox(1980) proposed that the eddy energy associated with the TIWs project more stronglyonto the mixed Rossby-gravity wave than the Rossby waves 14.The Kelvin waves are slightly a�ected by the di�erences in the intraseasonal surfaceuxes across the taper region. It is not known whether the small e�ect on the Kelvinwaves is su�cient to inuence the TIWs.4.5 Summary of the phase shift experimentsThe northern hemispheric TIWs seen in MOMA can be explained in terms of mixedmodes that may include shear, inertial, symmetric instabilities, or frontal instabilities.The ow south of the equator is inertially stable, and the meridional SST gradients in the14The TIW vertical structures extend down to 100m while the vertical wave length of gravest baroclinicmode is of the order of 1000m. Cox argued that the vertical wave length increased with the meridionalmode number, m. He also assumed that all Rossby waves were associated with the gravest verticalmode. The phase speeds of the 5 �rst modes, including m = 0, were assumed to have the same zonalphase speed: Cxp = �34:59m/s, which is only true for relatively short wave lengths.137



southern hemisphere are weak. Weaker current shear and SST gradients in the southernhemisphere may also account for the fact that the TIWs are most prominent in thenorthern hemisphere. The TIWs are strongest in the period when the equatorial owis westward; the arrival of downwelling Kelvin waves, associated with eastward surfacecurrent anomalies and warmer equatorial water, seem to extinguish the TIWs. Themeridional structures of (eastward) zonal ow and meridional SST gradients associatedwith downwelling Kelvin waves may destroy the conditions necessary for instabilities.The phase shifts of 7 days in the intraseasonal surface uxes produce similar phaseshifts in the intraseasonal Kelvin waves. The TIWs are phase shifted by approximately5 to 7 days, which is approximately in agreement with Allen et al. (1995): The TIWsare not completely turbulent, and their phases are (to some extent) \controlled" by theintraseasonal surface uxes. The amplitudes of some of the TIWs also change as a resultof the phase shift in the intraseasonal forcing, which can be interpreted as the TIWsresponding in a non-linear fashion to the phase shifts in the forcing.Kelvin waves are usually excited in the west Paci�c, and hence o�er a mechanismthrough which the TIWs may have been a�ected by remote forcing in the west Paci�c.There are strong indications that the Kelvin waves reect o� the eastern boundary asRossby waves, which subsequently may trigger the TIWs, although TIW phases are alsoinuenced by the local forcing in the east Paci�c. We propose two mechanisms thatcan explain the inuence of the local forcing on the TIWs: a) by exciting Rossby waveslocally; b) by perturbing the SST fronts.The two-dimensional FFT analysis suggest that the TIWs with the lowest frequenciesmay correspond to the long Rossby wave dispersion relation, with the slope of the contourlines suggesting westward group velocities for both observed and model TIWs. The TIWswith the highest frequencies do not �t the Rossby wave characteristics and do not followthe dispersion relation for the mixed Rossby-gravity waves. There is no evidence of theTIWs radiating most of their eddy energy in the form of mixed Rossby- gravity waves.The meridional structures of the zonal ow anomalies associated with the TIWs show nosigns of antisymmetry, which indicates that the eddy energy in MOMA is not radiatedin the form of mixed Rossby-gravity waves. The TIW con�ned near the surface in thisstudy (identi�ed by the SLAs, surface currents, and the SSTs) have westward groupvelocities. This observation may suggest that the TIWs in MOMA may be di�erent from138



those studied by Cox (1980), Weisberg (1984), and Halpern et al. (1988). However, ourresults do not exclude the possibility of the deeper TIW signals having eastward groupvelocities.
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Chapter 5
The e�ect of interannual variabilityon intraseasonal Kelvin waves
5.1 IntroductionThe question which is posed in this chapter is: Do interannual variations in the oceanicconditions a�ect the west-east transmission of IKWs? There have been several studiesthat have indicated the possibility for slow changes in the oceanic background state toinuence IKWs. Cane (1984), Giese & Harrison (1990), Long & Chang (1990), Kindle& Phoebus (1995), and Busalacchi & Cane (1988) among others have suggested that awest-east sloping thermocline a�ects the IKW amplitudes, and the implications are thatseasonal and interannual variability in the oceanic strati�cation may inuence how IKWspropagate, amplify, or attenuate. The objective of this chapter is to �nd out how theoceanic conditions may modify the IKWs.This study has many similarities with the research done by Kindle & Phoebus (1995),who applied realistic wind forcing to an ocean model and studied the e�ect of a slopingthermocline on Kelvin wave amplitudes. The main di�erence between this study andthat of Kindle & Phoebus (1995) is that this chapter will focus on the various dampingmechanisms that may take place during the di�erent ENSO phases. Kindle & Phoebus(1995) demonstrated that a sloping thermocline can produce greater Kelvin wave ampli-tudes in the east Paci�c, but also slow down the waves as the thermocline gets shallower.The model used in this study is signi�cantly di�erent to the layer model used by Kin-140



dle & Phoebus (1995) and the surface uxes used to force the models are not the same.The numerical experiments described in this chapter are di�erent to those carried out byKindle and Phoebus because here the intraseasonal winds from the 1990-1993 period areapplied to di�erent oceanic conditions whereas Kindle and Phoebus compared the modelresponse for 2 integrations forced with either just anomalous or total wind stress.To get an idea for how well the model results apply to the real world, the interannualmodel SSTs are �rst compared to the observed SSTs. This chapter starts with a briefevaluation of the model interannual variability. It is important that the model representsENSO realistically since we want to know how IKWs di�er between the El Ni~no andLa Ni~na episodes. The model evaluation section is followed by a description of theexperiments that were designed to reveal the e�ect of the di�erent ENSO conditions onintraseasonal Kelvin waves. The main results from these experiments then are presented,followed by a discussion of a number of hypotheses on how the oceanic state modi�es theKelvin waves and why Kelvin waves attenuate more during the La Ni~na period. Thischapter �nishes o� with a brief summary of the main conclusions.5.2 Interannual SST variability: A model-observationcomparisonIt is necessary for the model to represent ENSO realistically if it is to be used to studyhow interannual variations in the Paci�c a�ect intraseasonal variability. A comparisonbetween the model and the Reynolds/GISST anomalous SSTs (from the ECMWF re-analysis data set) in �gure 5-1 shows that both data sets are dominated by the 1982-1983 ENSO event. In general there is a good agreement between the model results(right panel) and the observations (left panel), although the model data di�er from theobservations in detail. The model El Ni~no has warmest SSTAs in the central Paci�c,but the observations indicate that the warmest SSTAs reach the eastern boundary. Theobservations also suggest a brief cooling and then a secondary warming in the far east.The model indicates that the 1982-1983 El Ni~no is preceded by weaker anomalies nearthe date line. A vertical cross section along the equator shows a large sub-surface warmanomaly that moves from west to east (not shown). This warm anomaly may be related to141



Figure 5-1: Hovm�oller diagram of the observed anomalous SSTs shows that the modelcaptures the major ENSO features. The left panel shows SSTs from the ERA data set and theright panels shows the model SSTAs. The SSTAs were low-pass �ltered by a 121 day Hanning�lter. The anomalies were computed by subtracting the annual cycle, the mean values and thelinear trend. MOMA anomalies were calculated with respect to MOMA climatology, and theobserved SSTAs were estimated with respect to observed SST climatology.142



the eastward migration of warm SSTAs, which also has been seen in the observations (Gill& Rasmusson, 1983). The observations, however, suggest that the warmest model SSTanomalies migrate faster across the central Paci�c.One shortcoming is that the model underestimates the magnitude of the cold SSTsin the east Paci�c following the 1982-1983 El Ni~no. The model produces SST anomaliesof the order of -0.5�C, while the observations show anomalous values colder than -1.5�C.The model SSTAs in the west Paci�c, on the other hand, are cooler than the observationsduring the northern spring of 1984. In the central and eastern regions, the model alsosimulates too weak SSTAs to ards the end of 1984.Another model discrepancy includes too cold SSTAs at the beginning of 1986. Thesubsequent 1986-1987 El Ni~no is well simulated by the model, but the observations in-dicate a longer and slower warming leading up to the warmest SSTAs. The following1987-1988 model La Ni~na event is too weak in the beginning, but then develops in sucha way as to better agree with the observations at a later stage. The 1991-1992 El Ni~nois well described by the model, although the warmest SSTAs are slightly too warm.Figure 5-2 shows a comparison between the time series of SSTs averaged over the Ni~no1&2, Ni~no 3 and Ni~no 4 regions for the 1980-1993 period1, indicating a relatively goodagreement between the model and the observations. The maximum errors in these meanSSTs are generally less than 1�C. In the Ni~no 3 and Ni~no 4 regions, the model producesbrief spurious cold periods just before the warm events. These cold dips are also seen inthe HOPE model SSTs, forced with the same boundary conditions (Balmaseda, privatecommunication). It is possible that the cooling is due to incorrect forcing �elds, sincetwo di�erent OGCMs produce similar errors.The model response is delayed with respect to the observations by approximately 1to 2 months in the western and central Paci�c. The SSTAs in the far east Paci�c SSTs(Ni~no 1 and 2) have smaller phase errors than in the west and central Paci�c (Ni~no 3 and4). The reason why the phase errors are di�erent at di�erent longitudes is not known2.It is believed that these errors, however, will not a�ect the study of how the intraseasonalKelvin waves are a�ected by the slow variations in the oceanic background state, sincethis study will concentrate on the relationship between the model background state and1See Appendix C for de�nition of the regions.2The model phase delay may be due to wave propagation or surface heat uxes.143



Figure 5-2: Anomalous SST time series from the regions denoted by Nino1&2, Nino3, andNino4 indicate that the model interannual SSTs have errors less than 1�C. Observations (fromERA) are shown in solid and the MOMA results are given as dashed lines. The anomaloustime series are computed by subtracting the average January SST from all the January SSTs,the mean February SSTs from all the February SSTs, etc. MOMA anomalies are calculatedwith respect to MOMA climatology, and the Reynolds SSTAs are estimated with respect toReynolds SST climatology.
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the model IKWs.In summary, the SSTA comparison between the observations and the results fromthe forced integration indicates that the simulation of the interannual SSTs is realisticalthough there are some notable discrepancies. The model SSTs have been relaxed tothe observed SSTs by � = �40Wm�2 (equivalent to a time scale of around 13 days),which implies that the SST comparison involves some arti�cial skill. However, the SSTsare related to the heat content in the surface layers, and realistic SSTs are necessary fora good simulation of the surface layer strati�cation. The fact that ENSO is relativelywell represented by the model is important for the studies of the relationship betweenENSO and IKWs.5.3 The e�ect of interannual variations on intrasea-sonal Kelvin wavesFigure 5-3 shows the strength of the observed intraseasonal winds averaged over theequatorial western Paci�c (left), the interannual variability in the model SSTs associatedwith ENSO (middle), and the model intraseasonal sea level anomalies (SLAs) associatedwith Kelvin waves (right). Most of the strong intraseasonal Kelvin waves are seen aroundEl Ni~no events. The typical pattern is that the warm ENSO events (1982-1983, 1986-1987, and 1991-1992) are preceded by a series of several relatively strong IKWs (see�gure 5-4 for greater detail of the 1982-1983 event). However, the intraseasonal Kelvinwaves prior to the 1982-1983 El Ni~no are seen between January 1982 and May 1982 whenthe SSTs are still relatively cold. The subsequent IKW events have larger amplitudes,and coincide with the fast warming that starts in the central Paci�c during June andAugust 1982. The early stage of the 1982-1983 El Ni~no coincides with a series of 2(�gure 5-4) downwelling intraseasonal wave signals in the surface height anomalies. Onlya few relatively weak IKWs are observed during the mature stage of the El Ni~no.A cluster of strong IKWs is observed during the winter of 1986-1987, and these IKWsprecede the warmest El Ni~no phase by several months. The SSTAs are weak and warmingup at the time of these IKWs. Few strong IKWs are seen during the warmest phase.The model simulates a weak and brief warming event in the central Paci�c during145



Figure 5-3: The 1980-1993 time series of the ERA mean equatorial zonal wind stress inthe region 140�E-180�E (solid line in the left panel) and the Hovm�oller diagrams of the modelanomalous SSTs (middle) and free surface height anomalies (right) show the most prominentIKWs just before the El Ni~no events. The 120 day variance of the 140�E-180� equatorial windsare also shown as dashed lines in the left panel. The SSTAs were low-pass �ltered by a 120day Hanning �lter and the sea surface heights were band-pass �ltered over 10-120 days, alsousing a Hanning �lter. The anomalies were computed by subtracting the annual cycle, themean values, and the linear trend. Note: The January 1987 period contained missing data, dueto the fact that this integration was done prior to the implementation of a sub-routine thatarchived the 2-day instantaneous values. The integration was not continuous over the intervalDecember 13st 1986 to January 1st 1987 (see appendix B). The contour levels are 1�C for theSSTAs in the middle panel and 4cm for the SLAs on the right.146



Figure 5-4: Similar plot as �gure 5-3, but showing only the 1982-1983 El Ni~no. The contourlevels for the SLA shown here are 2cm, but the SSTA contours are shown for every 1�C.early 1990. A corresponding warming is not seen in the observations. A number of strongIKW events are also seen during this time, and it is possible that the brief warming maybe a result of this IKW activity.The period leading up to the 1991-1992 El Ni~no is characterised by strong downwellingIKWs. The strongest IKWs coincide with the warmest SSTAs during the ENSO event,but the IKW activity appears to cease after the warmest phase of the El Ni~no.The latest ENSO event, the 1997 El Ni~no, is also preceded by two prominent down-welling IKWs (from the TAO array, not shown). This observation has raised some inter-est in whether ENSO events are triggered by intraseasonal forcing. A number of weakerIKWs are also seen later during the warmest phase of the most recent El Ni~no.Figure 5-3 shows relatively little IKW activity during the La Ni~na periods. The reasonfor this may be that the WWBs are weaker at these times or the wind stress does notproject e�ciently onto the baroclinic Kelvin modes. Most of the strongest WWBs takeplace during El Ni~no events, but a few strong WWBs are also seen at other times. Thereare some indications in �gure 5-3, however, that WWBs during the warm ENSO phasemay have a greater ocean response than those of similar magnitude at other times.147



One possible explanation for the stronger ocean response before and during El Ni~noperiods is that after being excited in the west Paci�c, IKWs during El Ni~no may have beensubject to further forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c as described by Hendonet al. (1997). Alternatively, IKWs during the cold ENSO phase may be damped byintraseasonal winds, but it is also possible that the oceanic conditions a�ect the west-easttransmission of IKWs. Busalacchi & Cane (1988) suggested that an eastward shoalingthermocline results in a decrease in the Rossby radius of deformation, which may modifythe Kelvin wave amplitudes in the zonal ow, u, and the SLAs, �. Since the thermoclineis shallower in the east during La Ni~na periods, IKWs may therefore not produce asstrong a signal in the east Paci�c SLAs as during the warm ENSO phase (Busalacchi &Cane, 1988; Giese & Harrison, 1990). The objective of this study is to see if any of theseexplanations may be the case for the IKWs in MOMA.

Figure 5-5: The �gure shows the 6 month mean D20 pro�les (Oct. 1st-Apr. 1st) for thecold (solid) and warm (dashed) ENSO events, corresponding to weak and strong IKW activitiesrespectively. The most prominent IKWs coincide with weak west-east slope in the thermocline.The 1986 D20 mean pro�le was for the period Oct. 1st-Dec. 31st.Figure 5-5 shows the 6 month mean equatorial 20 degree thermocline pro�les asso-ciated with the times with little or weak IKW activity (solid line) and the periods withstrong presence of IKWs (dashed lines). The observation that the steepest thermoclinegradients are seen at the times when the IKWs are weak is consistent with the hypothesisthat a sloping thermocline can attenuate IKWs.The thermocline slope and the surface currents are inuenced by low frequency windsand may inuence the Kelvin wave dynamics. The currents may for instance produce a148



Doppler shift in the waves, and subsequently alter the near-resonance forcing conditionsby changing the relative propagation speed between the wind patches and the Kelvinwaves. Westward equatorial currents can also give rise to unstable ow which producesTIWs. The TIWs are most prominent during La Ni~na episodes (Halpern et al., 1988; Lienet al., 1995), and may represent a damping mechanism by which Kelvin waves lose energydue to the formation of eddies or by increasing the horizontal eddy di�usion (Philanderet al., 1986). These hypotheses will be examined in more detail later in this chapter.One interesting observation is that the 1982-1983, the 1986-1987, and the 1997 ElNi~nos are characterised by the strongest IKW activities just before the time of the max-imum warming, and weaker IKWs during the late and mature stages. This observationmay suggest that perhaps IKWs play a part in triggering El Ni~no events. It is possiblethat IKWs are part of a coupling between interannual and intraseasonal time scales, andthis topic will be discussed further at the end of this chapter.In summary, the SLAs suggest that IKWs are less prominent during the La Ni~naperiod and that the IKW activity appears to be strongest prior to the warmest phaseof ENSO. The reduced IKW activity during the cold phases may be explained in termsof the low order baroclinic waves not being excited because the forcing does not projectstrongly onto the lowest order baroclinic modes, or because of weak WWBs. It is alsopossible that IKWs are damped more by unfavourable oceanic conditions during La Ni~naperiods. In order to investigate the further inuence of the oceanic background state onthe IKWs, a set of numerical experiments were carried out where the e�ect of the oceanicstate on the Kelvin waves can be isolated.5.4 Experiments to illuminate the e�ect of ENSO onIKWsThe e�ect of the oceanic background state on IKWs was investigated by carrying outtwo model experiments, Exp4 and Exp5. The experiments consisted of phase shiftingthe intraseasonal winds by an integer number of years. This way, similar intraseasonalforcing was introduced to the model during a La Ni~na and an El Ni~no period which haddi�erent oceanic conditions. 149



The experiments for studying the e�ect of the oceanic conditions on the IKWs weresimilar to those described in chapter 4, except that: (i) climatological values for theprecipitation and the heat uxes were used, and (ii) SSTs were relaxed towards season-ally varying climatological values instead of low-pass �ltered observed SSTs. The twoexperiments were integrated over the 3 year period 1982-1984, with the low frequencywinds taken from the same interval.In experiment Exp4, the intraseasonal forcing was taken from the 1990-1992 period,as it contained a number of strong WWBs during the 1991-1992 El Ni~no. As a result, thestrong WWBs responsible for the 3 dominant IKWs at the end of 1991 and early 1992were in Exp4 prescribed during the northern winter of 1983-1984, which was the time ofa La Ni~na, while in the second experiment, Exp5, they were imposed on the 1982- 1983El Ni~no conditions.For practical reasons, the �ltering of the forcing �elds was done in two stages. Themaximum length of the time series used in the �ltering was 2 years because of disc spacerequirements. The �rst time interval to be processed was 2 years long, and correspondedto 1982-1983 with intraseasonal winds from 1990-1991 for the Exp4 integration. Thepreprocessing was carried out for a second sequence which, in the Exp4 experiment,included July 1st 1991 to the end of 1992. An overlap of a half year between the twosections ensured a smooth transition in the forcing �eld from the end of December 1983 toJanuary 1984. A similar division of the time series was applied to the Exp5 experiment.Since the waves experienced the same intraseasonal forcing, their di�erent charactercan only be explained in terms of the di�erences between the two experiments: the lowfrequency forcing or the oceanic conditions (which are related to each other).5.5 Analysis of the resultsBefore examining how interannual variability a�ects intraseasonal Kelvin waves, it is im-portant to ensure that the phase shift in the forcing �eld and the di�erent heat uxes andSST relaxation scheme did not destroy the ENSO signal. Figure 5-6 shows the low-pass�ltered SSTs for the control run (left), Exp4 (middle), and Exp5 (right). The SSTs inthe two experiments are relatively similar, but the ENSO amplitude in both experimentsis smaller than in the control run by a factor of about 1.5. This suggests that the climato-150



Figure 5-6: Hovm�oller diagram of the anomalous SSTs from the control integration (left),Exp4 (middle), and Exp5 (right) show that the phase shift in the intraseasonal winds doesnot a�ect ENSO profoundly, but that the di�erent heat uxes and relaxation scheme reducethe interannual SST amplitudes. The SSTAs were low-pass �ltered using a 121 day Hanning�lter to show the low frequency trend, however, the un�ltered SSTAs showed the same majorfeatures. The anomalies were computed by subtracting the annual cycle, the mean values andthe linear trend. The contour levels are every 0.5�C, with an o�set of 1.0�C from zero.logical heat uxes and the new SST relaxation scheme used in the numerical experimentsExp4 and Exp5 reduced the amplitudes of the interannual SSTAs3. The fresh water uxeswere also di�erent from the earlier integrations, using the climatological values insteadof \observed" precipitation (from the ECMWF re-analysis), but it is believed that thisonly had a small e�ect on the SSTs, because the SSTs were not strongly a�ected whenthe fresh water uxes accidentally were set to zero during part of the model spin-up inte-gration4. The 1982-1983 El Ni~no events in the two experiments are, with the exceptionof the SSTA amplitudes, qualitatively similar to the corresponding event in the forcedcontrol run. Only minor di�erences are seen between the interannual SSTAs of the twoexperiments.The attenuation and propagation of IKWs are investigated in two case studies wheresimilar Kelvin waves are introduced at times corresponding to a La Ni~na and an El Ni~no(�gure 5-7, middle and right panels respectively). We will in this study concentrate on3Because of limited computer time, an integration equivalent to Exp0 to test the SST sensitivity tothe relaxation versus the heat uxes was not carried out. The reduced SST and mixed layer temperatureanomalies due to di�erent relaxation and heat uxes may result in too small estimates of the phase speeddi�erence between the ENSO phases4The surface salinity is relaxed towards the Levitus (1994) climatology.151



Figure 5-7: Hovm�oller diagram of the anomalous sea level heights from the 1990's controlintegration (left), Exp4 (middle), and Exp5 (right) show a signi�cant e�ect of the ENSO phaseon the IKWs. The SLAs were band-pass �ltered (by subtracting the 121 day Hanning smootheddata from the original data and subsequently applying a 21 day Hanning low-pass �lter) forclarity, however, the un�ltered data show the same di�erences. The contour levels are every 2cm, with an o�set of 2cm from zero. Positive values indicate downwelling waves. A straightdotted line has been superimposed on the January 1992 wave to indicate the approximate phasespeed of the wave in the control integration. The dashed lines in the middle and right panelsshow the estimated phase speed of the \same" wave in the two experiments.152



Figure 5-8: Same as �gure 5-7, but for the D20A. The amplitudes of the Exp4 La Ni~naJanuary wave shows up more strongly than during the Exp5 El Ni~no, which may be a result ofthe La Ni~na D20 being shallower than during the El Ni~no.
153



the most prominent Kelvin wave, which is marked with a dashed line in �gure 5-7, andwill refer to this wave as the January wave.Figure 5-7 and �gure 5-8 show evidence for di�erent Kelvin wave propagation speedsbetween the warm and cold ENSO conditions. The dotted lines in �gure 5-7 indicate theapproximate wave characteristic for the January wave in the control integration, and thedashed lines in the middle and right panels mark the wave crests of the January wavesin the two experiments. The Exp4 La Ni~na January wave does not appear to have a wellde�ned eastward propagation speed, as the SLA ridge associated with the Kelvin wavehas a broad structure in �gure 5-7. The wave crest for the corresponding wave in Exp5,on the other hand, is sharper and the wave characteristic is more well de�ned. The timeit takes the most prominent Kelvin waves to traverse 80� is approximately 45 days forthe control integration, 67 days for Exp4 La Ni~na, and 39 days for Exp5 El Ni~no. Thecorresponding zonal mean propagation speeds of these Kelvin waves are 2.3 m/s, 1.6 m/s,and 2.7 m/s respectively.The propagation speed of the Kelvin wave signatures in the SLAs does not alwayscorrespond exactly to the propagation speed of deeper wave structures. Figure 5-8 showsthe longitude-time plot for the anomalous 20�C isotherm depths, where the dashed linesin the middle and left panels give an approximate indication of the wave SLA crests in�gure 5-7. The January wave in Exp4 has similar propagation speeds near the surface andnear the thermocline, but the Exp5 El Ni~no Kelvin wave signal near the thermocline isslightly slower than the SLA signal. The reason for the slight di�erences in the observedpropagation speeds at di�erent depths in not known. This study will focus on the SLAssince they are most strongly inuenced by the gravest baroclinic Kelvin waves (Giese &Harrison, 1990), whereas it is more uncertain whether the �rst baroclinic mode has sucha clear dominant e�ect on the D20As.The downwelling Exp4 January wave attenuates and almost disappears before reach-ing the eastern boundary. Its maximum amplitudes are seen between 155�W and 140�W,with a relatively rapid attenuation east of 140�W. By contrast, the (SLA) January wavein Exp5 ampli�es towards the east and has large amplitudes when reaching the easternboundary.The amplitudes of the January Kelvin waves do not vary monotonically along the wavetrajectory, which makes it more di�cult to estimate the attenuation rates. The fact that154



the amplitudes in general do not decay exponentially may suggest that they are not justsubject to damping according to A = A0ei(kx�!t)�r� in the simple damped Kelvin wavemodels (described in appendix A). The dissipation rate for the La Ni~na wave, however,can be estimated from the time of its maximum amplitudes. The amplitude change alongthe wave characteristic of the January wave during the Exp4 La Ni~na is estimated to be� = �0:18cm=day in the east Paci�c. Since the amplitude of the El Ni~no January wavedoes not decay but increases, a growth rate is estimated instead, and an estimate for theJanuary wave in the Exp5 data gives a linear growth rate of � = 0:25cm=day.Figure 5-8 shows indications of the La Ni~na January wave in Exp4 having strongestsignatures in the D20, which appears to be contrary to the observations from �gure 5-7.The di�erences between the two �gures may partly be explained by the fact that theLa Ni~na D20 are shallower than the El Ni~no D20, and hence may be located at a depthwhere the Kelvin waves have stronger amplitudes.The IKWs in Exp4, other than the January wave, are weak and hardly show up asKelvin wave signals in �gure 5-7. A comparison between �ltered data and un�ltereddata indicates that their small amplitudes are not a result of �ltering since they also areweak in the un�ltered data. A strong interference between the Kelvin waves and TIWsis also evident, with the exception of the most dominant Kelvin wave. The correspond-ing IKWs in Exp5, however, are relatively strong and both downwelling and upwellingwaves are equally prominent during the El Ni~no. Most of the IKWs in Exp5 have theirgreatest amplitudes near 150�W. The IKWs in Exp5 have a strong resemblance to thecorresponding waves during the 1991- 1992 El Ni~no in the forced control run, althoughwith slightly weaker amplitudes. The small di�erences between the waves from the Exp5experiment and the control run may be attributed to the di�erences in the oceanic con-ditions at these times. The Kelvin waves in both the 1991-1992 period from the controlintegration and the corresponding interval in Exp5 coincide with El Ni~no conditions. Inboth of these cases, the TIWs are weak during the El Ni~no episodes, and therefore donot interfere with the IKWs.The di�erences in Exp4 and Exp5 January waves may have several explanations, someof which will be discussed below. The next section will concentrate on the di�erences inthe propagation speeds, and relate these to various hypotheses that may explain why theJanuary wave travels more slowly during La Ni~na conditions. The section on propagation155



speed di�erence is then followed by a set of analyses that attempt to determine why theamplitudes of the January waves di�er between Exp4 and Exp5.5.6 Why do Kelvin waves during El Ni~no and LaNi~na have di�erent propagation speeds?

Figure 5-9: The interannual variability in the model zonal currents in upper 100m (m/s)indicate substantial changes in the background ow and stronger eastward ow during the ElNino. The �gure shows the upper 100m zonal ow along the equator. The data has beenlow-pass �ltered with a Hanning 122 day window to emphasize the interannual variability.There may be several explanations for why Kelvin waves during El Ni~no travel fasterthan during La Ni~na conditions, but before discussing the possible hypotheses, it isimportant to discuss whether the observed propagation speed is the Kelvin wave phasespeed or the group velocity. For linear undamped Kelvin waves, the phase speed andthe group velocity are the same, and both speeds can be compared with the observedpropagation speed. However, individual Kelvin wave crests are ripples travelling withspeed c = cp inside an eastward propagating wave packet which moves with the groupvelocity, cg, when the phase speed di�ers from the group velocities and the Kelvin wavesare dispersive. If the group velocity is faster than the phase speed, then Kelvin wave156



crests will disappear at the trailing end of the wave packet but also appear near theleading edge. Since the Kelvin waves in question have wave lengths comparable to thezonal extent of the Paci�c, individual Kelvin waves will not be visible in the wave packet,but the whole wave structure will appear as an individual wave pulse travelling at thegroup velocity. The amplitude of this wave pulse will be modulated if the phase speed isdi�erent to the group velocity with a period of �mod = (cg � cp)�1� where � is the zonalwavelength of the Kelvin waves. A di�erence between the phase speed and the groupvelocity of 10% will imply a period of the order of 500 days for the Paci�c Kelvin waves,and hence, this e�ect may not be seen. In summary, the observed propagation speedcorresponds to the Kelvin wave group velocity, but the group velocity is similar to thephase speed if the Kelvin waves are approximately linear. It will be assumed that theKelvin waves are non-dispersive and that the phase speed is similar to the group velocityunless otherwise stated. By adopting this assumption, the di�erences in the Kelvin wavespeed may be related to the phase speeds in the following hypothesis5:(i) The strati�cation sets the phase speed and El Ni~no conditions favour faster phasespeeds.(ii) Non-linear e�ects, such as self-advection and changes to the vertical density struc-ture may increase the wave speed.(iii) The waves are Doppler shifted by the ambient ow.(iv) Dissipation may increase the group velocity and reduce the phase speed.5.6.1 The e�ect of strati�cation on Kelvin wave speedThe hydrostatic stability may be the most important factor that determines the Kelvinwave phase speed. If the Kelvin waves can be described by linear equations, then thegroup velocity is equal to the phase speed in the absence of damping. The expected valuefor the Kelvin wave phase speed for a given vertical strati�cation can be found from anormal mode analysis, which is discussed in appendix A. In addition to phase speed,the normal mode analysis gives information on the vertical wave structure. A normal5The group velocity was shown to be a function of the phase speed for the simple Kelvin wave modelsdescribed in chapter 1 and appendix A. 157



mode analysis can be applied to the model results if the vertical structure only changesslowly with location and time, and the zonal wave length is much longer than the verticalscale (Gill, 1982a). The normal modes can be found for the model results according tothe eigenvalue equation 5.1: L�1D~ + �~ = 0; (5.1)where D is the �nite di�erence matrix (second partial vertical derivatives, @2=@z2)and L is a diagonal matrix: Lii = N2(zi). The eigenvectors, ~ , represent the verticalmode structures, and the eigenvalues are � = 1c2n . The values for N2 have been estimatedfrom the density structures, which were computed using the UNESCO formula given byGill (1982a). Levitus annual mean values were used for the salinity, but the e�ects of thepressure were not taken into account when estimating the density. The eigenvalue equa-tion 5.1 is derived using the approximation that the density is a function of temperatureand salinity only, and the omission of the compression terms is therefore consistent withthe normal mode analysis. The normal mode analysis here has neglected the mean ow.The pro�les for the buoyancy frequency have been used in the calculation of thevertical modes. N2(z) is small below 1000m depths, but the buoyancy frequency hasrelatively large values near the thermocline. The baroclinic structures were found forthe vertical displacement rate, w = ĥ(z) ~w(x; y; t), where the boundary conditions wereassumed to be ĥ(z)=0 at z = [0;�H]. These boundary conditions imply a rigid lidapproximation. Here H is the ocean depth which may vary with location (the modelused realistic topography).The normal modes for vertical displacement, ĥ(z), and for perturbation pressure,p̂(z) =�0c2e dĥ(z)dz , for the El Ni~no and La Ni~na periods are shown in �gures 5-10 and 5-11 (p̂(z)has been normalised). The baroclinic modes for the zonal ow associated with the Kelvinwaves can be estimated by taking û = p̂=(c�0), and the expression for uKW can there-fore be written as u = û(z)~u(x; y; t) = ce~u(x; y; t)dĥ(z)dz . The structures are relativelyinsensitive to the changes in the strati�cation.It is evident from the eigenvalues that the Kelvin wave phase speed is greater inthe west Paci�c than in the east, and the phase speed in the central and east Paci�c issmaller during La Ni~na conditions than during El Ni~no conditions. The phase speedsfrom the normal mode analysis agree roughly with the estimations from �gure 5-7, but158



Figure 5-10: The left 3 panels in each row show �rst normal modes, ĥ(z) (solid) and p̂(z)(dashed), while the buoyancy frequency squared, N2, is shown in the far right panel. The toprow is for 110�W, the middle panels for 140�W, and the bottom panels for 170�W. The resultsshown here are for Oct. 1983 to Apr. 1984 mean conditions in Exp4. The normal modesindicate higher phase speed in the western Paci�c than in the eastern Paci�c. The functionshave been scaled in order to make the presentation clearer and only the upper 500m are shownto emphasize the near-surface structures. 159



Figure 5-11: The left 3 panels in each row show �rst normal modes, ĥ(z) (solid) and p̂(z)(dashed), while the buoyancy frequency squared, N2, is shown in the far right panel. The toprow is for 110�W, the middle panels for 140�W, and the bottom panels for 170�W. The resultsshown here are for for Oct. 1982 to Apr. 1983 mean conditions in Exp5. The normal modesindicate higher phase speed in the western Paci�c than in the eastern Paci�c. The functionshave been scaled in order to make the presentation clearer and only the upper 500m are shownto emphasize the near-surface structures. 160



the expected phase speeds of the gravest baroclinic mode during the La Ni~na periodare 2.2m/s in the east and 2.7 m/s in the west, which are greater than the observedmodel speed of 1.6 m/s corresponding to the dashed line in �gure 5-7 and �gure 5-8. Theobserved propagation speed has a value closer to the phase speed of the second baroclinicmodes. The same estimates for the leading vertical modes during El Ni~no conditions arein good agreement with the propagation speeds seen in MOMA.5.6.2 The e�ect of Doppler shift on Kelvin wave speedPart of the interannual variability in the propagation speed may be explained in termsof a Doppler shift, where the westward surface current during the La Ni~na period maylead to a slower apparent propagation speed6. The propagation speeds of the Kelvinwaves during El Ni~no and La Ni~na di�er by 1.1 m/s and the di�erences in backgroundow in the upper 100m are less than 0.3 m/s between the two ENSO phases, with theEl Ni~no period having slightly stronger eastward ow. The di�erences are greater in theupper 50m, with U0 � 0:5 m/s during January 1983 and U0 � �0:1 m/s one year later(not shown). For a vertically uniform surface current, the maximum expected Dopplershift between the waves in the two experiments is of the order 0.6 m/s for the upper50m, which is too small to account for a di�erence of 1.1m/s in the observed propagationspeeds. The result of Johnson & McPhaden (1993), who found only a small e�ect of arealistic EUC on the Kelvin waves further suggests that only a part of the di�erences inthe propagation speed can be attributed to a Doppler shift.5.6.3 Other explanations for di�erent speeds during di�erentENSO phasesRipa (1982), Philander (1989) and Giese & Harrison (1990) argued that non-linear termsin the wave equation, such as self-advection and wave induced changes to the strati�ca-tion, may increase the phase speed. Ripa (1982) demonstrated that non-linear e�ects,if present, may increase the Kelvin wave phase speed by c +q3=2u. Non-linear e�ectsmay explain the di�erences in the propagation speeds seen in Exp4 and Exp5 if the wave6See Appendix A 161



amplitudes in the two experiments di�er. The Kelvin wave amplitudes in u are of theorder 0.6 m/s in Exp4 and 0.4 m/s in Exp5, and the non-linear e�ects may explain anincrease in the phase speed by roughly 0.7 m/s in Exp4 and 0.5 m/s in Exp5, suggestingthat the Exp4 January wave is 0.2 m/s faster than the corresponding Exp5 wave dueto these non-linear e�ects. However, since the waves during the La Ni~na episode travelslower than the expected speed from the normal mode results, the discrepancy cannotbe explained in terms of these non-linear e�ects.A simple model of damped Kelvin waves (discussed in appendix A) shows that thepresence of dissipative processes may increase the Kelvin wave group velocities and reducethe phase speed if the thermal damping rate (Netwonian cooling rate) is di�erent to thedynamical damping rate (Rayleigh dissipation rate). Damping of the Kelvin waves willbe discussed further in the next section, since dissipative processes may have a stronginuence on the Kelvin wave amplitudes. It will be shown that the Kelvin waves duringLa Ni~na are subject to stronger damping in the east than the waves seen during El Ni~noepisodes. This may explain partly why the Kelvin waves have an approximately constantpropagation speed across the whole Paci�c, since an increased damping associated witha shoaling thermocline may produce a faster group velocity (assuming the simple Kelvinwave model, whose dispersion relation is given in �gure 1-1 in chapter 1) which maycompensate for the eastward reduction in the phase speed. However, the damping termcannot explain why the model waves travel slower than the expected speed.The January waves may not be freely travelling waves, but may be inuenced by theintraseasonal wind stress over the central and eastern Paci�c (En�eld, 1987). It will beshown in the next section that these winds have an important e�ect on the Kelvin waveamplitudes, and that the intraseasonal wind stress have a stronger inuence on the slowerwaves. The e�ect of wind stress on the Kelvin waves may explain the broad ridge of theSLAs in �gure 5-7 and hence be the reason why the Exp4 La Ni~na January wave doesnot appear to have a well de�ned propagation speed.5.6.4 Summary of the speed di�erencesThe normal mode analysis can account for about 0.5 m/s of the di�erences in the prop-agation speed during di�erent phases of ENSO in terms of the di�erent vertical densitystructures. The normal mode analysis gives phase speeds that are similar to the observed162



speeds, but with the La Ni~na wave being slower than the speed estimated from normalanalysis. A maximum of 0.6 m/s of the discrepancies between the normal mode resultsand the model observations can be attributed to Doppler shift, but the fact that thecurrents are not uniform with depth may reduce this estimate (Johnson & McPhaden,1993). Non-linear e�ects, such as self-advection and wave induced changes to the modelstrati�cation cannot explain why the wave is slower than the phase speeds estimated fromthe normal mode analysis. The Kelvin wave amplitudes in the zonal ow for the Januarywave is strongest in Exp4 which may increase the propagation speed of the Exp4 Januarywave. Damping may slightly modify the wave speed by reducing the phase speed, butis expected to increase the group velocity in the case of the Exp4 January wave, andhence cannot explain the di�erent propagation speeds. Wind forcing over the centraland eastern Paci�c, may however, account for some of the di�erences in the Kelvin wavepropagation speeds in Exp4 and Exp5.5.7 Why do Kelvin waves during El Ni~no and LaNi~na have di�erent amplitudes?

Figure 5-12: The equatorial isotherm pro�les show substantial di�erences for Exp4 La Ni~naand Exp5 El Ni~no, with a steeper west-east slope during the La Ni~na. The heavy lines denotethe 20 degree isotherm.The fact that the Exp4 January wave attenuates and the corresponding wave inExp5 ampli�es gives a strong indication that the oceanic conditions a�ect the west- east163



transmission of the Kelvin waves. Figure 5-9 shows variability in the surface currents oninterannual time scales, and �gure 5-12 shows the di�erent equatorial thermal structuresfor the two periods. The waves during the La Ni~na period travel along a shallowingthermocline, but during the El Ni~no the waves propagate along a relatively uniformthermocline depth. The Kelvin waves during October 1982-January 1983 El Ni~no coincidewith eastward surface currents while the waves during the La Ni~na episode one year latertravel in a slow westward ambient zonal surface ow. The fact that the ambient owand the ocean strati�cation are so di�erent for the two periods during which the Kelvinwaves are compared, may suggest that their amplitude di�erences may be a result of theocean state. The di�erences in the Kelvin wave SLA amplitudes in the two experimentscan have several explanations, some of which are listed below:(i) The reduction in the Kelvin wave speed and the Rossby radius of deformation,as a result of an eastward shoaling thermocline, requires changes in Kelvin waveamplitudes if the Kelvin wave energy ux is conserved along the equator.(ii) The di�erences are due to di�erent dissipation rates during di�erent ENSO phases,and the La Ni~na waves attenuate more than the El Ni~no waves. The dissipationmay have several physical explanations:(a) The oceanic conditions favour stronger viscous dissipation (vertical mixing)during the La Ni~na period because the current shear is stronger and the verticalstrati�cation is less stable.(b) The TIWs, which are strongly present during La Ni~na episodes, may increasethe horizontal eddy di�usion of momentum and heat, and hence dissipate theKelvin waves, or may modify the viscous dissipation coe�cient.(d) The TIWs may 'steal' energy from IKWs and hence damp the waves. TheKelvin waves may also be absorbed by the mean ow during La Ni~na condi-tions.(c) The steeper thermocline slope during La Ni~na may cause steepening of thewave front and lead to wave breaking, and hence provide a damping mecha-nism. 164



(iii) The energy propagates vertically into deeper levels during La Ni~na conditions andhence the Kelvin wave amplitude in the SLAs attenuate.(iv) Partial reection of Kelvin waves as Rossby waves due to steeper thermocline slopeattenuates Kelvin waves more during La Ni~na episodes.(v) Intramodal re-distribution of energy (intramodal scattering) may take place andreduce the amplitude of the gravest baroclinic mode during La Ni~na.(vi) Forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c may amplify the El Ni~no waves or dampthe La Ni~na waves.More than one of these mechanisms for wave attenuation may take place at the sametime. Tests of these various hypotheses are made on the model results from Exp4 andExp5 in the following section.5.7.1 Changes in Kelvin wave amplitudes as a result of conser-vation of wave energyBusalacchi & Cane (1988),Giese & Harrison (1990), and Kindle & Phoebus (1995) sug-gested that a west-east sloping thermocline may a�ect the Kelvin wave amplitude in theSLAs, which may imply that a steeper west-east sloping thermocline during La Ni~naepisodes can reduce the SLA amplitudes in the east. However, they all gave di�erent ac-counts on how the Kelvin wave amplitudes change and based their arguments on di�erentassumptions.Busalacchi & Cane (1988) suggested that the Rossby radius of deformation decreaseseastward along the equator as a result of a reduced phase speed, and that the reductionin the deformation radius leads to an increase in the Kelvin wave amplitudes in the zonalow, but a reduction in the amplitudes in the sea level height. They arrived at thisconclusion by assuming that the zonal velocity and dynamical pressure are continuousacross meridional density fronts with di�erent values for c on either side.In contrast, Kindle & Phoebus (1995) suggested that a sloping thermocline increasesthe amplitudes in both the zonal velocity and height �eld. The increase in the SLAs dueto a shoaling thermocline in a 1.5 layer model can be explained in terms of conservation165



of wave energy, EKW = 12 R �0�0z=�H [u(z)2 + g�]�zdy = const, where a reduction in thelayer depth, H, and a decrease in the deformation radius lead to an increase in thewave amplitude in both u and �. The situation is more complicated in situations with acontinuous strati�cation (for instance in OGCMs), since the vertical extent of the wavesdoes not have to be limited to the surface layer de�ned by the thermocline.Giese & Harrison (1990) derived an expression for the changes in the pressure am-plitudes along a sloping thermocline by making a WKB approximation7 and assumingthat the energy ux associated with the Kelvin waves is constant along the equator,J = R 0�H R11 p(x; y; z)u(x; y; z)dydz=const. They obtained an expression for the waveenergy ux J = u20c3=2n q�� R 0�H  2n(z)dz =const by taking pn = cnun, and argued thatthis energy ux is conserved across the Paci�c8. The contribution to the zonal surfacecurrent from the �rst vertical mode decreases in the eastward direction as a result of theconservation of wave energy ux, while the contribution from the second baroclinic modeincreases. However, Giese & Harrison (1990) argued that the sum of the contributionfrom all vertical modes to the surface current decreases eastward as a result of a verticalre-distribution of energy.The perturbation pressure due to the Kelvin waves in the east and the west can berelated to their phase speed, cR, and their normal mode,  (z) according to:
uE = uW �cWcE �3=4vuutRHo  2W (z)dzRHo  2E(z)dzpE = pW � cEcW �1=4vuutRHo  2W (z)dzRHo  2E(z)dz (5.2)Here pW and pE denote the pressure anomalies in the west and east respectively, andthe quantities cW and cE represent the phase speeds in the di�erent parts of the Paci�c('E' for East and 'W' for West).The calculation of the energy ux becomes more complicated in the presence of a meanow, but an expression for the wave energy ux in the presence of a background owcan be obtained by multiplying the appropriate Navier-Stokes equation for the zonal ow7Their analytical derivation assumed no mean ow.8They de�ned the quantity p as the pressure scaled by a factor of ��10 .166



with u, and the result of this multiplication gives uut + Uuux = �gu�x. This expressioncan be rearranged to express the rate of change of the Kelvin wave energy in terms ofenergy uxes: 12@t(u2) = �12@x[cu2 + Uu2]. This result has been derived assuming thatcu = g�. The expression for the balance between Kelvin energy ux and kinetic waveenergy in a mean current corresponding to the equation derived by Giese & Harrison(1990) is: �02 @t(u2) = ��02 @x[c+ U ]u20q�c� R 0�H  2n(z)dz.The upper panel in �gure 5-13 shows the projection coe�cients of the �rst baroclinicmode along the January wave characteristic during the Exp4 La Ni~na (solid lines) and theExp5 El Ni~no (dashed lines). The bottom panel shows the energy uxes, �02 [c+U ]q�c� u20,which are expected to be conserved along the equator if the normal modes are normalised.The estimates of �02 [c + U ]q�c� u20 for the January waves suggests that the energy ux isnot uniform along the equator, but have maximum values near 190�W, and that theKelvin wave amplitudes are attenuated further east. The analysis for the Exp5 El Ni~nosuggests somewhat smaller west-east changes in the zonal energy uxes and hence thatthe January Kelvin wave during the El Ni~no is subject to less attenuation and the LaNi~na January wave is more strongly forced by the winds west of the date line and morestrongly damped in the central Paci�c.Giese & Harrison (1990) argued that continuous strati�ed ocean models give very dif-ferent results to the layer models, and gave an expression for the ratio of the perturbationsurface pressure in the east to the west for a two-layer model:pE = pW �H2EH2W �5=8 �H1WH1E �3=8 (5.3)Here, the depth of layer i in region R is denoted by HiR. Giese & Harrison (1990)showed that the perturbation pressure in a 2-layer model described by equation 5.3 pre-dicts an increase in the SLA by a factor of 1:3, but that a realistically sloping thermoclinein the ocean produces a reduction in the SLAs by a factor of 38% according to equa-tion 5.2.Since, the eigenvectors,  R(z), are normalised9 for the results in this study, the re-lation between the pressure amplitudes in the east and west Paci�c in the absence ofbackground ow is estimated from equation 5.2 to decrease by: pE = pW � cEcW �1=4, which9Giese & Harrison (1990) argued that the ratio of the structure functions,  , is not 1, and hence didnot use normalised vertical modes. 167



implies a reduction of contribution from the gravest baroclinic mode to the SLAs inMOMA by about 5% for the La Ni~na waves and 3% for the El Ni~no waves.The results from MOMA agree qualitatively with the results of Busalacchi & Cane(1988) and Giese & Harrison (1990) in the sense that La Ni~na conditions, which have asloping thermocline, are associated with decreasing sea level height anomalies towards theeast, and disagree with those from Kindle & Phoebus (1995), who observed an increase inthe Kelvin wave amplitudes in the pressure (SLAs) as a result of a shoaling thermoclinetowards the east. The reason why our results disagree with theirs may indicate thatKelvin waves in MOMA are not only con�ned to the surface layer. The di�erencesbetween the Kelvin wave amplitudes in the model of Kindle & Phoebus (1995) and heremay also be explained by the fact that their model used an entrainment scheme torepresent vertical mixing, which may have a di�erent e�ect on the IKWs in terms ofdamping compared to OGCMs. The Kelvin waves in MOMA, on the other hand, aredamped due to eddy viscosity and di�usion. attributed to the fact that the sea levelanomalies in MOMA are described by a free surface height scheme (Killworth et al.,1991).The La Ni~na January wave SLA amplitudes attenuated by more than 60%, whichis substantially more than the 5% expected decrease for the leading baroclinic modecontribution to the SLAs in MOMA according to the expression given inGiese & Harrison(1990). The higher order modes are expected to contribute less to the SLAs, althoughthe contribution is expected to reduce by 6% for the second mode and 2% for the thirdmode. The eastward reduction in SLAs according to Busalacchi & Cane (1988) andGiese & Harrison (1990), however, cannot explain why the Kelvin waves during El Ni~noamplify, although it can explain some of the decrease in the SLAs.5.7.2 The e�ect of dissipation mechanisms on Kelvin wavesThe di�erent amplitudes of the January waves may be a result of di�erent dissipationrates during the Exp4 La Ni~na and the Exp5 El Ni~no. A number of di�erent physicalprocesses can damp Kelvin waves, including viscous dissipation (parameterised), eddydi�usion by TIWs (resolved by the model), energy transfer from the mean ow to eddyenergy (instabilities, resolved by the model), and wave breaking. The viscous dissipation(vertical mixing) and di�usion are represented by parameterisation schemes since these168



Figure 5-13: The upper panel shows the gravest baroclinic mode amplitudes of January wavesin Exp4 (solid line) and Exp5 (El Ni~no, dashed line). The lower panel shows the quantities,��10 c3=2n u2n+ c1=22 U@x(u2), which are expected to be constant for the 3 locations along the equatorif the wave energy ux is conserved along the sloping thermocline. The model results indicatethat the Kelvin wave ux is not conserved along the equator for the Exp4 La Ni~na Januarywave, and that this wave is subject to attenuation.169



processes cannot be resolved by the model. The TIWs and wave breaking, however, areresolved in MOMA, but these processes may also involve some sub-gridscale processessuch as di�usion.Viscous dissipationThe di�erences in the amplitudes of the January waves in Exp4 and Exp5 may be ex-plained in terms of viscous dissipation and di�usion, which in MOMA are representedby the Pacanowski & Philander (1981) and the Kraus & Turner (1967) parameterisa-tion schemes. The Pacanowski & Philander (1981) scheme describes vertical mixing ofmomentum, heat, and salinity, while the Kraus & Turner (1967) scheme only a�ects thetracers.It is possible to directly compare the viscous dissipation terms of the waves, but thedamping e�ect of thermal di�usion and mixing can only be addressed in a qualitativeway. The logarithmic values for the eddy viscosity, Du = @z[�@zu(z; t)], are shown in�gure 5-14, where the eddy viscosity coe�cient is given by the Pacanowski & Philander(1981) scheme: � = �0(1+�Ri)n + �b. Here Ri is the Richardson number, Ri = �gTzu2z+v2z , andthe values for the tunable parameters are n = 2, �b = 0:0134cm2=s, �0 = 50cm2=s, and� = 5.The values of @z[�@zu(z; t)] are one order of magnitude greater during the La Ni~nacompared to the El Ni~no period, suggesting a stronger viscous dissipation of the Januarywave in Exp4. It is interesting to note that the depth at which most vertical mixingin Exp5 takes place gradually becomes shallower at the end of the 1982-1983 El Ni~nowhen the thermocline becomes shallower. This observation suggests that most of theviscous damping takes place near the thermocline, where the current shear is relativelystrong. The eddy viscosity coe�cient is a function of the Richardson number, and hencedepends on the hydrostatic stability and the vertical current shear. The estimated valuesfor buoyancy frequency in �gure 5-10 and �gure 5-11 (right panels) indicate that thestronger damping during the La Ni~na can partly be attributed to a more di�use and lesshydrostatically stable thermocline than during the El Ni~no conditions.The mean equatorial pro�les of the zonal ow are shown for the La Ni~na and the ElNi~no periods in �gure 5-15. Both the EUC (1.0 m/s at 80-200m depths) and the westwardSEC (-0.5 m/s near the surface) are stronger during the La Ni~na. The strong vertical170



Figure 5-14: Time-Depth plots of viscous dissipation according to Pacanowski & Philander(1981), log10[@z�@zu(z; t)], averaged over 140�W-100�W for the La Ni~na period in Exp4 (upperpanel) and the El Ni~no period in Exp5 (lower panel) show stronger viscous dissipation duringthe La Ni~na episode. In the estimation of the dissipation term, only the zonal component ofthe ow and the mean meridional ow were included since the Kelvin waves do not involve anyvariability in the meridional ow. The eddy viscosity values have been smoothed in time andspace by a 22 day and 11m-5� Hanning �lter and the units are in log10(10�4cms2).171



Figure 5-15: The mean equatorial zonal current pro�le shows a well developed EUC duringthe Exp4 La Ni~na (upper panel) accompanied by strong westward surface ow. During the Exp5El Ni~no (lower panel), the EUC and the surface currents are weak. The vertical current shearof the background ow is signi�cantly stronger during La Ni~na (uz � 0:015s�1) than during ElNi~no (uz � 0:002s�1). The maximum values for the Exp5 El Ni~no zonal ow near the surfacein the central Paci�c (lower panel) is a result of strong IKWs and weak background currents,and do not represent a part of the EUC.
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shear during the La Ni~na conditions (uz � 0:015s�1) leads to a small Richardson numberand strong viscous dissipation coe�cient. TIWs during La Ni~na may also increase theeddy viscosity. The El Ni~no episode, on the other hand, has weak vertical current shear(uz � 0:002s�1), and the di�erences in the current structures between the ENSO phasescan explain some of the di�erences in the viscous dissipation.The Kelvin waves may also be damped by thermal di�usion since the Kelvin waveenergy is partitioned equally between kinetic and potential energy, and the availablepotential energy is reduced by di�usive processes. The heat di�usion in the model isdescribed by the eddy di�usion described by the Pacanowski & Philander (1981) scheme,but the thermodynamics in the mixed layer is also a�ected by the Kraus & Turner(1967) scheme10, which parameterises the wind mixing and the entrainment e�ects nearthe ocean surface. The Kraus & Turner (1967) scheme is dependent on the verticaldensity pro�le, and a weaker hydrostatic stability implies stronger vertical mixing. Itis di�cult to estimate the thermal damping terms because of the complexity of thetwo concurrent thermal mixing schemes, but the fact that these depend on hydrostaticstability and vertical current shear suggests that La Ni~na conditions will favour strongerthermal damping than El Ni~no conditions.Interaction between Tropical Instability waves and Kelvin wavesThe TIWs may damp the ocean waves in various ways. They may increase the horizontaleddy di�usion and damp the waves by a horizontal redistribution of the kinetic andpotential energy. Halpern et al. (1988) demonstrated that TIWs also may reduce theRichardson number by about 5-25%, which implies that TIWs can increase the viscousdissipation. The TIWs are instabilities that may grow through an energy transfer fromthe mean ow to the eddies, which implies that their growth can reduce the Kelvin waveenergy. It was shown in chapter 4 that TIWs can be initiated by Rossby waves reectedo� the eastern boundary, but TIWs may also be a manifestation of reected wave energy ifthe Kelvin waves undergo partial reection along a sloping thermocline and the reectedRossby waves subsequently trigger TIWs. In this case, the TIWs may not necessarilyattenuate Kelvin waves themselves, but may be a result of a lower west-east transmission.10The Kraus & Turner (1967) scheme does not a�ect the momentum.173



Figure 5-7 shows that the La Ni~na coincides with strong TIW activity and that theTIWs are much weaker during the El Ni~no period, which is consistent with the idea thatthe TIWs represent a damping mechanism of the IKWs.Philander et al. (1986) suggested that TIWs increase the horizontal di�usion of bothheat and momentum, which implies that they damp IKWs both through thermal and dy-namical dissipation. The horizontal eddy di�usivity can be estimated from the Reynoldsstresses (Houghton, 1991, p.128):u0t � �yv0 + ��10 p0x + @x(u0u0) + @y(v0TIWu0) = 0 (5.4)It has been assumed that ux = v = w = w0 = 0. Here x denotes the time averageof x and x0 is de�ned as the uctuations in x about its mean value, x. In order toexamine the interaction between TIWs and IKWs in terms of horizontal eddy di�usion,the current anomalies and the perturbation pressure can be split into two components,i.e. u0 = uKW + uTIW , p0 = pKW + pTIW , and v0 = vTIW . Here xKW denotes thecontribution to x from the Kelvin waves and xTIW represents the contribution from theTIWs. Equation 5.4 can be divided into two parts that describe the IKWs and the TIWsrespectively:@tuKW + ��10 @xpKW + @x(uKWuKW ) + @x(uTIWuKW ) + @y(vTIWuKW ) +@tuTIW � �yvTIW + ��10 @xpTIW + @x(uTIWuTIW ) + @y(vTIWuTIW ) = 0: (5.5)This equation can be integrated over y and z, and the terms containing the Kelvinwave dynamics can be expressed as:Z 1�1 Z 0�H @tuKW+��10 @xpKW+@x(uKWuKW )+@x(uTIWuKW )+@y(vTIWuKW )dzdy: (5.6)The integrals in y can be solved analytically for the meridional Kelvin wave structuresdescribed by uKW = u0 exp[��y22c ] (z):
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@tu0 Z 0�H  (z)dz � ��10 @xp0 Z 0�H  (z)dz + 1p2@x(u0u0) +s �2�c Z 1�1 @x(u0uTIW ) Z 0�H  (z)v̂TIW (z)dzdy +s �2�cu0vTIW Z 0�H  (z)v̂TIW (z)dz: (5.7)The two last terms in equation 5.7 represent the horizontal di�usion of zonal momen-tum as a result of the TIWs. It is di�cult to get a precise value for the @x(u0uTIW ) termbecause the meridional structure of the TIWs is unknown and because the TIWs havemuch shorter wave lengths than Kelvin waves and the estimate is likely to be contami-nated by the term @x(uTIWuTIW ). A rough estimate of the di�erences in the meridionaleddy di�usion in the two experiments, however, can be made from the Reynolds stressesu0vTIW (Philander et al., 1986) if the TIW contribution to the zonal ow is �lteredout. Similarly, the meridional TIW heat transport can be expressed in terms of T 0vTIW .Figure 5-16 shows the time averaged covariances u0vTIW and T 0vTIW , where the formerrelates to the eddy di�usion of momentum while the latter gives an estimate of eddyheat di�usion. Positive values correspond to zonal momentum uxes towards the north,and negative values indicate a southward zonal momentum transport. If the maximummean zonal ow is strongest on the equator, which is the case for the IKWs, then bothnegative and positive values for the Reynolds stresses transport zonal momentum downthe mean gradient of zonal ow, and the net e�ect of the eddies is a di�usion of zonalmomentum. Both the eddy di�usion of momentum and heat are stronger during the LaNi~na period when the TIWs are most prominent, indicating that the damping of the Exp4La Ni~na January wave may partly be explained in terms of enhanced horizontal eddydi�usion associated with TIWs. The eddy heat and momentum transport are strongestbetween 160�W and 140�W, where the meridional eddy di�usion is most prominent nearthe surface while the heat transport is strongest near 100m depth.It is possible to estimate the e�ect of TIWs on the viscous dissipation terms sincethe anomalous meridional ow is dominated by the TIWs, and the inclusion of theuctuations in the meridional ow will therefore give the contribution to the dampingby TIWs. The TIW uctuations in u can also be separated from Kelvin waves as TIWshave a shorter time scale (� < 50days) and wavelength (� < 2000km) than intraseasonalKelvin waves (� � 60 � 100days, and � � 10000km). The TIWs may inuence the175



Figure 5-16: The mean Reynolds stresses, u0vTIW , (left) and eddy heat transport, T 0vTIW ,(right) associated with the TIWs in Exp4 La Ni~na (upper) and in Exp5 El Ni~no (lower). Thecomparison between the two experiments shows that the TIWs in Exp4 increase the eddytransport of heat and momentum, and may therefore account for some of the attenuation of theExp4 January wave. The data has been 30-122 day band-pass �ltered to extract the anomalies;the zonal ow was smoothed with a 21� Hanning �lter along the equator to remove most of theTIW signatures in the zonal ow.
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Figure 5-17: Time-Depth plots of viscous dissipation according to Pacanowski & Philander(1981),log10[@z�@zuKW (z; t)], averaged over 140�W-100�W for the La Ni~na period in Exp4 (up-per panel) demonstrates that the TIWs can increase the damping by modifying the Richardsonnumber. In the estimation of the dissipation term, both the total zonal and meridional compo-nent of the ow were included in the estimation of the Richardson number (and �). The lowerpanel shows the viscous dissipation after the TIWs have been �ltered out (Zonal and temporalsmoothing by a 21� and 62 day Hanning �lter). The di�erences between the upper and lowerpanels give an indication of the Kelvin wave damping caused by the TIWs. The units are inlog10(10�4cms2) and u� is uKW + uTIW , v� is vTIW .177



viscous damping of the IKWs by modifying the Richardson number and hence the viscousdamping coe�cient, �. Because TIWs can both increase and reduce the current shear,they may reduce as well as enhance the wave damping.The equatorial currents can be separated into mean ow and perturbations about themean ow as shown in equation 5.8:u = u+ uKW + uTIW ;v = v + vTIW : (5.8)Figure 5-17 shows a comparison between the dissipation terms using Richardson num-bers estimated from the total current u+ uKW + uTIW and v + vTIW (upper panel) andthe values for Ri that exclude the current uctuations associated with TIWs (i.e. onlyincludes the terms u+uKW and v, lower panel). The comparison indicates that the TIWsdo modify the vertical viscous dissipation of the Kelvin waves, but that their contributionis relatively small. However, there is no systematic increase in the viscous dissipation dueto the TIWs as the viscous dissipation is greater when TIWs are absent during Novemberand December 1983.Energy transfer between Kelvin waves, eddies and mean owIt is believed that TIWs may extract energy from the mean ow, and because part ofthe Kelvin wave energy resides in the zonal ow, there may be a leakage of energy fromKelvin waves to TIWs. According to this hypothesis, the prominent TIWs during theLa Ni~na may explain some of the attenuation of the Exp4 January Kelvin wave. Sincewestward equatorial jets produce more unstable conditions than eastward jets, upwellingKelvin waves are expected to be associated with more TIWs than downwelling waves.The model results suggest that this relationship between the Kelvin waves and the TIWsis indeed the case (�gure 4-8, chapter 4). From this stability argument, we also expectthe upwelling Kelvin waves to lose more energy to TIWs than the downwelling waves.Figure 5-7 shows little indication of the upwelling Kelvin waves dissipating more thanthe downwelling waves, which suggests that the TIWs only have a small e�ect on theKelvin wave energy in terms of energy transfer between Kelvin waves and TIWs.178



Absorption of the equatorially trapped waves by the mean ow may attenuate thewaves. McCreary (1985) describes circumstances where the waves may be absorbednear critical layers and lose their energy to the mean ow. The condition for the waveabsorption is: !=k = U , where !=k = c. The amplitudes of the two leading baroclinicphase speeds (of the order 1.2 - 2.9 m/s) are greater than the zonal velocities associatedwith the background ow in both cases (less than 0.8 m/s), and it is unlikely that acritical layer absorption is responsible for the attenuation of the Exp4 January La Ni~nawave.The Kelvin waves may dissipate if the waves break before reaching the eastern Paci�c.Breaking may take place if the wave front steepens with time, which may happen whennon-linear terms like self-advection and wave induced changes to the background stateincrease the wave speed11. Philander (1989) suggested that a Kelvin pulse with anamplitude of 0.5 m/s and a spatial scale of 5000km may steepen and produce a front after100 days. The model, however, will inhibit the front from developing fully by increasingthe viscous dissipation. The signature of a steepening wave pulse that precedes breakingwill in the model results still show up in the vertical sections of the zonal ow anomaliesas densely spaced contours near the wave front and wide contour spacing at the trailingend. Figure 5-18 does not show any evidence of such steep Kelvin wave structures, andit is therefore unlikely that wave breaking is responsible for the eastward attenuation ofthe Exp4 January La Ni~na wave.Summary of dissipation mechanismsThe estimated values of @z[�@zu(z; t)] suggest that La Ni~na conditions produce substan-tially stronger viscous damping of Kelvin waves in the eastern Paci�c than during ElNi~no periods. Therefore, increased viscous damping during La Ni~na episodes o�ers oneexplanation for the di�erences in the wave signatures in �gure 5-7. The TIWs can dampthe Kelvin wave further by horizontally redistributing momentum and heat, but theire�ect on the Richardson number and hence the viscous dissipation coe�cient is rela-tively small. The thermal dissipation of Kelvin waves associated with the Pacanowski &Philander (1981) heat di�usion and mixed layer Kraus & Turner (1967) parameterisation11A description of a simple non-linear wave model is given in appendix A.179



schemes is also expected to be stronger during the cold ENSO phase because the ocean isless hydrostatically stable for this period. The wave dissipation, however, cannot explainwhy the El Ni~no waves in the central Paci�c amplify towards the east while the La Ni~nawaves attenuate.5.7.3 Vertical propagation of wave energyAttenuating Kelvin wave signals in the SLAs can in some circumstances be a result of adownward propagation into the deeper layers. McCreary (1985) quoted that a realisticocean strati�cation allows most wave energy to pass through the pycnocline, and thatthere is little vertical reection (i.e. vertical trapping) of the waves. An upward andeastward Kelvin wave phase propagation is consistent with a downward and eastwardgroup velocity (McCreary, 1985), and if the Kelvin wave group velocity is downward,then the wave signature may eventually disappear from the upper ocean layers.McCreary derived expressions for the vertical propagation of the equatorial Kelvinwave beams: dzdx = � !N jmjm :Using Lagrangian coordinates, one can �nd the rate at which the signal propagatesdownward by following the wave with an eastward speed c. propagation of wave packets orwave phases at one single location. The vertical group velocity associated with downwardpropagating Kelvin waves can be estimated as:dzdt = �dzdx dxdt = �!cN jmjm :The sign ofm determines whether the group velocity is downward (positive) or upward(negative). If the value for c is taken from the normal mode analysis and it is assumedthat ! is constant with depth, an estimate of the magnitude of the downward propagationcan be made: dzdt = !cN : (5.9)The values for jN j were estimated from the vertical density pro�le. The maximum180



values for jN j at 125�W are approximately �1:5 � 10�2s�1 between the depths of 40mand 100m during the La Ni~na. The jN j-pro�le is almost linear between 200m and 100m,with absolute values increasing from 5 � 10�3s�1 to 1:5 � 10�2s�1 towards the surface.Hence, the vertical propagation rate is expected to increase with depth as a result ofdecreasing buoyancy frequency. Using a value of c = [2:3m=s; 1:3m=s] (from the �rst andsecond modes for La Ni~na at 125�W) and an angular frequency of 2�=70days�1, the rateof vertical propagation can be estimated from equation 5.9, to increase from 35cm=daynear the surface to 105cm=day at 200m depth for the gravest mode. The correspondingvertical speed of the second order mode is estimated to increase from 16cm=day near thesurface to 60cm=day at 200m.Vertical sections of the equatorial zonal ow at 140�W are shown in �gure 5-18 (leftpanels) for the Exp4 La Ni~na and the Exp5 El Ni~no. The results in �gure 5-18 are con-sistent with upward phase propagation, indicated by upward sloping contours with time,and downward group velocity. Figure 5-18 shows signs of a slow downward propagationof the January wave in Exp4. A crude estimate of the downward group velocity can bemade from the upper left panel in �gure 5-18, using �t = 214days and �z = 90m. Theobserved downward speed is estimated to be cg = 42cm=day, and is similar to expecteddownward group speed. The corresponding wave in Exp5 shows no signs of vertical prop-agation in the upper 50-75 m, but there is a clear downward propagation of wave energybelow 100m depth.The vertical sections of the equatorial meridional ow are shown in the right panelsfor comparison. It is expected that any contamination from TIWs in the analysis of uwill show up in the same analysis of v. The comparison between the vertical sections ofu and v suggests that some, but not all of the observed downward propagation in Exp4may be associated with TIWs. The same analysis at other locations con�rm that TIWs,identi�ed by vertical sections of meridional ow, cannot account for all of the downwardenergy transfer (not shown). The attenuation of the Kelvin wave signatures in the SLAsin Exp4 can therefore be partly attributed to downward radiation of wave energy.5.7.4 Partial reectionIf the IKWs attenuate because of increased partial reection from a steeper thermoclineslope (Long & Chang, 1990), then it is expected that Rossby waves will be more prominent181



Figure 5-18: Comparison between the vertical sections of the zonal ow (left) and meridionalow (right) for the Exp4 La Ni~na (upper panel) and the Exp5 El Ni~no (lower panel) at 140�Windicate that the Kelvin waves during the La Ni~na propagate energy downwards. A straight lineis superimposed on the January amplitudes in Exp4 to illustrate a slight downward propagation.The data has been 38-121 day band-pass �ltered using a Hanning �lter.
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in the west Paci�c than in the east during La Ni~na times because less Kelvin wave energyreaches the eastern boundary. Kessler (1990) observed reected intraseasonal Rossbywaves only near the eastern boundary, which may also imply that the Rossby waveseither dissipate or propagate downward into deeper ocean layers before reaching thecentral Paci�c. The Rossby waves in MOMA also attenuate westward12, which impliesthat any intraseasonal Rossby waves seen on the equator away from the eastern boundaryare mostly due to partial reection. The presence of Rossby waves can be detected bycomputing 2 dimensional spectral coe�cients, with the two dimensions being time anddistance along the equator.

Figure 5-19: The Fourier coe�cients from a 2 dimensional FFT analysis of the mean SLAsbetween 6�S and 6�N show substantially more westward propagating waves during the Exp4La Ni~na than during the El Ni~no. The contours are the absolute logarithmic values. The timeseries were 120 day high-pass �ltered by removing the running trend and mean prior to thespectral analysis in order to enhance the intraseasonal time scales. The spectral estimates weremade for the period July 1983-June 1984 (left) and 1982-June 1983 (right).The 2D FFT coe�cients estimated for the equatorial SLAs from the La Ni~na condi-tions in Exp4 are shown in the left panel in �gure 5-19. The corresponding results forExp5 El Ni~no conditions are shown on the right. The analysis suggests a relatively strongpresence of westward propagating waves during the La Ni~na. The expected dispersioncurves for the n = 1 and m = [1; 2] Kelvin and Rossby waves are shown as dashed anddotted lines, where n denotes the vertical mode number and m the meridional mode12The Rossby waves may, however, trigger TIWs (see �g 4-14 in chapter 4).183



Figure 5-20: Comparison between the Exp4 (upper) and Exp5 (lower) meridional SLAstructures at 150�W (left) and 130�W (right) show no signs of reected Rossby waves inExp4, but a strong presence of TIWs. Reection from Kelvin waves produces Rossby waveswith meridional structure that is symmetric about the equator, but most waves in this �g-ure exhibit asymmetrical structures that are characteristical for TIWs. Rossby waves thatare a result of partial reection of Kelvin waves o� the sloping thermocline are expected tobe symmetric about the equator: the �rst symmetric meridional mode can be described by�RW = cp2�c2g �4y2=a2�2(ck�!) � 1(ck+!)� e� y2a2 ei(kx�ct), where a is the deformation radius of the orderof 4�. 184



number. The baroclinic phase speeds used for the theoretical estimates have been takenfrom the normal mode analysis at 140�W. It is not expected that the observations �tthese curves exactly, since the phase velocities vary slightly with longitude. We alsoexpect to see the spectral signatures of TIWs.It is apparent from �gure 5-19 that some of the spectral properties of the westwardpropagating waves in Exp4may �t the Rossby curves with periods of 30-50 days, althoughmost of the signals with westward phase speed appear to be related to TIWs. It is di�cultto distinguish the spectral peaks associated with these TIWs from the spectral signaturesof reected Rossby waves. The Kelvin waves are symmetric about the equator and canonly radiate symmetric Rossby waves because of conservation laws (McCreary, 1985). Itis therefore possible to distinguish reected Rossby waves from TIWs since the formermust be symmetric about the equator13, while the TIWs have strongest amplitudes inthe northern hemispheres (�gure 4-4). The reected Rossby waves can be identi�edby meridionally symmetric structures with two peaks of maximum amplitudes near �4�that are symmetric about the equator. Figure 5-20 shows meridional sections of the SLAsduring the La Ni~na (upper panel) and the El Ni~no periods (lower panel) at 150�W (leftpanel) and 130�W (right panel). There are few signs of symmetric structures in Exp4during January and February, and most of the westward propagating signals in �gure 5-19 can be attributed to TIWs. Since the period when the January Kelvin wave is seencoincides with prominent TIWs in Exp4, any relatively weak amplitudes associated withreected Rossby waves may not show up against the large TIW amplitudes.Busalacchi & Cane (1988) derived an analytical expression for the west-east trans-mission coe�cient for the pressure perturbations associated with Kelvin waves assumingthat the perturbation pressure and zonal velocity are continuous across meridional den-sity fronts. They showed that the transmission coe�cient for the perturbation pressurecan be written as pT = q 21+� , where � = cW=cE is the ratio of the phase speeds ofthe western region to the eastern region. Busalacchi & Cane (1988) argued that thetransmission is nearly perfect in a situation where the phase speed varies slowly withthe Kelvin wavelength and is smallest for an abrupt change in c. The maximum reec-13An expression for the �rst meridional (m=1) Rossby modes based on Gill (1982a) can be writtenas: �RW = cp2�cg � Dm+1(ck�!) + mDm�1(ck+!) � sin(kx � !t) = cp2�c2g �4y2=a2�2(ck�!) � 1(ck+!)� e� y2a2 ei(kx�ct), whereDn denote Hermite functions of order n, and a is the deformation radius.185



tion coe�cient can be estimated by assuming an abrupt jump in the phase speeds fromthe western to the eastern Paci�c and subtracting the transmission coe�cient from 1:pR = 1 � pT . For Exp4 the �rst baroclinic phase speeds vary from 2:67m=s at 145�Eto 1:35m=s at 90�W, giving � = 2:0. According to Busalacchi and Cane's equation, the�rst mode Kelvin wave signal in the SLAs is expected to have a reection coe�cient of0.13 for the La Ni~na conditions and 0.10 (using cW = 2:64m=s and cE = 1:82m=s) forthe El Ni~no episode. The reected Rossby wave amplitudes are therefore expected to berelatively weak compared with the Kelvin wave and TIW amplitudes.In summary, the model data cannot rule out the possibility of Kelvin waves undergoingpartial reection along the sloping thermocline during the La Ni~na phase. Any reectiono� the sloping thermocline will be relatively weak and cannot account for the largereduction in the Kelvin wave SLA amplitude in �gure 5-7.5.7.5 Intramodal scatteringIt is possible that the eastward attenuation of the Exp4 Kelvin wave is a result of energytransfer between the vertical modes, i.e. intramodal scattering14. Gill (1982b) suggestedthat the �rst baroclinic mode may be prominent in the central Paci�c, but the secondorder mode may be most important in the east. The �rst baroclinic mode contributesmost to the SLAs (Giese & Harrison, 1990) since the internal displacement of the internalocean layers are in the same direction, whereas the displacement in the higher order modestend to partially cancel each other.We noted in chapter 3 that the currents are the least well described �elds in the model,and therefore the following analysis must be done with this reservation in mind since itis based on the model zonal currents. The vertical pro�les of the zonal ow were used toestimate the importance of the di�erent vertical modes by projecting the vertical currentstructure onto the appropriate baroclinic modes. The projection of the zonal ow ontoits normal mode was done by computing the coe�cients, �, describing the projectiononto the di�erent15 modes, where ~u =  ~�, and the values for � were computed according14The normal mode analysis may not be valid if intramodal scattering takes place because this impliesthat the 'modes' are no longer normal.15The modes shown in �gures 5-10 and 5-11 were used in this regression, with di�erent modes fordi�erent locations and ENSO phase. 186



to ~� = ( T )�1 ~u.The data was 20-90 day band-pass-�ltered prior to the projection on to the verticalmodes in order to emphasise the intraseasonal wave structures, but di�erent types of�ltering gave similar results. The projection coe�cients were subject to a 2D Fouriertransform to ! � k space, where the coe�cients with negative zonal wave numbers,k, were removed in order to exclude all westward propagating signals and concentrateon the Kelvin wave signals. The data was then transformed back to t � x space andthe �nal results are shown in �gure 5-21, where the downwelling waves are shown aspositive projection values, and the upwelling waves are indicated as negative contourlevels (positive innerproducts corresponding to eastward surface ow). The 3 leadingbaroclinic modes account for more that 90% of the proportional variance in u associatedwith the January wave in Exp5, but the same baroclinic modes only describe between70-90% of the variance for the Exp4 January wave, depending on time and location.The �rst baroclinic Kelvin wave modes are shown in the upper panels of �gure 5-21 with the projection coe�cients for the Exp4 1983-1984 La Ni~na period shown onthe left and the Exp5 1982-1983 El Ni~no coe�cients given in the right panels. Thegravest baroclinic mode is most dominant in both Exp4 and Exp5. In Exp4 the gravestmode attenuates slightly east of 120�W, but the attenuation is less substantial than forthe SLAs. The fact that the zonal ow amplitudes are reduced less than the SLAs isconsistent with the results of Busalacchi & Cane (1988), who suggested that an eastwardshoaling thermocline causes Kelvin wave amplitudes in u to increase and the SLAs toattenuate. The fact that the zonal ow anomalies do not grow towards the east aspredicted by Busalacchi & Cane (1988) may be explained by the dissipation of the waves.In Exp5 the leading baroclinic mode has relatively uniform amplitudes across the Paci�c,but a slight ampli�cation can be seen near 120�W.The higher order baroclinic modes are relatively weak, and the downwelling secondorder waves during the Exp4 La Ni~na do not amplify substantially towards the east,indicating that there is little energy transfer between the �rst baroclinic mode and thesecond order mode for the January wave. The situation for the El Ni~no is slightlydi�erent, since the amplitude of the second baroclinic mode increases slightly towardsthe east. This ampli�cation may be a result of intramodal scattering, but it is more likelydue to surface forcing (the forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c will be discussed187



Figure 5-21: Longitude-Time plots of the projection coe�cients �, of the zonal ow ontothe �rst (top), second (middle) and third (lower) normal modes for the Exp4 La Ni~na (left) andthe Exp5 El Ni~no (right) give little indication of energy transfer from the �rst baroclinic modeto higher order modes (\intermodal scatter") for the January wave during the Exp4 La Ni~na.The positive values correspond to downwelling waves (solid), and negative values represent theupwelling waves (dashed). 188



in more detail later). The third baroclinic mode shows similar projection values to thesecond mode, but the El Ni~no waves show little growth towards the east.In summary, there is little evidence for intramodal scattering taking place, and theattenuation of the La Ni~na Kelvin wave signal in the SLAs is not likely to be a result ofan energy leakage from the gravest mode to the higher baroclinic modes. The fact thatany energy exchange between the di�erent normal modes is insigni�cant also suggeststhat the results from the normal mode analysis are approximately valid for the modeldata.5.7.6 Near-Resonance Forcing

Figure 5-22: The meridional structures of the �rst baroclinic meridional Kelvin modes forLa Ni~na and El Ni~no conditions,  n(y) = e��y22cn and estimates of their normalised innerproducth j(y);  i(y)i suggest that the di�erent meridional shapes of Kelvin waves associated withdi�erent ENSO phases are to a good approximation similar.Although intraseasonal Kelvin waves are principally excited over the western Paci�c,wind forcing over the central and eastern Paci�c may damp or amplify the Kelvin waves,depending on the situation. It is possible that the Exp4 January Kelvin wave during LaNi~na is a�ected di�erently by the wind forcing than the corresponding wave in Exp5 be-cause the waves travel at di�erent speeds. The simple forced Kelvin wave model describedin chapter 3 can be used to study whether the greater phase speeds associated with ElNi~no conditions may explain stronger Kelvin wave amplitudes due to more favourableconditions for near-resonant forcing.Integrations were carried out with the forced Kelvin wave model, A(x; t)t�c(x)A(x; t)x =F (x; t), in which the forcing was identical, but the values for c in the forced Kelvin waveequation were di�erent. The phase speeds were obtained from the normal mode anal-ysis at the di�erent locations along the equator for the Exp4 La Ni~na conditions and189



Exp5 El Ni~no conditions respectively (�gure 5-10 and �gure 5-11). Doppler shift wastaken into account by taking the value of cn as the sum of the background ow and thephase speed16, U + cn; however, integrations without taking the background ow into ac-count also gave similar results17. The di�erences in the meridional Kelvin wave shapes,exp[��y2=(2cn)], were not taken into account. The Gaussian shapes for the di�erentphase speeds corresponding to La Ni~na and El Ni~no episodes, shown in �gure 5-22, arenot substantially di�erent, which suggests that the changes in the meridional structuremay be neglected in a �rst order approximation.

Figure 5-23: The Kelvin wave amplitudes computed by the simple forced Kelvin wave model,A(x; t)t�c(x)A(x; t)x = F (x; t) using the 1990-1992 intraseasonal forcing �eld and phase speedsfrom the Exp4 La Ni~na conditions (left) and Exp5 El Ni~no conditions (right). The values areampli�ed more strongly during the Ni~na period. Left pair shows the results for the �rst modeand the right pair for the second mode.Figure 5-23 suggests that the di�erent modes are forced with di�erent strength be-cause they are associated with di�erent values of U(x) + c(x)n. The fact that the Exp4La Ni~na January wave has stronger �rst and second order mode amplitudes than the16See discussion on Doppler shifted Kelvin waves in appendix a.17The background ow increases the di�erences between the phase speeds from the di�erent ENSOphases. 190



Exp5 El Ni~no wave in the central and east Paci�c indicates that the slower waves aremore strongly forced. The forcing is identical in the two experiments, but this resultindicates that the background ow and phase speeds during La Ni~na episodes favour theconditions of near-resonance forcing, and that the wind forcing over the central Paci�ccannot account for the smaller Kelvin wave amplitudes during the Exp4 La Ni~na18.In summary, the simple Kelvin wave model suggests stronger forcing of the La Ni~nawaves because they are slower than the El Ni~no waves, and that this forcing ampli�es thewave amplitudes rather than damping the Kelvin waves during the La Ni~na. Therefore,the changes in the forcing conditions cannot explain the di�erences in the Kelvin wavesfrom Exp4 and Exp5. In fact, these results suggest there is more to explain in terms ofdissipation mechanisms in the ocean.5.7.7 SummaryThe eastward decrease in the baroclinic phase speed during the La Ni~na can only explaina small part of the attenuation of the Exp4 January wave in terms of conservation ofwave energy ux. The di�erent attenuation in the Kelvin wave SLAs and the zonalow towards the east can be explained by the relation between the zonal ow anomaliesand the SLAs, cu = g�, which implies that � may change little despite a reduction inc and increase in u. Most of the di�erences in the January wave SLA amplitudes areprobably due to the increased viscous dissipation during the La Ni~na conditions, but thethermal dissipation and increased horizontal eddy di�usion can account for part of thedamping term. It has also been shown that TIWs have a small e�ect on the dampingby modifying the Richardson number. Downward propagation of energy can also explainsome reduction in the SLA signatures, but the e�ect of partial reection is expected to besmall. There is no evidence of wave breaking, intramodal scattering or that the waves areabsorbed by the mean ow. The forcing conditions over the central and eastern Paci�ccan explain the ampli�cation of the El Ni~no January wave, but cannot account for theattenuation of the corresponding wave during the La Ni~na episode. In fact, a substantial18The Kelvin wave model may describe an eastward ampli�cation due to integration of random forcing,which may be the case in Exp5. Experiments with stochastic forcing revealed both eastward attenuatingand amplifying signals. The simple model, however, is forced with the same winds as in Exp4, but theresults shown in �gure 5-23 do not suggest an eastward attenuation of the Exp4 January wave191



increase in the dissipation during the La Ni~na is required to cancel the work done on theKelvin waves by the wind forcing.5.8 Do IKWs a�ect interannual variability?Perhaps the most interesting question regarding IKWs is whether they may trigger orterminate either El Ni~no or La Ni~no episodes (Lau, 1985). It was pointed out in thebeginning of this chapter that the most prominent IKW activity in general precedes theEl Ni~no events. This observation may suggest that IKWs may play a role in the onsetof the El Ni~no events.It is possible that increased wave damping during La Ni~na periods may have a recti-fying e�ect on the ocean, where the ocean waves deposit warm water in the east. Thisrecti�cation may for instance be a result of intraseasonal Kelvin waves displacing thethermocline in the central and eastern Paci�c and the thermocline not recovering itsoriginal depth after the passage of the wave because of dissipation. The stronger damp-ing during La Ni~na episodes can therefore lead to a stepwise but slow deepening of thethermocline, but the relatively weak damping during the El Ni~no events may imply thatIKWs during the warm ENSO phase have a smaller long term (longer than 90 days) e�ecton the ocean. It was shown in chapter 3 and �gure 5-6 that the IKWs have a small longterm e�ect on the SSTs, with strongest inuence during La Ni~na conditions. Experimentswith coupled atmosphere-ocean models are required in order to �nd out whether thesesmall perturbations may trigger coupled instabilities. Such experiments were carried outby Moore & Kleeman (1997), Blanke et al. (1997), and Eckert & Latif (1997), who in-troduced stochastic high frequency winds to the simulated winds from the atmosphericcomponent in their coupled models. They demonstrated that the high frequency forcinga�ects the interannual variability, and may do so through atmosphere-ocean coupling.This may for instance happen according to the theory proposed by Kessler et al. (1995)or through the e�ect of IKWs on the thermocline. Lien et al. (1995) observed a reductionin the downward energy transport after the passage of downwelling intraseasonal Kelvinwaves, which also can a�ect the SSTs.Further coupled model studies on how IKWs inuence ENSO are needed where theinuence of ENSO on the IKWs is taken into account. The dependence of the west-east192



Table 5.1: Summary of experiments Exp4 and Exp5Exp4 La Ni~na Exp5 El Ni~noSteep thermocline slope. Flat thermocline slope.Slower Kelvin waves. Faster Kelvin waves.Weaker Kelvin waves in the east. Stronger Kelvin waves in the east.Some downward propagation. Downward propagation below 100m.Viscous damping relatively strong. Little viscous damping.Forcing over C.Pac ampli�es IKWs. Weaker forcing of IKWs over C.Pac.Prominent TIWs. TIWs virtually absent.Weak reection of Rossby waves. No evidence of reected Rossby waves.transmission of IKWs on the oceanic conditions, for instance, may be important. Ad-vanced OGCMs may be able to capture most of the important oceanic physical processes.Intermediate and simpler models, however, such as that used byMoore & Kleeman (1997)and layer models, may not have a su�ciently good representation of the IKWs. It hasbeen demonstrated in this chapter that Kelvin waves are likely to be damped more heav-ily during La Ni~na periods, a process which may not be well represented in simpler oceanmodels. A crude representation of the enhanced damping during the La Ni~na phase mayinvolve a scheme where the wave damping depends on the west-east thermocline slope.The e�ect of TIWs on the horizontal viscosity varies with seasons and ENSO phases,and a time-dependent parameterisation scheme may take this e�ect into account in thesimpler models. It is also important to have a correct representation of the relationshipbetween IKWs and SSTs. It is not di�cult to show that ENSO is sensitive to the westerlywind bursts if the SST's sensitivity to intraseasonal Kelvin waves is exaggerated. Hirst(1986) has shown that the coupled system may be sensitive to the relationship betweenIKWs and SSTs.In summary, this study can not give conclusive evidence of whether intraseasonalKelvin waves may trigger or terminate ENSO events. However, in the light of previousstudies, there may be suggestions of IKWs participating in a coupling between the oceanand the atmosphere that involves both intraseasonal as well as interannual time scales.
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5.9 SummaryThe major di�erences between the IKWs during the La Ni~na in Exp4 and El Ni~no in Exp5are summarised in table 5.1. The experiments Exp4 and Exp5 give clear indications thatKelvin wave speeds vary with the phase of ENSO. Most of the phase speed di�erencebetween the January waves in Exp4 and Exp5 can be accounted for by the di�erentvertical density structures during the two ENSO phases. The IKW propagation speedmay also be modi�ed by the background ow and dissipation. The fact that the wavesare reinforced by the wind stress over the central Paci�c suggests that these may not befreely propagating Kelvin waves, and that the forcing may alter their propagation speed.Slightly di�erent propagation speeds are seen in the SLAs and the D20As, some of whichmay be attributed to higher order baroclinic modes.The comparison between Exp4 and Exp5 reveals that La Ni~na conditions reduce east-ward transmission of IKWs, while El Ni~no conditions let Kelvin waves reach the easternPaci�c without much attenuation. One explanation for the variations in the west-easttransmission is that Kelvin waves during La Ni~na periods are subject to signi�cantlymore viscous damping than during El Ni~no episodes. The La Ni~na IKWs are dampedmore strongly in the central and east Paci�c as a result of a more di�use thermoclineand stronger background current shear. Some downward propagation of the Kelvin waveenergy is seen in the model results, which can also explain some of the attenuation ofthe January Kelvin wave in Exp4. Additionally, TIWs can increase the horizontal eddydi�usion and may therefore enhance the damping of the IKWs. The TIWs in MOMAhave only a small e�ect on the Kelvin waves through energy transfer and their e�ecton the viscous dissipation coe�cient. Attenuation of the Exp4 January wave as a re-sult of partial reection of the IKWs from a sloping thermocline cannot be refuted, butsince this e�ect is weak it is di�cult to distinguish equatorial Rossby waves from TIWs.The near-resonance forcing hypothesis is an unlikely explanation for increased dissipationduring La Ni~na periods, and no evidence is found for wave breaking or the absorption ofthe wave by the mean ow.The fact that the La Ni~na waves are slower than the El Ni~no waves may also accountfor some of their amplitude di�erences at the eastern boundary since the La Ni~na wavesare subject to dissipation for a longer period of time. The implication of the wave194



attenuation is that less wave energy arrives at the eastern boundary and the intraseasonalKelvin waves may have a weaker e�ect on the SSTs or the thermocline near the easternborder.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and conclusion
The objective of this thesis has been to �nd the answers to the questions that wereintroduced in the �rst chapter concerning the role of intraseasonal Kelvin waves in thetropical Paci�c. A summary of the model results in terms of these questions will bediscussed here, and a conclusion on the importance of intraseasonal Kelvin waves for thetropical Paci�c will be sought. However, before discussing the implications of our results,it is useful to review the questions which were posed in chapter 1:(i) What is the role of intraseasonal equatorial oceanic Kelvin waves in ENSO?(ii) What are the impacts of intraseasonal Kelvin waves on the SSTs?(iii) Do intraseasonal Kelvin waves interact with Tropical Instability waves?(iv) Does interannual variability in the oceanic background state a�ect the wave prop-agation and dissipation of intraseasonal Kelvin waves?The �rst question represents one of the motivations behind this study, however, inorder for it to be answered, questions (ii) to (iv) must �rst be studied to improve ourphysical understanding of the IKWs. A numerical ocean model has been used as a toolin the study of the Kelvin wave dynamics, and it is important to know the limitations ofthese results if we want to learn more about the real tropical atmosphere-ocean system.The conclusions drawn here are only as good as the model, and therefore, chapters 2 and3 were devoted to model-observation comparison and the description of the IKWs.196



Chapter 2 is concerned with the representation of the mean state and annual cycle inSST, equatorial sub-surface temperature pro�le, and equatorial currents. A comparisonagainst the TAO data and the Reynolds SSTs indicates that MOMA gives a reasonablerepresentation of the mean and annual variations in the equatorial oceanic conditions,although the model equatorial currents have some systematic errors.The intraseasonal Kelvin waves in the model results are compared with the corre-sponding waves in the TAO and TOPEX/POSEIDON data in chapter 3. This modelevaluation reveals that these waves are realistically described by the model. The modeldescription of these waves is not perfect, and the misrepresentation of these waves is mostsevere in the simulation of the anomalous currents, but there are also some discrepanciesin the wave amplitude near the eastern boundary. On the whole, however, MOMA isable to describe the most prominent IKWs realistically, and it is believed that the resultsfrom the model-observation comparison show that the knowledge gained from the modelstudies can also be extended to the real world.The IKWs and the wind stress uctuations have di�erent time scales, and integrationswith a simple forced Kelvin wave model in chapter 3 suggest that the di�erences in thedominant frequencies may be a result of resonant excitation of IKWs. The IKWs areprimarily forced over the western Paci�c, but subsequent wind anomalies over the centraland eastern Paci�c reinforce the Kelvin wave amplitudes and account for some of theampli�cation of the Kelvin wave amplitudes towards the east.The intraseasonal Kelvin waves have greatest e�ect on the sub-surface temperatureanomalies near the thermocline through vertical displacement of the isotherms, but theyhave a relatively weak e�ect on the SSTs, mostly by altering the thermocline depth in theeast Paci�c (and hence entrainment into the mixed layer) and by zonal heat advection inthe central ocean. The SSTs are relatively insensitive to IKWs during El Ni~no conditions,but are more strongly inuenced during the cold ENSO phase when the thermocline isrelatively shallow and the equatorial east-west SST gradient is steep. However, IKWs donot represent a dominant inuence on the SSTAs, which are more strongly a�ected byTropical Instability waves and slower processes such as the annual cycle and interannualvariability.Chapter 4 answers the question whether IKWs can inuence TIW phases or ampli-tudes. An evaluation of the model representation of the TIWs is also carried out by197



comparing the model SLAs with the TOPEX/POSEIDON data. The TIWs are promi-nent during La Ni~na periods and virtually absent during the El Ni~no episodes, but arealso modulated by the seasonal cycle as they are most prominent between June andJanuary. The seasonal and interannual modulation of the TIW activity is captured bythe model, and a comparison between the TOPEX/POSEIDON SLAs and the modelfree surface height anomalies also demonstrates that MOMA gives a good description ofthe TIW spectral characteristics. The TIWs are most prominent north of the equator,but also extend into the southern hemisphere. MOMA gives a realistic simulation of themeridional TIW structure, but, the model TIWs are too prominent compared with theobservations.It was shown that IKWs can inuence the stability of the ow by modifying themeridional structure of the zonal ow or altering the strength of SST front in the eastPaci�c and hence making the ow stable or unstable. Experimental model results givestrong indications that IKWs can inuence the phase of the TIWs, and it is demonstratedthat IKWs reect o� the eastern boundary as Rossby waves, which subsequently cantrigger TIWs. The TIWs are also sensitive to the local intraseasonal winds, and windforcing over the eastern Paci�c may produce oceanic perturbations that may give riseto TIWs. It is proposed that the mechanism by which wind anomalies over the easternPaci�c may a�ect TIWs is by exciting Rossby waves that can trigger instabilities, or bymodifying the SST front.The TIWs in MOMA radiate energy westward, and some of this westward energytransport may possibly be in the form of long Rossby waves for the lowest frequencies.A comparison between the model and TOPEX/POSEIDON sea level height anomaliessuggest that this westward radiation of energy may also take place in the real world.The TIWs with time scales shorter than 20 days cannot be explained in terms of Rossbywaves, however, since the maximum Rossby wave frequency is around 1=30days�1. Theobservation of a westward group velocity is contrary to the observations of Cox (1980),Weisberg (1984) (who studied the TIWs in the Atlantic), and Halpern et al. (1988).Cox (1980) attributed the eddy energy transport to Rossby-gravity waves, which have ashallower vertical structure than the Rossby waves. Rossby-gravity waves are observed,but these do not represent the primary process by which the TIWs radiate energy nearthe surface. 198



The question of whether interannual variability has a profound e�ect on IKWs isaddressed in chapter 5. The results from two numerical experiments give evidence forIKWs being slower during the La Ni~na events and that these waves also then have weakeramplitudes in the east Paci�c. The IKWs during the El Ni~no episodes amplify towardsthe east, which is probably as a result of further wind forcing over the central and easternPaci�c.The interannual changes in the Kelvin wave phase speed (and group velocities) aremostly attributed to the di�erent vertical density structures of the warm and cold ENSOphase. The variations in the mean current structures and the fact that the slower LaNi~na waves are more sensitive to wind forcing over the central Paci�c can also accountfor some of the interannual variations in the propagation speed.The Kelvin wave signals in the SLAs attenuate towards the east during La Ni~naconditions when the thermocline is shoaling towards the east, despite the fact that thework done on the waves by the wind forcing in the central Paci�c is greatest duringthe La Ni~na events. The di�erent e�ect of wind anomalies during the di�erent ENSOphases on Kelvin waves can be explained in terms of their di�erent propagation speeds.It is demonstrated that the wind stress reinforces the Kelvin waves rather than dampingthem, and the fact that IKW amplitudes attenuate more strongly towards the east duringLa Ni~na periods can therefore not be explained in terms of wind forcing.Stronger (parameterised) viscous dissipation, wave damping by TIWs by horizontal(resolved) eddy momentum transport, and downward propagation of energy during theLa Ni~na conditions can account for most of the attenuation of the La Ni~na Kelvin waves.It is also possible that the Kelvin waves are partially reected o� the sloping thermoclineassociated with the La Ni~na events. There is no evidence for wave breaking or intramodalscattering.The question of whether IKWs may a�ect ENSO can now be addressed in the lightof our results so far. An extensive research into this question is beyond the scope ofthis thesis, however, it is possible to make some statements from what we already know.Some papers have suggested that interannual variability is sensitive to stochastic highfrequency forcing. In this context, intraseasonal winds, like the MJO and westerly windbursts, are prime suspects for 'disrupting' ENSO evolution, and these may involve theexcitation of IKWs. Since the west-east transmission of IKWs depends on the phases199



of ENSO, the evolution of ENSO may involve the coupling between interannual andintraseasonal time scales. The increased damping during the La Ni~na conditions mayhave a rectifying e�ect on the ocean where the net e�ect of downwelling IKWs is todeposit warm water in the east. This requires a damping mechanism which is di�erentfor upwelling and downwelling Kelvin waves, such as enhanced eddy di�usivity due toTIWs or variations in the viscous dissipation coe�cient1. For instance, the thermoclinemay not completely recover its original depth after the passage of downwelling Kelvinwaves as a result of wave damping. The IKWs may also decrease the downward eddy heattransport according to the observation made by Lien et al. (1995), who suggested thatthe reduction in the downward heat ux may be due to a weakened vertical temperaturegradient.The results from this experiment may have implications for some of the stochasticENSO hypotheses that were discussed in chapter 1. The model results may suggestthat interannual variability in the ocean is not substantially a�ected by intraseasonalperturbation in the ocean alone (for the period of study). This behaviour is in contrastto a situation where ow is unstable and tiny perturbations may produce completelydi�erent behaviour after a relatively short time, and the implications for the stochasticENSO models is therefore that ocean-atmosphere coupling is necessary for instabilitiesto occur. The IKWs and their slow e�ect on the thermodynamics may tie in with the\fast wave-slow SST" hypotheses reviewed by Kirtman (1997), where slow changes in theSSTs eventually initiate unstable growth.The fact that both TIW and IKW activity are modulated by ENSO may suggest thatthese are all interrelated processes. The TIWs may play a role through the damping ofKelvin waves or in terms of meridional energy transport. The TIWs need not be resolvedby the models in order to describe interannual variability, since ENSO models that do nothave TIWs also produce ENSO like variability2. However, TIWs may represent \noise"in the same way that the intraseasonal forcing can be regarded as noise, and may a�ectthe trajectory of ENSO in phase space.1The upwelling waves are associated with stronger total (mean plus anomalous) vertical shear thandownwelling waves, and the viscous dissipation may favour cooling in the east if everything else beingequal.2For instance HOPE and the two-and-a-half layer ocean model by D.L.T. Anderson, however, theTIWs may be represented implicitly by large horizontal eddy di�usivity coe�cients.200



Although, the TIWs are associated with time scales much shorter than the interannualtime scales, these waves may inuence low frequency variability through some non-linearrecti�cation. Cox suggested that the TIWs may be associated with an equatorward eddyheat transport, and Philander et al. (1986) estimated this heat transport to be around100Wm�2 in an OGCM and hence concluded that the local heat transport associatedwith the TIWs in the east is comparable to the surface heat uxes. However, sincethe TIWs only act in the upper surface layers, they argued that the TIWs only make asmall contribution (less than 10%) to the total meridional heat transport. Yu et al. (1995)quoted estimates of the eddy heating due to the TIWs as large as 180Wm�2�245Wm�2.The TIWs also have a strong inuence on the local SSTs on the 20-40 day time scale, andit is not known whether perturbations in the SSTs caused by TIWs may have an e�ect onocean-atmosphere coupling3. Halpern et al. (1988) have indicated that the TIWs perhapsmay inuence the local winds (Hayes et al., 1989; Wallace et al., 1989)In summary, it is not yet known with certainty whether oceanic processes with rela-tively short time scales may have an importance for ENSO. There have been suggestionsthat stochastic forcing is responsible for the fact that ENSO events in general cannotbe predicted by numerical models, but further work is needed to illuminate this issue.It is particularly useful to have a good understanding of the exact physical mechanismsthat for instance may a�ect the ENSO events, and our results are a small contributionto a greater understanding of the interaction between intraseasonal and interannual timescales. The main result from this study may also be used to improve simple and inter-mediate ENSO models, and provide a tool for further study of the importance of IKWsfor ENSO. The damping of IKWs depends on the ENSO phases, and this process maybe represented by a simple scheme where the dissipation rate is sensitive to the west-eastthermocline slope. The action of the TIWs can be represented implicitly by parameteri-sation of horizontal eddy di�usion with a spatially, seasonally, and interannually varyingdi�usion coe�cient.The inuence of IKWs on the SSTs is a crucial part of the coupled system (Hirst,1986), and needs further study. We have considered a simple SST model in chapter 3,3A weak 20-40 day spectral peak in the surface winds can be seen in the TAO wind measurementsat 110�W and 140�W (not shown), but it is di�cult to say whether these features are part of the MJOor if they really are related to the TIWs. 201



where the rate of change of the SSTs depends on either the zonal heat advection, en-trainment of the mixed layer, and the surface heat uxes. Damping processes and thereduction of downward eddy heat transport may represent further mechanisms where theIKWs a�ect the SSTs over longer time scales, and improved SST models are needed tocapture these e�ects. In further investigations into how ENSO is related to the IKWs,intermediate coupled models can be used where the IKW dissipation and the TIW dif-fusion schemes can be tuned and di�erent SST models can be tested. The ultimate testof these ENSO models is whether they can predict ENSO with longer lead times than ispossible for existing models.
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Chapter 7
Appendix A: Kelvin wave models
7.1 Linear Barotropic Kelvin wave model with dis-sipationThe linear Kelvin wave model in chapter 1 can be modi�ed to include dissipation. IfRayleigh damping, r, is assumed, then equation 1.1 can then be modi�ed:ut = �g�x � ru: (7.1)The energy in Kelvin waves is partitioned equally between potential and kinetic energy(Gill, 1982a, p.379) which means that processes that reduce the potential energy mayalso damp the waves. Since the density is a function of temperature, thermal (molecular)di�usion may damp the waves by reducing the available potential energy, however thise�ect is assumed to be small here compared to the viscous dissipation term. Eddydi�usion and mixing, on the other hand, can also reduce the available potential energy,and may account for a larger part of the dissipative forces. Thermal dissipation can beincluded in the continuity equation by assuming it can be approximated as Newtoniancooling, b (Philander, 1989, p.146): �t = �Hux � b� (7.2)Equation 1.2 is unchanged by the dissipation term because the vertical shear of themeridional velocity on the equator is assumed to be zero. If equation 1.1 is replaced by203



Appendix A 204equation 7.1 and the derivation of the wave equation is carried out as in chapter 1, thenthe following result is obtained:utt � c2uxx + (r + b)ut + bru = 0:�tt � c2�xx + (r + b)�t + br� = 0: (7.3)The meridional structure is largely una�ected by the Rayleigh damping and the New-tonian cooling, as the zonal ow is still in geostrophic balance with the meridional pres-sure gradient and v = 0. Equations 7.3 are modi�cations of equation 1.4 in chapter 1,with eastward propagating solutions describing Kelvin waves, and the modi�ed dispersionrelation for damped Kelvin waves looks like:�!2 + c2k2 � i(r + b)! � rb = 0: (7.4)The solutions of the dispersion relation are:! = �r + b2 i� q4c2k2 � 4rb� (r + b)22 : (7.5)The imaginary part is responsible for the dissipation of the waves and the rate ofdissipation is a function of r and b only. Only the positive roots represent the Kelvinwaves. If the dissipation rate, r+b2 , is a constant for the uid, then all waves are dampedat the same rate. The Kelvin wave group velocity can be inferred from equation 7.5 bytaking the di�erential of ! with respect to k:cg = c2kq4c2k2 � 4rb� (r + b)2 : (7.6)The group velocity is real since the imaginary term in ! is a function of r and bonly. If the thermal damping rate is equal to the dynamical damping rate, b = r, thenequation 7.5 can be simpli�ed to ! = ri� p4c2k2+4r2�4r22 = ri� ck, and in this case, thedamped Kelvin waves travel at the same speed as undamped Kelvin waves. The dampedKelvin wave dispersion relation, however, is only linear when b = r.Damped Kelvin waves with r 6= b and low frequencies may have slower phase speed



Appendix A 205than the inviscid waves according to c = !=k, where ! is given by equation 7.5 and isno longer linear with k. The damped solutions of equation 7.5 with b = 0 in �gure 1-1in chapter 1 have steeper gradients (@!=@k) than undamped solutions, and since thewave group velocity is cg = @!=@k, the group velocities of damped waves can be greaterthan the group velocities for undamped waves. The dispersion relation described inequation 7.6 yields two imaginary solutions when k is su�ciently small (or the wavelength is su�ciently large) and b is assumed to be zero (only dynamical damping): onethat is more heavily damped, and one that is lightly damped. In this small wave numberdomain, the wave solutions are purely imaginary, which implies that there are no realsolutions for long wave lengths. In the long wave limit, the group velocities also approachin�nite values. The curvature of the dispersion curves may also imply that damped Kelvinwaves associated with higher baroclinic modes, i.e. larger values of n, may not necessarilyhave lower group velocities than those with lower modes.7.2 Linear Baroclinic Kelvin wave model with back-ground ow and dissipationThe wave model can be modi�ed further to include uniform zonal background ow, U0,advection, strati�cation, and dissipation. Equation 1.1 can then be expressed as:ut + U0ux + vuy + wuz = �g�x � @z(�uz): (7.7)It has been assumed that the self-advection of zonal momentum is much smaller thanthe advection due to the back ground ow: juuxj � jU0uxj. If the vertical displacementis dominated by Kelvin waves, then w = �t = �Hux, and the last term on the left handside of equation 7.7 becomes a non-linear term. Solutions to equation 7.7 can be foundif the vertical advection of zonal momentum is assumed to be small: wuz � 0.Scale analysis suggests that the viscous dissipation is dominated by the @z(�uz)-term,so the dissipation due to the horizontal second derivatives of u has been ignored (theaction of TIWs and eddy di�usion will be discussed later). The viscous dissipationterm, @z(�uz), represents the vertical eddy viscosity, which reduces current shears. ThePacanowski & Philander (1981) mixing scheme was used in MOMA, where � = �0(1+�Ri)n +



Appendix A 206�b, and Ri is the Richardson number: Ri = gTzu2z+v2z . Here,  is the thermal expansion ofwater:  = 8:75 � 10�6(T + 9), and T denotes the temperature in �C. The units of uand v are assumed to be in cm/s. In our model integrations, � = 5, �0 = 50cm2=s,and �b = 0:0134cm2=s. In other words, damping takes form as vertical mixing which isimplicitly part of the viscous dissipation term. Since the Richardson number dependson both the meridional and zonal ow structures, it is possible that other waves such asRossby waves and TIWs may modify the dissipation term and hence enhance the wavedamping (this is because the dissipation term is non-linear).The term vuy can be regarded as a noise term, since Kelvin waves do not involvemeridional ow. The meridional advection term can be expressed as: vuy = ��yc uvwhich in some circumstances may represent a mechanism by which TIWs can dampKelvin waves through eddy di�usion. It is also assumed that the background ow isapproximately uniform along the equator: U0x � 0.The continuity equation is also modi�ed by the mean currents, and the thermaldamping can be expressed in a similar way to the dynamical viscosity. The dampedcontinuity equation for viscid uid with a steady background ow can be expressed as:�t + U0�x +Hux + @z(��z) = 0 (7.8)Here, the term (��z) is taken from the Pacanowski & Philander (1981) vertical mixingscheme, but the mixing in MOMA also is a�ected by the Kraus & Turner (1967) scheme inthe surface mixed layer, so the damping term in equation 7.8 is only an approximation. Tosimplify the analysis, the damping terms will from now on be substituted with Rayleighand Newtonian damping. In general, the damping terms depend on the vertical currentand density structures. The same approach as for the simple Kelvin wave model inchapter 1 gives the wave equation that includes the e�ect of viscosity and Doppler shift.The wave equations which include a constant background ow and dissipation due tovertical zonal current shear look like:utt + 2U0uxt � (c2 � U20 )uxx + U0(b + r)ux + (r + b)ut + bru = 0:�tt + 2U0�xt � (c2 � U20 )�xx + U0(b+ r)�x + (r + b)�t + br� = 0 (7.9)



Appendix A 207Equation 7.9 can replace equation 1.4 in chapter 1 in the presence of viscous dis-sipation and background ow, and the same next steps as in chapter 1 give the mod-i�ed Kelvin wave solutions. The new Kelvin wave solutions may take the form u =û(z) exp[��y22c + i(kx � !t)], and their meridional structure is largely una�ected by thedissipation term and the background ow. The modi�ed wave equation dispersion rela-tion looks like:�!2 + 2U0k! + (c2 � U20 )k2 � i(r + b)! + iU0k(r + b) + br = 0; (7.10)The solutions of the dispersion relation are:! = U0k � i(r + b)2 �vuutc2k2 + br �  r + b2 !2 (7.11)In the case where the viscosity is zero the group velocity becomes: c0g = c0 = U0 + c,where only the positive root is valid for the Kelvin waves. The background ow producesa Doppler shift, and may increase or decrease the phase speed and the group velocity.Johnson & McPhaden (1993) carried out numerical experiments with and without anEUC, and found that the Kelvin wave propagation speed was only Doppler shifted byabout 4% (increased from 2.5m/s to 2.6m/s) as a result of 'turning on' the EUC withmaximum ow exceeding 1.0 m/s. This result may suggest that the current shear mayreduce the e�ect of the mean ow.7.3 Baroclinic wave modelsIn the real ocean the density changes with depth, and the horizontal pressure gradientsare no longer independent of depth. In this case, baroclinic Kelvin wave models arerequired. The baroclinic models look similar to the barotropic models, but with thedepths replaced by the equivalent depths associated with the vertical modes.7.3.1 Vertical Kelvin modes from a given N2 pro�leThe temperatures and salinity can give a reasonable estimate of the density (�0 and �0)in the tropics and hence the Brunt-V�ais�al�a, or the buoyancy frequency, N . Given the



Appendix A 208buoyancy frequency for the entire ocean depth, the vertical baroclinic modes can befound. The buoyancy frequency can be estimated according to Gill (Gill, 1982a, p.129):N2 = � g�0(T; S) @�(T; S)0@z : (7.12)The temperature, T is a function of z, which implies that the density is also a functionof depth. The structure of the vertical displacement rate, ĥ can be separated from the hor-izontal and temporal dimensions, w = ĥ(z) ~w(x; y; t), if the vertical rate of displacementstructure varies slowly with longitude, latitude, and time. Similarly, the normal modesfor the pressure perturbations, p̂, can be found: p0 = p̂(z)~�(x; y; t). These quantities canbe computed by solving the equations of Gill (Gill, 1982a, p.160) that describe the per-turbation pressure due to horizontal divergence, �0wzt = (@xx + @yy)p0, and the balancebetween vertical perturbation pressure gradient and buoyancy, @ttw + N2w = ���10 p0zt.These expressions are derived using the assumption that the density was a function oftemperature and salinity only, i.e. that the ow is incompressible. The �rst expressioncan be written as: �0@zĥ(z)@t ~w(x; y; t) = p̂(z)(@xx + @yy)~�(x; y; t);which can be written as:1�0 p̂(z)@zĥ(z) = @t ~w(x; y; t)(@xx + @yy)~�(x; y; t) = c2n:The separation of variables allows the isolation of the terms p̂(z) and ĥ(z):1�0(z) p̂ = c2ndĥdz ; (7.13)describing the perturbation pressure due to the horizontal convergence. The separa-tion constant is cn.The second expression can then be reduced to:ĥ(z)@tt ~w(x; y; t) +N2ĥ(z) ~w(x; y; t) = � 1�0@z p̂(z)@t~�(x; y; t): (7.14)For the balance between the perturbation pressure gradient and the buoyancy, we can



Appendix A 209assume that @tt ~w(x; y; t) � 0 and @t~�(x; y; t) = ~w(x; y; t), and equation 7.14 reduces to:1�0(z) dp̂(z)dz = �N2ĥ(z): (7.15)Combining equations 7.13 and 7.15 gives the equations describing the vertical struc-tures: 1�0 ddz  �0dĥ(z)dz !+ N2c2n ĥ(z) = 0; (7.16)and the horizontal structures:@tt~�(x; y; t)� c2n(@xx + @yy)~�(x; y; t) = 0: (7.17)The results for the horizontal component of the balance equation between the per-turbation pressure and the horizontal divergence give a baroclinic wave equation, andthe baroclinic phase speeds are given by the separation coe�cients, cn. These phasespeeds determine the meridional structures of the Kelvin modes according to G(y) =exp[��y2=(2cn)].Equation 7.16 is of the Sturm-Liouville form, and describes the vertical structure ofthe rate of vertical displacement. A similar derivation for p̂ gives:�0 ddz  1�0N2 dp̂dz!+ 1c2n p̂ = 0 (7.18)If the vertical density gradient is small then equation 7.18 can be approximated to(Giese & Harrison, 1990): ddz  1N2 dp̂dz!+ 1c2n p̂ = 0 (7.19)The vertical structures for the horizontal ow can also be found from the relations:u = ~u(x; y; t)p̂(z)=[c�0(z)] and v = ~v(x; y; t)p̂(z)=[c�0(z)].If the density and N2 vary slowly with depth (which may not always be true nearthe thermocline), then equations 7.16 and 7.19 simplify to the eigen-equation respec-tively (Gill, 1982a, p.161):



Appendix A 210 d2dz2 + N2c2n ! = 0 (7.20)The notation ~ has been used instead of ĥ(z) or p̂(z) to signify that the solutionsare the eigenfunctions of equation 7.20. Equation 7.20 gives the structure of the verticalrate of displacement, pressure perturbations, as well as the horizontal ow under theassumption that the density varies slowly with depth.Equation 7.20 can be expressed in terms of linear algebra:L�1D~ + �~ = 0: (7.21)D is the �nite element matrix describing the second order partial derivatives, and Lis a diagonal matrix: Lii = N2(zi). The matrix L�1D is a non-symmetric tridiagonalmatrix, and the boundary conditions for equation 7.21 are p̂ = �0gĥ at z = 0, and ĥ = 0at z = �H. If a rigid lid assumption is made then ĥ = 0 at z = 0. The eigenvectors,~ , represent the vertical mode structures, and the eigenvalues are � = 1c2n . The solutionsto the eigenvalue problem give estimates of the phase speeds of the freely propagatingwaves: cn = N=m, where m is the vertical wave number.7.4 Non-linear Kelvin wave model accounting for selfadvection and Kelvin wave induced thermoclinevariabilityTaking into account the non-linear terms of self advection and wave induced displacementof the thermocline, the (1D) Navier-Stokes and continuity equations look like:ut + uux = �g�x�t = �@x[(H + �)u]: (7.22)These equations do not include dissipation, Rossby waves, or mixed-gravity waves,and may only be used to derive the Kelvin wave solutions which are subject to no



Appendix A 211reection. The wave equation can be derived by taking the t-derivative of the Navier-Stokes equation: utt + utux + uuxt = �g�xt: (7.23)Assuming that H � �, and taking the x-derivative of the continuity equation, wehave an expression for �xt: �xt = �Huxx � �xxu� �xux: (7.24)�xx can be expressed in terms of u only if one applies the @x-operator to the Navier-Stokes equation: �xx = �1g (uxt + uxux + uuxx): (7.25)We can now substitute �xt with with terms that only contain u:�xt = �Huxx + 1g (uxt + uxux + uuxx)u+ 1g (ut + uux)ux: (7.26)The quantity gH has units of m2s�2 and can be substituted with the phase speedc2. When this expression for �xt is substituted back into equation 7.23, we have a waveequation in u only:utt � c2uxx + utux + uuxt + (uxt + uxux + uuxx)u+ (ut + uux)ux = 0: (7.27)Equation 7.27 shows that the non-linear terms due to self-advection (::utux + uuxt::)is exactly equal to the non-linear terms due to wave induced depth changes (::(uxt::)u+::((ut::)ux). Rearranging equation 7.27 therefore gives us:utt � (c2 � u2)uxx + 2[uxtu+ utux] + 2 (ux)2 u = 0: (7.28)The 2[uxtu+ utux]-term is due to pure self-advection and pure wave induced changesto the thermocline with equal contribution, and is assumed to be of the order of �1.The terms u2uxx and 2 (ux)2 u are due to a combination of self advection and changes



Appendix A 212in the thermocline depth caused by the wave, and are of �2 order. The combination ofself-advection and wave induced depth change, u2uxx, may modify the wave phase speedby a factor of �2.The simplest way of deriving an approximate solution to u is to treat this equationas a perturbation problem (of order �) and to neglect the second and higher orders of �.An approximate solution can be found for equation 7.28 if we assume u is small:utt � c2uxx + 2�[uxtu+ utux] = 0: (7.29)We can now linearise about u0: u = u0 + �u1: (7.30)The zeroth order terms satisfy the linear equation @ttu0 � c2@xxu0 = 0, with solutionu0 = exp[i(kx � !t)]. The non-linear terms may introduce a perturbation to the zerothorder frequency: ! ! !0 � ! + �!. Assuming that � is small compared to 1, we thenexpect the complete solution for u to look like:u = a1 exp[i(kx� !0t)] + a2 exp[2i(kx� !0t)]: (7.31)A substitution of this expression into equation 7.29 gives us:hc2k2 � (! + �!)2i ha1ei�0 + 4a2e2i�0i+ 2�(! + �!)k (7.32)��a1ei�0 + 4a2e2i�0� �a1ei�0 + a2e2i�0�+ �a1ei�0 + 2a2e2i�0�2� = 0: (7.33)This equation can only be satis�ed if all the di�erent frequency terms are zero. Inother words, the ei�0 terms must cancel, so that �(! + �!)2a1 + c2k2a1 = 0, and, hence:c2 = (! + �!)2k2 : (7.34)The e2i�0 terms must also cancel in the second order approximation, which impliesthat �4(! + �!)2a2 + 4c2k2a2 + 4�(! + �!)ka21 = 0, or:



Appendix A 213a2 = �k2(! + �!)a21 = �2c0a21: (7.35)Since a1 has the dimensions of speed, the dimensions of equation 7.35 are consistentwith equation 7.31. Equation 7.35 suggests that greater non-linearities (values of �) mayincrease a2 or �!. Hence, the non-linear terms in the wave equation will cause an increasein the Kelvin wave amplitude or phase speed, in agreement with the results of Philander(1989)[p. 122] and Ripa (1982). An increase in amplitude can lead to wave breakingsince the wave crest with maximum amplitude has a greater phase speed than wherethe amplitude is small. The phase speed dependence on the amplitude can lead to theformation of a wave front which eventually may lead to a singularity (ux becomes big)or wave breaking. Philander (1989) estimated an increase in the wave speed in the eastPaci�c of 30% for a typical Kelvin wave. The non-linear terms may also give rise tosolitons if the conditions are right.7.5 Forced Kelvin wavesA simple forced Kelvin wave model can be derived from the forced dimensionless barotropicNavier-Stokes equations (Gill, 1982a, p.399):u0t(x0; y0; t0) = ��0x +X(x0; y0; t0);u0(x0; y0; t0)0 = ��0y(x0; y0; t0);�0t(x0; y0; t0) = �u0x(x0; y0; t0): (7.36)It has been assumed that the wind forcing only consists of zonal winds. The dimen-sionless variables are given by: u0 = �Hc�L u;�0 = �gH�L �;F = �X(x0; y0; t0); (7.37)



Appendix A 214and the corresponding coordinates are:x0 = x=L;y0 = �y2=c;t0 = ct=L: (7.38)The forced Kelvin wave equation can then be derived by using the vorticity equation:@t(u0y � �0) = Xy:If the zonal wind stress varies slowly with y, then Xy can be neglected. The zonalow can be substituted with the meridional gradient in � from equation 7.36. Thus, thevorticity equation can be written as: �0yy � �0 = 0: (7.39)The solutions of equation 7.39 can be written in the form:�0(x0; y0; t0) = A(x0; t0)e�y0 : (7.40)It follows from this result that the expression u0(x0; y0; t0) = A(x0; t0)e�y0 is also truefor the second equation in eq. 7.36. A linear wave model can now be formulated as anequation of the wave amplitude A(x; t):@tA(x0; t0) + @xA(x0; t0) = X(x0; t0): (7.41)7.6 Mechanisms for InstabilitiesLindzen (1990) de�ned the term instability as a situation where a perturbation extractsenergy from the unperturbed ow. Common for the di�erent types of instabilities con-sidered below is that they grow at the expense of the mean ow.



Appendix A 2157.6.1 Inertial instabilitiesThe inertial stability conditions can be derived by considering the meridional displace-ment, y0, of uid parcels. This approach assumes the zonal ow to be geostrophic. Thefollowing derivation follows Houghton (1991), who derived the inertial instability condi-tion from: dudt = fv = f dydt :dvdt = f(U0 � u): (7.42)Houghton integrated the �rst equation to get u(y0+y0)�U0(y0) = fy0, and substitutedU0 with u(y0 + y0)� fy0 in the second equation to obtain the equation1 :dvdt = d2y0dt2 = f  @U0@y � f! y0: (7.43)Equation 7.43 has oscillating or exponential solutions depending on the sign of theterm on the right hand side. The solution is therefore stable if the solution does not haveexponential terms, or if f � @U0=@y > 0 in the northern hemisphere.7.6.2 Symmetric instabilitiesSymmetric instabilities are related to inertial instabilities, but may also include verticalmotion. A simple model of inertial instabilities can be developed by considering theconservation of the absolute momentum and assuming that the change in the kineticenergy due to the interchange of two parcels must be negative for instabilities to grow.The simple instability model assumes the zonal ow, u, being a function of y and zonly: u = u(y; z). The conservation of the vertical component of the absolute vorticityis described by the equation: DDt [u(y)� fy] = 0: (7.44)1Here, the mean ow is U0 � u.



Appendix A 216Any meridional displacement of the parcel must therefore satisfy the condition �u(y) =f�y. The change in the kinetic energy associated with the interchange of two parcels is:�K = 12�0 h(u1 + �u1)2 + (u2 + �u2)2 � u21 � u22i :Substituting in for �u(y) then gives:�K = 12�0[u21 + 2u1f(y2 � y1) + f 2(y2 � y1)2 +u22 + 2u2f(y1 � y2) + f 2(y1 � y2)2 � u21 � u22]; (7.45)which describes the change in kinetic energy for a parcel interchange that conservesthe total angular momentum.�K = �0(y2 � y1)2f "f � (u1 � u2)(y2 � y1) # : (7.46)Since U is a function of y and z only,u2 � u1 = @u@y (y2 � y1) + @u@z (z2 � z1); (7.47)and the substitution of expression 7.47 into equation 7.46 gives�K = �0(y2 � y1)2f "f � dUdy � (z2 � z1)(y2 � y1) dudz # : (7.48)Thus, when f� dudy � (z2�z1)(y2�y1) dudz < 0, then the change in kinetic energy must be negativeand instabilities may take place.7.6.3 Barotropic instabilitiesThe stream function for a barotropic ow can be de�ned as: u = �@	=@y; v = @	=@x;and the perturbation pressure can be related to the stream function by p = �0f	.Lindzen (1988) regarded the instability analysis in terms of over-reecting waves. In thiscontext, \over-reecting" means a reection coe�cient greater than 1:0, and a conversionof energy from the mean ow to the eddies. A brief and simpli�ed version of his derivation



Appendix A 217is given below. The absolute vorticity is assumed to be conserved in the barotropic ow:�+fdt = 0. By using the identity: d=dt = @t + U0@x + v0@y this expression can be writtenas: (@t + U0@x) � + v0@(� + f)@y = 0:By assuming � = uy and making use of the stream function, a basic equation forRossby waves can be derived: @@t + U0 @@x!r2	+ @	@x @(� + f)@y = 0:Lindzen described the instability problem in terms of waves with normal mode solu-tions of the form: 	 = Ref (y) exp[ik(x� ct)]g; (7.49)and a wave equation: 	yy +  � � UyyU � c � k2!	 = 0 (7.50)In equation 7.50, the terms within the brackets represent the refractive index of thewaves. When the refractive index is positive, then equation 7.50 describe meridionallypropagating Rossby waves. These waves satisfy the Eliassen & Palm (1961) theoremdescribing the energy ux away from the singularities, pv = (u� c)�0uv, with uv beinga constant. Lindzen & Tung (1978) showed that(1� jRj2) = � A2pv�0(u� c) ; (7.51)where R is a complex reection coe�cient and A2 is a positive constant. Awayfrom the critical surface, pv is negative, and the condition necessary for over-reectionis that u = c at y = yc. The condition u = c is not su�cient for an instability to takeplace, however, as this requires a negative refractive index, and hence an exponentialgrowth in 	. Lindzen argued for the necessity of several di�erent regions in which thewaves can propagate (positive refractive index) and through which the waves can tunnel



Appendix A 218(negative refractive index). A necessary condition for barotropic instabilities to arise isthat � � d2Udy2 < 0, and this condition has to be satis�ed at y = yc. Furthermore, at somelatitude, yc < yt < y1, there must be an inection point: �� d2udy2 = 0. The latitudes y = ycand y = yt therefore represent the boundaries of the region with negative refractive indexthrough which the waves can only tunnel. It is important that the tunneling region issu�ciently narrow, so that the wave has a non-zero amplitude on the other side of thisregion.In summary, the over-reection problem leads to the Rayleigh-Kuo criterion, whichsays that a necessary condition for barotropic instabilities is that the expression � � d2udy2changes sign. The barotropic instability model can explain how TIWs are generated asperturbations which grow through an energy transfer from the mean ow, and the modeldescribed above can predict the appearance of TIWs.7.6.4 Baroclinic InstabilitiesBaroclinic instability theories were derived for two separate situations by Eady (1949)and Charney (1947). Eady considered a Bousinnesq uid between two horizontal bound-aries �H and H with a horizontal temperature gradient which was uniform with height.The vertical gradient of the zonal ow was assumed to satisfy a thermal wind condition:@U0@z = � gf @ln(�)@y , where � is the potential temperature. The model of baroclinic instabil-ity was derived for the atmosphere, neglecting the variation of the Coriolis parameter.The implications of the Eady problem is that these types of baroclinic instabilities donot require the ow to be in a westward direction to be unstable. The conditions forexponential growth of perturbations according to the Eady model is (Houghton, 1991,p.149): 14 + 1H2�2 � coth(H�)H� < 0; (7.52)with � = gBf2 (k2 + l2) and B is a vertical stability parameter: B = 1T �dTdz + �d�. Thegrowth rate of Eady type instabilities is kci, and the maximum value for kci occurs whenl = 0 and H� = 1:61, and the wave length of the most rapid growth can be estimatedfrom:



Appendix A 219�m = 2�HpgB1:61f (7.53)Substituting N2 = 10�4 for gB and taking H = 100m as the ocean surface layerdepth, the wave length of the fastest growing eddies at 4�N in MOMA according toequation 7.53 is �m = 380km. The rate of the fastest growing wave can be estimatedfrom the expression: �max = 0:3098 fN� dUdz� (7.54)The Charney problem includes the beta e�ect and assumes no upper boundary. Thefastest growing waves in the Charney model are associated with a growth rate of �m =0:282(f0=N�)dU=dz and have a spatial scale of:k�1m = 1:26 f0�N� dUdz� (7.55)The subscript x� denotes pressure coordinates. In the ocean, the pressure variesapproximately linearly with depth, and an estimate of the horizontal spatial scale of thefastest growing waves is according to expression 7.55 k�1m = 560 km at 4�N. The verticalscale of these baroclinic instabilities can be estimated according to:HR = 1:26 f 20�N2� dUdz� (7.56)The horizontal and vertical scales are set by the value of � and not by the layer depthas in the Eady problem (Gill, 1982a, p.562).7.6.5 Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilitiesShear instabilities can arise on the interface between two regions of di�erent ow. Per-turbations may grow on the interface, but may also radiate eddy energy in the formof waves. A simple mathematical model of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in an inviscidow was given by Panton (1984, p.679). A perturbation was considered for a ow thatsatis�es the Bernoulli equation: @�@t + 12(r�)2 + p� = C(t). A normal mode solution wasobtained:



Appendix A 220�i(x; y; t) = Aiekyei(kx�ct): (7.57)In equation 7.57 k is a real value and represents the zonal wave number of the dis-turbances and c is the complex wave speed. The growth rate of the perturbations aree k2 jU2�U1jt, and any situation with U1 6= U2 can be shown to be unstable. The propagationspeed of the eddies is the average speed of the two regions: 12(U2 + U1).Since the shear near the equator is strongest in the vertical, Kelvin-Helmholtz in-stabilities may be caused by the shear between the surface current and the EquatorialUndercurrent. Lindzen (1990) considered a strati�ed uid with a constant value for N2.He assumed the ow to be non-rotating in�nite Boussinesq uid with a vertical velocitypro�le of: U0 = U for z > 0 and U0 = �U for z < 0. The solutions to the problem wereexpressed in terms of normal mode solutions:w = A1e�nz; z > 0;w = A2enz; z < 0; (7.58)where n2 = �k2(U + ici)2(U � ici)2 ; (7.59)and n was taken as the root of equation 7.59 with a positive real part. Lindzenderived expressions for ci and cr. When k < N2U then cr = ci = 0. For situations whereN2U < k < Np2U then ci = 0 and: cr = � "N22k2 � U2#1=2 :When k > Np2U then cr = 0 and:ci = � "U2 � N22k2#1=2 :The expression for ci gives the growth rate of the instabilities and the value of cr can



Appendix A 221be used as an estimate of the speed at which the growing disterbance propagates. Therelation between amplitudes of the normal modes is according to Lindzen (1990):A2 = U + iciU � iciA1: (7.60)In both situations considered, the perturbation growth is greatest for larger values ofk, which implies that the Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities favour smaller spatial scales.Since the Coriolis force is assumed to be of second order importance, then the instabilitycriterion is equally satis�ed for shear in any direction, which is an important di�erence tothe barotropic, symmetric, and inertial type instabilities. The Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-ities that are a result of horizontal current shear can be regarded as inertial instabilitiesnear the equator where the Coriolis term is small. The presence of viscosity complicatesthe situation, and may a�ect the stability of the ow for the two cases considered.7.6.6 Summary on instability modelsVarious instability models can explain how TIWs arise from slowly varying conditions.The energy source of the TIWs may be the mean ow, as described by the barotropicand inertial/Kelvin-helmholtz instability models, or available potential energy through abaroclinic instability mechansim such as Eady or Charney model. These di�erent modelsset criteria for di�erent instability conditions, and the fatest growing perturbations havedi�erent spatial and temporal scales in the di�erent models. The growth rate of theeddies have not been discussed. So far, however, these simple models exclude meanow and viscocity, and estimates of the growth rates (if they can be found) may not berepresentative for neither the model or observed TIWs.



Chapter 8
Appendix B: Model details
8.1 MOMA descriptionThe model equations of MOMA can be summarised as:@~u@t + ~u � rH~u+ ~w � @~u@z + ~f � ~u = � 1�0rHp+ ~Du + ~Fu; (8.1)@T@t + ~u � rHT + w@T@z = DT + FT ; (8.2)rH � ~u+ @w@z = 0; (8.3)dPdz = �g�; (8.4)� = �(�; S; P0): (8.5)The parameter f is the Coriolis parameter in the model primitive equations, f =2!sin�. ~Du and ~Fu are the di�usion and forcing terms for the momentum respectively.The di�usion scheme is a simple Laplacian:~Du = r � (�r~u); (8.6)which scales linearly with the local grid resolution, with� = vm�x:222



Appendix B 223The vertical momentum di�usion coe�cients are represented by the Pacanowski & Phi-lander (1981) mixing scheme.The numerical integration is implemented by using a combination of di�erent nu-merical schemes: The advection of the momentum uses a Leap-Frog method, with anEuler backwards time step at intervals to suppress numerical instabilities. The di�usionprocesses are integrated by a simple Euler method, and the non-linear Coriolis term isgiven by a semi-implicit method:un+1 = un�1 + 2�t[Fn + f(�vn�1 + (1� �)vn+1)] (8.7)The thermal vertical mixing is governed by the Kraus Turner (1967) mixed layermodel, and the Paulson & Simpson (1977) insolation scheme is used to describe theforcing of the heat equation at depth. Free surface conditions are implemented using theKillworth et al. (1991) free surface model, and the hydrostatic instabilities are subject tothe hydrostatic adjustment method. More information about the MOMA model is givenby Webb (1996), Webb et al. (1997), Udall (1996a), and Udall (1996b) .8.1.1 Model parametersThe ocean domain in this study is limited to the tropical Paci�c and Indian ocean (29�S- 29�N), with a resolution of 1 degree in the zonal direction, and 1/3� between 10�S and10�N. The northern and southern boundaries were treated as sponge layers with a gradualrelaxation to climatology at all depths beginning at 8� away from the boundaries withan increasing relaxation coe�cient towards the boundaries. The meridional resolutiondecreases smoothly from 1/3� to 1 degree from 10 to 20 degrees latitude, and the northernand southern boundaries are treated like sponge layers. The model grid type is Arakawa-B, with 30 vertical levels, with 8 levels within the upper 100m. A realistic bottomtopography is used, but depths larger than 5000m are set to 5000m, and the shallowregions are �lled in as land. The various model parameters are listed in table 8.1:8.1.2 Overview of model integrationsFigure 8-1 shows the di�erent model integrations, where the schematic indicates thedi�erent sets of integrations as boxes and the initial conditions are represented by lines



Appendix B 224Table 8.1: Overview of the model parameterParameters Symbol ValueBarotropic time step: momentum dtuv 4320sBarotropic time step: tracer dtts 4320sBarotropic time step dtbt 60shorizontal momentum eddy di�usivity am 109(cm2=s)horizontal heat eddy di�usivity ah 2� 107(cm2=s)horizontal momentum eddy viscous velocity vm 1:0(cm=s)horizontal heat eddy viscous velocity vh 1:0(cm=s)vertical heat eddy di�usivity fkph 20:0(cm2=s)vertical momentum eddy di�usivity fkpm 1:0(cm2=s)background values for the vertical di�usion coe�cients bvdc = �0 0:00134(cm2=s)background values for the vertical di�usivity coe�cients bvvc = �b 0:0134(cm2=s)bottom drag coe�cient cdbot 0:001Adjustable parameter in the PP811 scheme � 5Adjustable parameter in the PP81 scheme �0 50cm2=sAdjustable parameter in the PP81 scheme n 2

Figure 8-1: The �gure shows a schematic overview of the di�erent integrations done withMOMA. The label on top of each box gives the name of each run, and the left number in eachbox indicates the year of the beginning of the run (01-January) and the right number shows thelast year of the run (31-December). The lower middle number with the pre�x \T" shows theresolution of the surface uxes (\T" means Triangular truncation that determines the spatialresolution of the atmospheric �elds on a spherical grid). The bottom number tells length of theintegration in years. The lines and arrows indicate which run the initial conditions are takenfrom, and the time scale at the bottom shows the model date.



Appendix B 225that connect the boxes. The labels in each box indicate the model dates of the beginningand the end of the run, the number of years of integration, and the spatial resolution ofthe boundary conditions. The rbmoma05 run used initial conditions from the end of a5 year climatological spin-up (not shown in the diagram) and was integrated with ERAuxes at T42 resolution from 1 January 1986 to 31 December 1986. In the rbmoma07integration, MOMA was initialised with the restart �le from the end of the rbmoma06run. The year 1989 was repeated before continuing to 31 December 1990. The initialconditions for the second pass of 1989 were taken from the end of the the �rst pass. Acomparison between the two 1989 integrations revealed that MOMA adjusted relativelyquickly to the boundary conditions, with the exceptions of the low frequencies in thefree surface heights which showed a slight drift. The relatively short adjustment timeindicated that the model results could be used for model observation comparison afteronly a couple of years integration.This �nding justi�ed the use of 1990 initial conditions to start a second model runfrom 1980. The restart �le saved at end of 1990 was used as initial conditions for anadditional 7 year long integration over the period 1980-1986 in rbmoma08.8.2 The ECWMF re-analysis dataThe surface uxes used in the model integrations were taken from the ECMWF re-analysis (ERA) data set with daily mean values at a T106 spatial resolution (approxi-mately 1:125� � 1:125� lon-lat resolution). The data set spans the 15 year period 1979-1993, and the archive contains all observational data that is distributed in real time bythe World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). Some of the sources for the ERA dataset include NOAA satellite radiance data, COADS2 ship data, FGGE3, and ALPEXdata. The wind data use additional GMS cloud winds, and AIREP and TEMP datahave been provided by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA). The ERA data alsocontain pseudo-observational data (PAOB) from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology(BoM). The SSTs are from NOAA Climate Analysis Center (after October 1981) andthe UK meteorological o�ce GISST analysis (before October 1981). The TAO data also2Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set3First GARP Global Experiment



Appendix B 226were used in the generation of the ERA data, and the data went in as the data becameavailable4.The observational data have been assimilated into a special version of the ECMWF op-erational data assimilation system. This system was based on a T106 forecast model with31 hybrid vertical levels and a fully 3 dimensional semi-Lagrangean advection scheme.The model physics included parameterisation of mean orography with compatible gravitywave drag, a 4 layer prognostic soil scheme with no external forcing, and prediction ofcloud water content and cloud cover. The external forcing used in the re-analysis wasUKMO GISST 1 degree monthly mean SSTs from 1978 to October 1981, and NMC5 1degree weekly averages from November 1981 to 1993. This system carried out OptimumInterpolation analysis every 6 hours and used a 1D VAR method for retrieval of TOVScloud cleared radiance data. The model also used a diabatic, non-linear normal modeinitialisation with 5 vertical modes.The ERA data used in the integration of MOMA included the surface momentumand heat uxes only: the full wind stresses (including the drag coe�cient), fresh wateruxes, the SSTs, and the solar and total heat uxes.

4The data were gradually phased in as more and more buoys became operational.5Based on Reynolds SSTs



Chapter 9
Appendix C: Tables9.1 AbbreviationsAbbreviation De�nitionADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Pro�lersAGCM Atmospheric General Circulation ModelCCA Canonical Correlation AnalysisCOADS Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data SetD20 20�C isotherm depthECMWF European Centre for Medium Weather ForecastENSO El Ni~no Southern OscillationEOF Empirical Orthogonal FunctionsERA ECMWF Re-AnalysisEUC Equatorial Under CurrentFEOF Frequency domain EOFFFT Fast Fourier TransformGCM General Circulation ModelHCM Hybrid Coupled ModelHOPE Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation modelIKWs Intrseasonal Kelvin WavesMJO Madden-Julian OscillationMOMA Modular Ocean Model ArrayNECC North Equatorial Counter Current (eastward surface ow)NINO1 Region: 90�W-80�W, 10�S-5�SNINO2 Region: 90�W-80�W, 5�S-0�NNINO3 Region: 150�W-90�W, 5�S-5�NNINO4 Region: 160�E-150�W, 5�S-5�NEQ1 Region: 130�W-90�W, 5�S-5�NEQ2 Region: 170�W-130�W, 5�S-5�NEQ3 Region: 150�E-170�W, 5�S-5�N227



Appendix C 228Abbreviation De�nitionOGCM Oceanic General Circulation ModelOLR Outgoing Long wave RadiationPC Principal ComponentPNA Paci�c North Atlantic OscillationPCA Principal Component AnalysisPOPs Principal Oscillation PatternsRMS Root Mean SquareSEC South Equatorial Current (equatorial westward surface ow)SLA Sea Level AnomaliesSOI Sothern Oscillation IndexSSA Singular Spectrum AnalysisSST Sea Surface TemperaturesSSTA Sea Surface Temperature AnomaliesSVD Singular Vector DecompositionTAO Tropical Atmosphere Ocean arrayTIW Tropical Instability WaveTIWE Tropical Instability Wave ExperimentTOGA Tropical Ocean Global AtmosphereTOPEX (Altimeter sattellite)WWB Westerly Wind BurstXBT eXpendable BathyThermograph9.2 SymbolsThe use of prime, X 0, denotes anomalies or perturbed values. The use of subscript t, xor y, i.e. Xy, indicate the derivative with respect to the subscript. The zero subscript,X0, means the mean or reference value.



Appendix C 229Symbol De�nition� sea level height�0E sea level height in the east Paci�c�0W sea level height in the west Paci�c~� surface wind stresscn phase speed for normal mode nk the horizontal wave numberu zonal oww rate of upwelling or vertical speedwE Eckman pumping ratep pressure normal mode eigen vectorN Brunt V�ais�ala frequency, or buoyancy frequencym the vertical wave number! wave frequency� @f=@y � 2:3� 10�11m�1s�1H (e�ective) ocean depthg acceleration due to gravity = 9:81ms�2� densityS salinityQ0 total surface heat uxa Earth's mean radius = 6:37 � 106m.



Chapter 10
Appendix D: Statistical andnumerical methods
10.1 Data processing10.1.1 Estimation of the climatologyThe annual cycle was estimated by regressing the time series to the cosine and sineof the �rst harmonics of the annual cycle, i.e. onto the �rst, !, and second, 2!, annualharmonics. January 1st can then be represented by cos(!)+cos(2!), April 1st by sin(!)�cos(2!), June 1st by � cos(!) + cos(2!), and September 1st by � sin(!)� cos(2!).The mean values and the linear trend were estimated by the same regression methodthat was used to estimate the annual cycle. Unless stated otherwise, the measurementerrors have been assumed to be the same for all spatial points as well as spatially un-correlated, and hence, the error covariance matrix in the regression routine has beensubstituted by the identity matrix. The combination of interannual variability and shorttime series may be a likely source of errors in estimating the regression coe�cients.In some cases, the time series consisted of monthly mean values. The most practicalway of estimating the climatology from monthly means was to compute the compositeof the respective months. In other words, a climatological January value was estimatedfrom the average of the data subset consisting of all the January values.230



Appendix D 23110.1.2 Missing dataMissing data posed a problem for the TAO data set. In most cases where the missing datagap was small and was surrounded by valid data (in time or space), a linear interpolation�ll-in was done. In the cases when the lagged correlation function was estimated, smallgaps of missing data were �lled by a cubic spline interpolation method in the timedimension.However, there was a large number a missing data in the TAO array where the �llingcould not be justi�ed because the gap was too large. Most of the missing data were foundin the far east and west Paci�c, as well as at depths deeper than 200m.The regression scheme circumvented the problem of missing data by simply excludingthe missing data and the corresponding mean, trend and annual cycle data points fromthe analysis. Similarly, the missing data points were set to zero (for anomalous data)in the EOF analysis, and hence were associated with an insigni�cant contribution tothe total variance for long time series. Setting the missing data to zero could only bejusti�ed if the amount of missing data was small compared to the whole data set. Theestimation of the spectral densities was done by computing the Fourier transform of theauto-covariance or the cross-covariance functions, with missing data also set to zero.The gridded TAO sub-surface data set data have been subject to a �ll-in routine inorder to deal with some of the data gaps. The data gaps were �rst �lled in by linearinterpolation in the vertical if there were valid data below and above the missing data.The 5 day averages in the gridded data has in some cases been estimated from fewer than5 days, if one or several of the 5 daily data points were missing. A linear interpolation,using the nearest neighbours in the adjacent latitudinal and longitudinal points, was alsoused for �lling data gaps in the gridded data set.10.2 Numerical integration of a simple linear Kelvinwave equationThe time stepping of the simple forced linear wave model, A(x; t)t � cA(x; t)x = F (x; t),was done by a second order Two-step Lax-Wendro� scheme described by Press et al.(1989). The model was also integrated using an upwind Eulerian scheme (�rst order)



Appendix D 232and a second order Leap-Frog method. The Two-step Lax-Wendro� scheme was usedin this study since it is a second order scheme and was more stable than the Leap-Frogmethod. The leapfrog method was unstable for the ECMWF forcing due to divergenceof the two solutions, but gave similar results to the Two-step Lax-Wendro� scheme whenthe simple model was forced with idealised winds. This problem of instability was causedby too large values for c and could be remedied by using smaller time steps.The di�erent schemes produced similar results, apart from giving di�erent Kelvinwave amplitudes in the upwind scheme. The di�erences in the amplitudes may be a resultof numerical dissipation (Press et al., 1989, p.686), however, the staggered Leap-Frog andthe Two-step Lax-Wendro� schemes are generally recommended for ux-conservativeproblems.10.3 Statistical signi�cance testing10.3.1 Testing of the correlation analysisMost of the results from the correlation analysis were compared with Monte Carlo tests1.Two types of tests were employed: a random permutation test and an AR(1) resamplingtest. The former test was performed for all time series with e�ective time dimensionsgreater than 100 (i.e. taking into account autocorrelation). In this case, the time serieswere subsampled in order to eliminate the e�ects of persistence, and then scrambled tosynthesise the test signals. A �2 function was �tted to the two tailed distribution ofthe test correlation values, and the correlation coe�cients of the original signals werecompared with the �2 95% signi�cance limit.If the e�ective time dimension was smaller that 100, then random surrogate timeseries were synthesised, with similar AR(1) characteristics and standard deviation tothe original series. The analysis was then compared with a �2 95% con�dence limit forthe surrogate data. In summary, the 95% signi�cance testing was based on the nullhypothesis that the data consisted of AR(1) red noise processes.In those cases where a formal signi�cance test was di�cult, a comparison betweenanalysis of di�erent periods was done in order to get an idea of how robust the results1For reference, see Wilks (1995)



Appendix D 233were. In some instances, the analysis of the same data but subject to slightly di�erent�ltering could also indicate whether the results were sensitive to noise.10.3.2 The robustness and signi�cance of the spectral analysisA simple way to see how robust the spectral results are is to vary the window widthand using di�erent spectral methods. In this thesis, the spectral analysis has been donewith ordinary FFT methods, Barlett, Tukey-Hanning, and the Parzen. The di�erencesbetween these methods are the shapes of the windows used: FFT uses a square window;Bartlett uses a triangular window; Tukey-Hanning a window shape derived from a halfcosine period; Parzen uses a window based on a polynomial. The spectral results mustalso be tested to see if they are sensitive to the window width.The signi�cance testing of the spectral results here has been based on a comparisonwith the spectrum to the expected spectrum of an AR(1) process with similar power andcorrelation characteristics. The null hypothesis has been that the process is an AR(1)process, and if the spectral densities of the quantity in question are outside the 95%con�dence limits estimated from a �2 test, then they are signi�cant.10.4 Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs)The de�nition of Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) is the set of eigenfunctions ofthe data covariance matrix (North et al., 1982). Peixoto & Oort (1992) described amethod for calculating the EOFs by assuming that observations are made at M stationsat N times. The deviations from the (temporal) mean values are stored in matrix Fwhich has the elements fmn, and the matrix F has the covariance matrix R = (FF T )=N .The vectors representing the observations are [~f1; ~f2; :: ~fN ], and are in an orthogonal basiswith unit direction vectors [~u1; ~u2; ::~uM ]. A correlation of the observed spatial patternsgives clusters of vectors in the same direction. The goal is to �nd an orthogonal basis[~e1; ~e2; ::~eM ], so that the new axes are in the same direction as the clusters (best �t). Theaxis vectors, ~e's, (EOFs) give the spatial patterns of data that are associated with thelargest variance, and are orthonormal:~em � ~ej = �jm (10.1)



Appendix D 234We want to maximise:1N NXn=1(~fn � ~en)2 = (~eTmFF T~em)N = ~eTmR~em; (10.2)for m = 1; 2; ::M . Maximising (variational problem) becomes an eigenvalue problem:R~em = �~em. Since R is symmetric the eigenvalues, ~ei, are real and positive, and thesenew basis vectors are the EOFs that make up the column vectors of the matrix E withdecreasing order of eigenvalues. The EOF matrix, E, has the property that its transposeequals its left inverse, ETE = I, because E is orthonormal. Since the EOFs form a newbasis for coordinate system, the data can be expressed as:~fn = MXm=1 cmn~em (10.3)where cnm = ~eTm ~fn and are referred to as the expansion coe�cient. The equivalentmatrix notation is: C = ETF , and F = EC. The extension coe�cients can be relatedto the variance of the data by:NXn=1 ~fn � ~fn = NXn=1 MXm=1 cnm~em!0@ MXj=1 cnj~ej1A = MXm=1 NXn=1 c2nm: (10.4)Here, PNn=1 ~fn � ~fn = N PMm=1 �m, where �m = 1N PNn=1 c2nm. The eigenvalues are themean-square values of the expansion coe�cients, cmn = �1=2V T , where V TV = I. Thematrix V represents the Principal Components, i.e. the time series that describe theevolution of the EOF patterns. The matrix � is a diagonal matrix which describes thevariance that the di�erent EOFs, ~eTm, 'explain'.Preisendorfer (1988) describes how the EOFs can be estimated using the SingularVector Decomposition (SVD) approach. The data matrix F can be written as a matrixproduct of 3 matrices: F = E�1=2V T ; (10.5)where E is an m�m matrix, � is a diagonal matrix with the square of the eigenvalues,�m on the diagonal, and V is a n� n matrix. The EOFs are then given by the columnsof E, and the corresponding PCs are stored as columns of V .



Appendix D 235The estimation of the EOFs according to North et al. (1982) assumes a number ofindependent realisations (N), i.e. that ~fi are statistically independent. In order to ensurethis criterion, the autocorrelation must be taken into account, and the time series canbe sub-sampled at every �t time point. The distance between the adjacent independentrealisations can be estimated if we know the autocorrelation, r, from 1+r1�r , with an e�ectivetime dimension, which can be estimated from: N = N 0 1�r1+r (Wilks, 1995). North et al.(1982) also argued that the spatial grid spacing must be smaller than the autocorrelationlength in order to capture important small scale variability. When using data which havenon-uniform grid box sizes, a geometric weighting factor must be included to scale thedata from the di�erent locations according to the area of their domain (this is importantfor Spherical coordinates).The uncertainty in the EOF analysis can be estimated by considering the axis of anearly spherical object in data space, which have similar spread along all the di�erentaxes. In this situation, the leading EOF gives the direction of the axis with largest spread.The covariance matrix is only an estimate of the true covariance and can be expressedas CD = E(CD) + �V , where E(CD) is the expected covariance and �V is the standarddeviation of the covariance between Gaussian distributions:Vi;j =  CiiCii + C2ij2 ! :The error magnitude � can be taken as:� = s 2N :By applying a perturbation analysis (North et al., 1982), the uncertainty in the sin-gular values are: ��k = �ks 2N ; (10.6)and the corresponding spatial patterns are described by:�Eik = ��k�k � �k0Eik0 (10.7)Most contamination is assumed to come from nearby EOFs, and the value for �k0



Appendix D 236can be taken as the adjacent eigenvalue with the vector Eik0 as the corresponding EOFpattern.The robustness of the results and the question whether the time series is stationary canalso be tested by repeating the EOF analysis for di�erent time periods. Other methodsfor signi�cance testing may involve re-sampling tests using surrogate AR(1) processes.Red noise processes can give EOFs with large scale patterns, but is it unlikely that theleading EOFs have much stronger eigenvalues than the higher order EOFs. A �2 testcan therefore be used to estimate the signi�cance of the eigenvalues associated with theleading EOFs.
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